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Foreword

Tle 13 papers in this volume focus on driver performance and simulation. Human engineering
of advanced technology to aid drivers is discussed first: topics include the design of-auditor!
interfaces new to the world of automobiles and the design of vehicle controls and models of
human performance to use in evaluating the development of high technology for drivers.
Then human behavior in the driving environment is explored in studies of eyã-scanning and
driver work load. Ways to improve information to thè driver are examineâ from the-per-
spective of the vehicle, through the use of daytime running lights, and from sources exteinal
to the vehicle, such as broadcasting, signs, and markings. The Record concludes with papers
on simulation of vehicle dynamics and motion,
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Design of TravTek Auditory Interface
Lrxpe G. Mneus, Rnnncca N. FrnrscHn¿aN, Jaunrs T. CannrNrnn,
Fnaucrs E. szczuBlEwsKr, Tnorras A. Drxcus, AND Menx K. Knecr

In an advanced driver information system, computer voice mes-
sages and nonvelbal auditory signals provide a means ofimparting
information to the driver without creating a visual distraction. In
the TravTek system, synthesized voice has been used extensively
as a supplement to the visual display, providing route guidance
instructions, navigation assistance, and traffic information. Spe-
cial consideration has been given to strategies for maximizing the
acceptability of synthesized voice to drivers. TravTek voice mes-
sages are designed as concise utterances that aid the driver in
reaching the destination easily, quickly, and safely. Data collected
from onboard computers, controlled experirnents, and driver
questionnaires will be analyzed to evaluate user acceptance and
feature preferences.

Computer-generated voice has been widely identified as a

useful way to impart informatio¡r to drivers in an advanced
driver information system (ADIS) (/). A typical ADIS may
use voice to present navigation and traffic information without
creating a visual distraction. There is, however, a common
perception in the North American automotive community
that people do not like talking cars. In the TravTek ADIS,
the authors have attempted to understand the objections that
drivers may have to the use of voice in cars and to develop
strategies that enhance the user acceptance of synthesized
voice.

TRAVTEK DEMONSTRATION

TravTek is an ADIS operarional field test conducted jointly
by General Motors, FHWA, the American Automobile As-
sociation, the Florida Department of Transportation, and the
city of Orlando, Florida. TravTek has been in operation in
Orlando with 100 vehicles available as rental cars and for use
by local drivers. ADIS features of the TravTek system include
route planning and guidance, real-time traffic information,
navigation assistance, and an onboard services and attractions
data base, Fleischman et al. (2) and Carpenter et al. (3) de-
scribe the functionality and human factors design of the TravTek
driver interface. Rillings and Lewis (a) and Krage (5) provide
details of the TravTek program and the architecture of the
vehicle subsystem.

VOICE FUNCTIONS IN TRAVTEK

Synthesized voice is used extensively in the TravTek system,
providing l'oute guidance instructions, navigation assistance,
and traffic i¡rformation. Nonverbal auditory signals are also
used in a limited way as feedback for button presses, as well
as prompting for screen glances when voice functions are
deactivated. Voice functions are controlled by the driver through
the use of four buttons on the steering wheel. These buttons
are labeled "Where Am I?", "Repeat Voice," .,Traffic Re-
port," and "Voice Guide." The voice controls allow a driver
to select the types of information desired through voice, al-
lowing all voice messages to be disabled if necessary.

rilhere Am I?

The Where Am I? function provides information on the ve-
hicle's current street location and the name of the next cross
street ahead of the vehicle. Each press of the Where Am I?
button elicits a single message with location information. Spe-
cial messages have been formulated to accommodate situa-
tions in which the vehicle is not situated on a known street
or no known cross streets are ahead of the vehicle.

Repeat Voice

The Repeat Voice function enables the driver to replay the
most recently spoken voice message. The message, when re-
peated, is prefaced by the statement "The last message was
. . .". The replay is a literal repeat as opposed to a functional
one. Even if the information has changed since the message
was originally spoken, the original text is spoken in the replay.
The repeatability of a message times out after a short period,
to avoid repeating messages in which the information content
is extremely outdated. After the timeout, a button press of
Repeat Voice produces the message "No recent message to
repeat. "

Traffic Report

The Traffic Report function provides a verbal traffic advisory
that reports known traffic problems. Traffic data are broad-
cast to the vehicles once a minute from the TravTek traffic
management center (TMC). Traffic data contain information
on congestion problems within the TravTek map area, as well
as details on incidents and construction when such information
is known.

i
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Onboard the vehicle, the traffic data are displayed on a

color map using incident and congestion icons. Traffic prob-
lems are filtered for relevance to the vehicle's location and
route. With each new broadcast, a voice traffic message is

formulated to describe each geographically relevant traffic
problem. Voice traffic messages contain information on the
location, cause, and severity of traffic problems. The set of
relevant traffic messages constitutes the voice traffic report.
When the Traffic Report function is activated by a button
press, the voice begins to speak the current traffic report, with
messages ordered by urgency and proximity to the vehicle.
A subsequent button press will terminate the report. While
the Traffic Report function remains activated, as subsequent
TMC broadcasts are received, all new, relevant traffic prob-
lems are spoken.

At the start of a trip, the Traffic Report function defaults
to an off state. Voice traffic reports are spoken only if re-
quested by the driver. When Traffic Report is switched off
and then back on, the full, relevant, ordered set of traffic
messages is respoken, thus enabling the driver to hear all
traffic problems.

Voice Guide

The Voice Guide button enables and disables voice route
guidance instructions. Voice guidance messages describe up-
coming maneuvers on the planned route and indicate an off-
route condition and destination arrival.

Up to three voice messages may accompany the upcoming
maneuver. If the distance to the maneuver is so great that
the driver need not attend to it yet, the voice guidance mes-
sage specifies only the distance to the maneuver, correspond-
ing to a straight-ahead arrow on the visual guidance display:
for example, "Ahead, next turn in three and four-tenths miles."
At a closer distance to the maneuver, when the driver must
get into the appropriate lane in anticipation of a turn, a "near-
turn" message is spoken. The near-turn message contains the
distance to the maneuver and the name of the turn street and
the type of maneuver (e.g., "make a hard left" or "bear
right"). A typical near-turn message is "In eight-tenths miles,
turn right onto the ramp to I-4 east." This corresponds with
a change in the visual guidance display, which now depicts
the geometry of the maneuver intersection and displays the
name of the turn street. Just before the maneuver intersection,
at a point at which the driver can be expected to identify
visually the turn street, voice guidance speaks an "at-turn"
message, which contains the same information as the near-
turn message but eliminates the distance information. This
informs the driver that the maneuver is imminent.

When an upcoming maneuver is followed closely by another
maneuver, the message for the first maneuver alerts the driver
to prepare for the second one. An example is "Bear left to
follow the correct branch of Sand Lake Road, then prepare
to turn right." This helps the driver position correctly after
the first maneuver in anticipation of the second one.

When Voice Guide is switched off and then back on again,
a distance-appropriate guidance message is spoken. In this
way the driver has the ability to force the system to speak an
instruction for the next maneuver at any time. The Voice
Guide function is automatically enabled at the start of a trip
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with a planned route, as voice guidance is intended to reduce
glances at the visual displays.

TRAVTEK PHILOSOPHY ON VOICE
ACCEPTABILITY

The auditory mode, if implemented effectively, has great po-
tential as a means of imparting complex information to the
driver. Voice messages elaborate on the information depicted
on the visual display, providing an eyes-on-the-road mode of
informing the driver. Voice messages also draw the driver's
attention to the fact that new information is now available,
so the driver need not glance at the visual display frequently
to check for an update. In TravTek, voice functions are con-
sidered to be a supplement to the visual display, which can
be used as a stand-alone system.

The TravTek driver interface design team has strived to
make the application of voice to an ADIS palatable to the
driver. The precepts that the authors have applied to the
design of the auditory interface include

o Minimizing voice "chattering" and "nagging";
o Maximizing voice intelligibility;
o Providing timely, useful information through voice; and
o Allowing significant driver control of voice functions.

Talking Cars

"People don't like talking cars." This bit of folklore has pre-
sumably arisen from negative reactions to vehicles that use
voice to warn driver of open doors and unbuckled seat belts.
An examination of the use of voice for such purposes reveals
violations of some of the aforementioned TravTek precepts.

Drivers may not be receptive to the use of voice for system
warnings unless the condition is urgent, such as a collision
warning. In the case of an open door, a nonverbal auditory
signal or a telltale on the instrument panel is probably enough
to alert the driver to the condition. The driver may perceive
the voice in this instance as nagging, because the voice only
speaks to say that the driver has done something wrong. Driv-
ers may have various reasons to suppress a voice system at times,
and these wishes must be accommodated by giving the driver
control over volume as well as activation of voice functions.

Past negative reactions to misapplied voice technology do not
necessarily bode poorly for future well-considered use of voice
on passenger cars. The initial experiences with the TravTek
auditory system indicate that the computer-generated voice
that provides useful information at the appropriate time may
be welcome to drivers, especially for route guidance.

The TravTek evaluation plan provides a mechanism for
assessing user acceptance and actual usage of the voice func-
tions (ó). Driver interaction data that are logged onboard the
vehicle serve as one source of feedback on how drivers use

the system. Drivers also express subjective reactions to their
TravTek driving experience through debriefings and ques-

tionnaires, Controlled experiments were designed that may
analyze benefits provided by voice guidance. By analyzing
TravTek data from all these sources, the authors expect to
learn a great deal about driver behavior and preferences for
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ADIS features. In particular, analysis of the use of voice
controls will provide a measure of the usefulness and the
affective impact of the auditory system. preliminary evalua-
tion of TravTek guidance displays indicates that drivers use
voice guidance and perceive it as very helpful and that nav-
igation with visual guidance displays is improved when com-
bined with voice (7,8).

Chattering and Nagging

As anthropomorphism is inevitable in a talking car, the au-
thors have chosen a conservative approach to thè sort of..per_
sonality" that may be attributed to this ADIS. Anthrópo-
morphism may be lessened by designing voice systems that
are somewhat machine-like in their expression. ADIS with
excessively long voice messages, or messages that exceed strict
bounds of usefulness, may be accused of chattering or nag-
ging. Drivers are no more likely to take kindly to.iutt".in-g
and nagging cars than they do to passengers who exhibit thã
same charactistics.

"Auditory clutter" is the term that Stokes et al. (9) use to
describe the overuse of the auditory channel, resuiting in
potential distraction from the driving task and in annoyance.
To minimize auditory clutter, the authors avoid voice feed_
back for correct maneuvers, driving speed, and system sta_
tus-uses that Davis advocates (10). Initial road tests of the
TravTek driver interface convinced the authors to reduce fur_
ther the length and number of voice messages, which had
been thought to be quite minimal to begin with.

VOICE INTELLIGIBILITY

Computer-generated speech for ADISs may be either syn-
thesized or digitized. Digitized speech has the significant ad_
vantage of intelligibility and naturalness, along with the dis_
advantage of prohibitive limitations in recording and storing
large amounts of text. In TravTek, synthesized voice has en_
abled the use of a large variety of messages in an implemen-
tation that achieves an acceptable level of lntettigiUiiity.

Female Versus Male Voice

Although the TravTek voice sounds indisputably male, this
should not be interpreted as a deliberate design decision. The
selection of a speech synthesis product was based on hardware
requirements for durability in an automotive environment.
The authors had little choice regarding voice characteristics
and had to settle for the voice available in a product that
satisfied our constraints. Although the synthesizer does allow
for programmer control over speech attributes such as rate
of speech, pitch, and voice gain, it does not provide a choice
between a male and female voice. It does, however, offer the
choice of a large person, a medium-sized person, and a small
person. The male-sounding TravTek voice is the medium per_
son (the other two voices were largely unintelligible).

A female digitized voice was preferred for use in military
aircraft in the 1960s (/1) because it contrasted with the pre_
dominantly male voices in flight crews and control tower radio
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communications of that era. This motivation for using female
voice clearly does not apply to automobiles, where voices
coming from passengers, radio, or car phones are equally
likely to be male or female. Subsequent research suggests that
the human female voice is less intelligible than the human
male voice (12). Additional research is needed to assess the
relative intelligibility of male and female synthesized speech, as
well as machine speech that is not characteristic of either sex.

Intelligibility of Synthesized Speech

Synthesized speech is decidedly less intelligible than digitized
human voice. The reduced intelligibility has been demon-
strated to stem from the absence of many prosodic features
that are found in natural human speech (13). The prosodic
element of speech is that which gives natural speech its rhythm.
A state-of-the-art voice synthesizer applies some reasoning to
the insertion of pauses and variations in pitch and stress;
however, the inability of the system to perforrn a syntactic
parse of input sentences severely limits the prosodic results.
Many commercially available voice synthesizers provide a way
to insert prosodic markers in text, giving the programmer
some control over the intonational pattern of a synthesized
utterance.

Similarly, a speech synthesizer typically contains a large
dictionary of stored pronunciations for known words, as rvell
as a program that generates a pronunciation for an unknown
word on the basis of its spelling. In English, spelling is not a
good predictive measure of pronunciation, and no known
algorithms will produce consistently accurate results in pro-
nouncing unknown English words. For the TravTek voice
messages, prosody has been specified carefully to enhance
intelligibility. The authors have also listened to the voice syn-
thesizer pronunciation of all words that may be spoken by
the system, including more than 12,000 Orlando street names,
storing corrected pronunciations as needed. This effort has
resulted in large improvements in intelligibility, and this
preprocessing is considered to be essential for public accep-
tance of synthesized voice.

Other strategies are also effective in increasing the intel-
ligibility of synthesized speech. Simpson and Hart discuss the
importance of providing sufficient linguistic context for syn-
thesized warnings and commands to enhance comprehension
QQ. The authors have found that in TravTek route guidance
and traffic messages, the street names are the least intelligible
part of the utterance. To aid in the comprehension of street
names, it is useful to speak the street name suffix (e.g., .,Co-

lonial Drive" as opposed to "Colonial").
Alerting prefaces are thought to be effective in attracting

the listener's attention to an irnpending voice message. Var-
ious studies have indicated a reduced response time for pref-
aced messages, despite the increased length of the messages
because of the preface (15,16).

The mechanical-sounding characteristics of synthesized voice
may have some advantages over digitized human voice in
automotive applications. Because the voice does not sound
human, it is easily and immediately distinguishable from other
voices in the automotive environment. In this way, the per-
ceptual contrast makes the voicc somewhat self-alerting; it is
obviously the car speaking. The machine-like voice also may
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reduce the tendency toward anthropomorphism, as men-
tioned before.

USEFULNESS OF INFORMATION

Useful information in an ADIS is that which enables the driver
to optimize the performance of the driving and navigation
tasks. Route guidance instructions are useful if they help the
driver to follow a route safely and without error, Traffic in-
formation is useful if it enables a driver to avoid congestion,
minimize travel time, and drive safely in unavoidable traffic
congestion. There are many open questions as to the appro-
priate information content of guidance and traffic messages

in an ADIS.

Route Guidance

People typically include the names of turn streets in route
guidance instructions. Are street names a necessary or useful
piece of information? The authors believe that they are, given

the difficulty of timing turn messages accurately enough to
prevent erroneous turns in areas with closely spaced cross

streets. Street names also help drivers to orient themselves

in unfamiliar territory.
At an intersection where two streets cross at right angles,

the instruction describing the maneuver is easily formulated:
"turn right" or "turn left." Complex intersections entail ma-

neuvers that are more difficult to describe unambiguously.
Although this is another justification for the use of street
names, it is important to note that street signs are not always

easily visible. For this reason, voice guidance, graphical repre-
sentation of the maneuver intersection, and error recovery
are all important elements of robust route guidance. Com-
bined in a coherent system, they work effectively to keep the

driver on the planned route.
It is useful for drivers to known how far they are from their

next maneuver. Individual drivers, however, differ in their
abilities to reason about distance. Some football fans may find
meaning in distances measured in yards, but not in fractions
of a mile. Davis (10) and Streeter et al. (17) have discussed

the potential ambiguity of other measures of distance. For
instance, "in two blocks" may be ambiguous when the next
cross street does not intersect the driven street on both sides;

does it delimit a block? Upon hearing an instruction like
"Turn left at the third light," will the driver count the light
at the intersection he or she is passing through when the
message is spoken? The authors conclude that distance ex-
pressed unambiguously (e.g., in fractions of a mile) is more
likely to help drivers who can gauge it than confuse drivers
who cannot.

Navigation Assistance

The Where Am I? function was designed primarily to provide

assistance when the driver is navigating along a self-planned
route. It helps drivers to identify the intended turn street and

to orient themselves when uncertain of the current location
and heading. Where Am I? can be a useful supplement to
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route guidance as well, identifying turn streets when street

signs are missing at intersections or visibility is obscured. It
also indicates navigation system accuracy without reference

to the map display.
An example of the Where Am I? message is "Approaching

Lee Road. Headed north on Orlando Avenue." At fìrst glance,

it may seem counterintuitive to answer the question "where
am I?" by first stating what you are near, then where you

are. The authors chose to word the message in this way to
impart the presumably more urgent piece of information first.
Cross street information is considered to be more urgent,
because it may identify the location of the intended maneuver
and it changes more frequently than driven street data.

The Where Am I? function is self-interrupting. It aborts its

current message and restarts itself when the button is pressed

during Where Am I? output. Repeated, quick button presses

will result in a series of cross street notifications, with the

location information clipped. This functionality enables the

driver to use Where Am I? to listen to cross streets in quick
succession while proceeding down the road. The terseness of
the Where Am I? message further serves this purpose.

Research Issues in Traffic Advisories

There is not yet a good understanding of which pieces of
information about a traffic problem are necessary and useful
to drivers. Specifically, it is not clear whether knowing about
lane closures, or the cause of a congestion problern, may cause

drivers to modify their behavior. Perhaps it is beneficial to
suppress clarification of a spectacular incident such as a fire,
because it could encourage gawkers to travel to the scene.

On the other hand, it also alerts drivers to the possibility of
emergency vehicles in the area.

There are a variety of ways to express the severity of a

congestion problem. Terms such as "heavy traffic," "sluggish
traffic," "l-minute delay," "bumpel to bumper," "stop and
go," "slow and go," and "merging delays" are used in traffic
reports broadcast by radio stations. Radio traffic reports also
occasionally provide an estimate of the length of a congestion
queue. More research is needed, however, to determine how
drivers use an estimate of a backup queue, whether it can be

reliably estimated, and how best to describe it to driversr in
miles, or number of traffic signals, or from Street X to Street
Y. The word "congestion" itself may be ambiguous: do drivers
interpret it consistently as slow traffic, or can it also refer to
a heavy volume of traffic moving at the posted speed?

The location of a traffic problem can also be expressed in
various ways. Can the relevance of the problem be assessed

more easily by the driver if its location is described relative
to the vehicle, or in absolute terms?

Onboard computer-generated traffic advisories can provide
information on demand that is filtered for relevance to a given
vehicle location and planned route. Some issues that arise in
relevance filtering include the criteria that are applied to de-
termine relevance, the upper limit on the amount of infor-
mation that should constitute an on-demand traffic report,
and the possibility of enabling drivers to tailor traffic reports
to their own needs and interests.
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TravTek Approach to Traffic Reporting

TravTek traffic advisories report lane closures and the cause
of an incident when known. Congestion is characterized as
heavy or moderate, depending on the degree to which travel
time on the affected road varies fro¡n free-flow travel time
(18). The location description of a traffic problem varies ac-
cording to whether the vehicle is on a planned route and
whether the traffic problem is related to an incident or not.
The location of an incident (e.g., accident, disabled vehicle,
malfunctioning signal, construction) can be pinpointed, whereas
congestion is so volatile that it cannot be delimited precisely
and reliably. IVhen the vehicle is on a planned route, only
problems ahead of the vehicle on the route are r.eported. If
an on-route problem is an incident, its location is described
as "ldistance] ahead on [street name]," where distance is
expressed in miles. A nonincident congestion problem on the
route is specified as "Ahead on [street name]," which avoids
an estimation of the distance to the tail of the congestion
queue. When the vehicle is off the planned route, or no route
has been planned, traffic problems are located as "On [Street
Xl between [Street Y] and [Street Z]." The visual display
indicates incidents and congestion with icons on the local area
map, thus clarifying the location of problems reported by the
voice traffic report.

The collection, dissemination, and in-vehicle use of traffic
data is a process whose design is subject to many interde-
pendencies. The Tl'avTek solution to onboard presentation
of traffic data was largely driven by outside constraints im-
posed by the organization of the TravTek TMC. The design
of the TMC was itself constrained by local availability of
information sources. In future ADISs, it would be preferable
to base the information content of traffic advisories on solicl
research in the usefulness of the information, constrained by
the general feasibility of data collection in most large urban
areas.

DRIVER CONTROLS

It is essential that drivers be allowed to select functions for
which they receive voice output, control the volume of the
voice, and suppress all voice messages. In the TravTek system,
when a voice message is about to be spoken, the radio is
muted for the duration of the voice output. Activation of the
radio volume control during voice output adjusts the volume
of voice messages; to adjust radio volume, the driver uses the
volume control during radio output. This capability enables
differing volume levels for radio broadcasts and for TravTek
voice functions.

In initial testing, the authors have found that voice messages
for TravTek functions are generally welcome when the driver
is not listening to the radio or conversing with a passenger.
Because the voice synthesizer suppresses radio output and
tends to interrupt conversations, drivers may occasionally want
to turn off all or some voice functions. Separate controls for
voice guidance, traffic reports, and navigation assistance allow
the driver to reduce the amount of voice selectively, instead
of having only a single voice on/off control.

While a driver's attention is occupied by the driving task
and competing thought processes, the driver may not im-
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mediately attend to a voice message that is issued automati-
cally. Because the auditory display is inherently ephemeral,
the Repeat Voice function provides a necessary mechanism
to recapture information that may not be initially appre-
hended.

NONVERBAL AUDITORY SIGNALS

Considerable research has been done in the use of nonverbal
auditory warnings in aircraft cockpits [see work by Patterson
Q\ for a comprehensive discussion]. Some of the knowledge
that has accrued from aircraft research may pertain to pas-
senger vehicles (e.g., appropriate volumes and temporal char-
acteristics for auditory tones). However, principles guiding
the use of auditory systems in aircraft must not be applied
indiscriminately to passenger vehicles. It is important to re-
member the essential differences between highly trained cock-
pit personnel and automobile drivers who range widely in
age, driving abilities, physical condition, and so on.

When ADISs become so commonplace to be available to
untrained drivers, the meaning of auditory signals must be
easily learned and retained, with minimal potential for con-
fusion. In the TravTek system, three nonverbal auditory sig-
nals are used. Two are tied directly to driver actions: a feed-
back signal for touchscreen key presses, and an error tone for
inappropriate steering wheel button presses (for instance,
pressing Voice Guide when no dcstination has been entered).
The third signal must be taught. When the Voice Guide func-
tion is turned off, a glance-at-the-screen tone is sounded to
inform the user that new information is presented: when the
next maneuver is first depicted, or when the car has left its
planned route. The glance-at-the-screen tone is soft and un-
obtrusive; it should not startle drivers or disrupt conversations

CONCLUSIONS

Computer-generated voice is a desirable component of ADISs;
however, the North American automotive community has
little experience in marrying voice to cars. The TravTek au-
ditory interface strives to maximize the acceptability of the
application of synthesized speech to an ADIS. The voice mes-
sages were designed as concise utterances that help the driver
reach the destination quickly, easily, and safely. Data logged
on onboard computers and extracted from driver question-
naires will provide feedback on user acceptance and actual
usage of the various voice functions. Further research is needed
to determine the optimal information content of route guid-
ance and traffic messages.
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A simulation Model for Driver's use of
fn-Vehicle Information Systems
Wnrren¿ H. Lrvrso¡¡

A simulation model for predicting driver behavior and system
performance when the automobité driver performs concurrent
steering.and auxiliary in-vehicle tasks is described. The model
was used ìn support of an experimental study to develop evalu_
ation methods and human faitors guidelines ior in_vehicie infor_
mation systems. It is an integration-of two computerized models:
the procedural model and the driver/vehicle nìodel. The proce_
dural component deals primarily with in-vehicle tasks anà with
the task-selection and attention-allocation procedures, whereas
the driver/vehicle component predicts closed-loop continuous
control (steering) behavior.^Given.descriptions of the driving en-
vironment and of driver information-prócessing lirnitationsl tlte
resulting integrated model allows one io predict"a variety of'péi_
formance measures for typical scenarios. Application of the ¡nodel
to exp,eriment design is discussed, and quantitative examples are
provided for model calibration and for'preclicting the effects of
in-car telephone use on steering performance.

The U.S. government is promoting an urnbrella prograrn known
as intelligent vehicle-highway systerns (IVHS), ihe goal of
which is to apply advanced electronics, compuiing, anã com_
munications technology to improve highwáy efficiency and
safety. This technology will include a¿vancé¿ in_vehicle in_
formation systems to help drivers perform a number of func_
tions, including in-car telephoning, navigation, traffic status
monitoring, on-road hazards warning, ãnd vehicle systems
monitoring. Tho safety of such systems is in question because
of the potential for in-vehicle displays to dive;t attention from
the primary driving task (/-J).

This paper describes a simulation model that was developed
to predict driver l¡ehavior in support of an experimental study,
performed by the University of Michigan Transportation Re_
search Institute (UMTRI) for the U.S. Department of Trans_
portation, to develop evaluation methods ãnd human factors
guidelines for in-vehicle information systems (4). Given de_
scriptions of the tasks to be performed and óf u driu"r,,
information-processing limitations, the model predicts a va_
riety of performance measures for typical scenìrios. Repre_
sentative measures include lane deviations, control use and
monitoring times for a variety of in-vehicle systems, and vari_
ous measures of driver attention such as eye fixations times
and scan frequencies, task-to-task transitións, and statistics
relating to task interruptions.

The primary intended uses of this model are to aid in the
design of manned simulation experiments and to help ex_
trapolate experimental results. preexperiment model anãlysis
is of particular value in situations in which, because of the

expense or limited access to resources, it is critical to have
the experimental program well defined before starting a set
of simulation or on-road studies. By exploring a range of
potential experirnental variables-typically, much wideithan
would be practical to explore in properly controlled experi_
ments-one can use the model as an all_digital simulatòr to
predict which choices of parameter values will yield results
that are sensitive to experimental variation and which can_
didate experiments will tend not to show significant effects.
Armed with these results, one can presu,rlibly make better
choices as to which candidate experimental våriables to ex_
plore, the range of values to be explored, optimal settings for
other independent variables, and so on.

Similar types of postexperiment model analysis allow the
extrapolation of experirnental results to conditions not yet
tested. One potential application is to test the generality of
design guidelines developed from the experimental clata base.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Overview

The model presented here, which is called the integrated driver
model (IDM), is an integration of two computerized models:
the procedural model and the driver/vehiclð model. The pro_
cedural model represents the driver of the vehicle in terms of
perceptual, neuromotor, and cognitive responses (5). Sub_
models may include visual scanning and detection,'uuditory
perceptual processing, neuromotor reaction time, and choice
and decision in the selection of activities. The procedural
model deals primarily with in-vehicle auxiliary iasks (i.e.,
tasks other than continuous vehicle control) and with the ìask_
selection and attention-allocation procedures.

The driver/vehicle model predicts closed-loop continuous
control behavior. This model, which is currently used to pre_
dict lateral path (steering) control, is based on ttre optimat
control model (OCM) for manually controlled systems (ó).
The structure and predictive value of the OCM have been
verified via extensive application to laboratory and opera_
tional manual control tasks, and the OCM hasieen applied
zuccessfully to the design of manned simulation studies (Z).
The driver/vehicle model is currently implemented to simulate
a constant-speed steering task.

. The resulting integrated model allows one to predict con_
tinuous steering performance as visual attention is intermit_
tently diverted from the roadway to one or more monitoring
locations associated with the auxiliary in-vehicle tasks. The
model also allows the driver to attend visually to the roadway

B-BN-Systems and Technologies, 10 Moulton Street, Cambridg", tutasi.
021,38.
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while processing auditory information. Attention is switched
and tasks are selected on the basis of time-varying priorities
that consider, at each decision point, the penalties for tasks
not performed. The presentation of auxiliary tasks is con-
trolled in part through dependencies on the state of the driving
environment as predicted by the model and in part through
scripting (i.e., state-independent time-based occurrence of
events defined before the model run).

Figure 1 contains a diagram of the IDM showing the prin-
cipal functional elements of the model and the major com-
munications paths. To make maximum use of previous im-
plementations, the continuous control driver/vehicle model
and the procedural model are implemented as separate
processes.

Driver/Vehicle Model

The major assumptions underlying the driver/vehicle model
are the following:

1. The operator is sufficiently well trained and motivated
to perform in a near-optimal manner subject to system goals

and limitations.
2. ^lhe driver constructs an internalized representation

("mental model") of the driving environment in which all
dynamic response processes are represented by linear equa-
tions of motion.

3. Perforrnance objectives can be represented by a quad-
ratic performance index (e.g., minimize a weighted sum
of mean-squared lane deviation and rnean-squared control
activity).

4. Driver limitations can be represented as response-
bandwidth limitations, time delay, and wide-band "noise"
processes to account for information-processing limitations.

To obtain a model solution, the user must provide infor-
mation sufficient to describe the task environment, the perfor-
mance goals, and the operator's response and information-
processing limitations. Because the model is a simulation model,
timing parameters must also be specified. The following kinds
of input must be specified for the driver/vehicle models:

1. Description of driving environment

-Vehicle response dynamics,

-Perceptual variables,

PROCEDURAL
MODEL

DRIVER/VEHICLE
MODEL
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-Command and disturbance inputs, and

-Initial conditions;
2. Driver characteristics

-Mental model of the task environment,
-Information-processing limitations (S/N),

-Perceptual limitations ("thresholds"),

-Time delay, and

-Motor lag;
3. Simulation parameters

-Simulation update interval, and

-Data recording interval.

The flow of information within the driver/vehicle model
component is shown in Figure 2. For applications in which

the vehicle is maintained at near-constant speed and under-
goes relatively low lateral accelerations, the model compo-

nents enclosed in boxes are implemented as linear dynarnic
processes for which the behavior of the system states is de-

scribed by a set of linear differential equations. The vehicle

response behavior element contains a description of the dy-

namic response of the automobile, the kinematic equations
that relate tur¡ì rate and speed to lateral displacement, and

any dynamic response elements that might be needed to model
external disturbances.

The cue generation element accepts the system states and

external command inputs to generate the set of perceptual
cues assumed to be used by the driver. This element contains
a linearized approximation that relates the perspective real-
world scene cues to system states and co¡nmand inputs. (For
a constant-speed steering task, typical perceptual cues are lane

error, drift rate, heading relative to the road, turn rate relative
to the road, and road curvature.) These perceptual cues are

the¡r corrupted by wide-bandwidth observation noise and de-

lay, where the observation noise reflects both a signal-to-noise
type of information-processing limitation as well as perceptual
threshold limitations.

The driver's adaptive response behavior is represented by
the optimal estimator and pledictor, the optimal control laws,

and the response lag, with an additional motor noise cor-
rupting the motor response. The mental model noted earlier
is a component of the optimal estimator. The estimator and
predictor construct a least-squared-error estimate of the cur-
rent system state, and the (linear) optimal controller generates

the optimal control response operating on these state esti-

command lnputsdlsturbance lnputs

VEHICLE
RESPONSE
BEHAVIOB

Slmulatlon of
Drivlng Task
Environment

Scenario
Generalor

Simulatlon
of
Non-Driving
Tasks

Cognltlve
Model

FIGURE I Overview of IDM.
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mates. The motor noise serves to provide some uncertainty
concerning the response of the vehicle to the driver's inputs,
and the response lag may be thought of as reflecting a penalty
for generating a high-bandwidth control response.

The form and quantification of the estimator, predictor,
and controller are determined by the specific problem for-
mulation according to well-developed mathematical rules for
optimal control and estimation (8,9). Model outputs consist
of quantities similar to those measurable in a manned simu_
lation (e.g., time histories for all important system variables),
as well as quantities that cannot be directly measured (e.g.,
the driver's estimate of the value of any system variablè).

The driver's assumed mental model of the driving environ_
ment is a key feature of the driver/vehicle model. Typically,
the driver is assumed to be sufficiently well trained in the
specific driving task to allow the mental model to replicate
the model of the physical environment. However, the con_
sequences of the driver's misperception of the external world
can be explored by making the mental model different from
the world model in terms of parameters values or structure.

When the driver is required to share attention between the
vehicle control task and one or more auxiliary tasks (e.g.,
look at the rearview mirror, tune the radio), performanceãf
the control task will in general degrade. The-effects of such
interference are accounted for in one of two ways. For in_
tervals in which visual attention is directed away from the
roadway cues to some other visual input, the mathematical
"driver" receives no perceptual inputs relevant to vehicle con_
trol, and the model continues for a short time to generate
control inputs based on the internal model only.

The driver is assumed to attend simultaneously to vehicle
control and to auxiliary tasks requiring speaking or listening.
In this case the driver is assumed to continue to iixate visually
on roadway cues, but central-processing resources are now
shared between the two tasks. The effects of less than full
cognitive attention to the driving task is modeled by degrading
the driver's signal-to-noise ratio-in effect, by inóreasing thã
observation noise level (/0). Either type of attention_shãring
tends to decrease the portion of the driver's control ,"rponrð
that contributes to effective control and to increase the sto_
chastic component of the driver's control, with the net effect
of degrading vehicle control performance.

Procedural Model

Besides acting as the supervisory element of the integrated
model, the procedural model simulates the in-vehicle auiiliary
tasks and performs task selection. First considered is the tasi<
selection algorithm, and then the overall logic of the proce_
dural model is discussed.

Tas k Selection Algorithm

Task selection is based on assumptions that are generally
consistent with the multiple-resource theories of Wiclens aná
Liu (1/). Specifically, it is assumed rhat

o If two or more tasks require different visual fixation points,
only one such task may be performed at any given instant.
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o If two or more tasks require listening or speaking, only
one such task may be performed at a given instant.

o If one task requires visual inputs and another requires
auditory inputs, the tasks may be performed concurrently
(with presumably some performance degradation) if tney re_
quire different "processing codes" (i.e., one requires spatial
processing, the other verbal processing).

o Task selection is based on the perceived relative impor_
tance of competing tasks and is computed by minirnizing the
expected net penalty of tasks not perforrned.

o If an auditory and a visual task are perforrned concur_
rently, cognitive attention is allocated according to the penalty
functions.

o When a task is first attended to, or first reattended to
following attention to another task, attention must remain on
this task for some minimum .,commit time," after which the
driver is free to allocate attention as described.

Note that the steering task (which requires attention to the
road) is always competing for attention. The logic for selecting
a task when multiple tasks compete for attention is dia_
grammed in Figure 3.

Model Inputs and Output.e

The following kinds of input must be specified for the pro-
cedural model:

o Description of activities (hard-coded)
-Models of perforrnance versus tirne, ancl
-Penalty functions (penalty for not performing task);

Solecled
Task

FIGURE 3 Task selection logic.
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o Script of events: times at which activities are spawned;
and

o Simulation parameters: simulation update interval.

The description of activities (auxiliary in-vehicle tasks) must
be implemented in the computer code, unlike all other pro-
cedural and driver model inputs, which are specified at run
time.

An auxiliary task may consist of one simple activity (e.9.,
glance at the rearview rnirror) or a sequence of activities, such
as the telephone task described later in this paper. An ele-
mental activity may require visual attention (eyes) or visual
and manual attention (eyes and hand).

Two categories of parameters need to be specified for each
activity: parameters that relate to the performance of the task,
and parameters that determine the relative importance or
urgency of the task. Performance is usually defined by one
or more time parameters, which may include (a) times to
move eyes and hands, if necessary, in preparation for the
task; (b) time to complete the task; and (c) minimum commit
time following initial (re-) attention to the task. So¡ne tasks
are described by a simple task-completion time. Other tasks
are defined by a rate of progress, with the driver allowed to
interrupt after some commit time and later continue the task.

For tasks that consist of sequences of activities, sequencing
rules need to be implemented, as do rules for which sequences

of tasks must be performed as a unit before the driver is

allowed to select another task. (For example, in an in-car
telephoning task, the driver may be assumed to dial the entire
area code before deciding whether to look back at the road
or to continue dialing.)

Penalty functions for in-vehicle tasks may be specified as a
single number or as a number that (typically) increases with
time, up to some limit, until the task is completed. A different
kind of penalty function is used for the driving (steering) task,
namely, the predicted probability of exceeding a lane bound-
ary within a "prediction time" that consists of the time re-
quired to perform the in-vehicle task segment plus an assumed
time to recover control of vehicle path upon reattending to
the road. This computation is based on the driver's current
estimate of lane deviation, drift rate, and heading and is sim-
ilar to the time-to-line-crossing metric proposed by Godthelp
et al. (12).

The output file produced by the procedural model includes
time histories of the driver's visual fixation point, the position
of the driver's free (nonsteering) hand, and measures of per-
formance for each in-vehicle task in progress (e.g., number
of words read so far from the visual monitor, time elapsed
since initiation of the task). As with a manned simulation
experiment, posttrial analysis of model outputs can be per-
formed to yield a variety of performance statistics, such as

means and standard deviations for all continuous variables
relevant to the steering task (including variables internal to
the driver), statistics relating to the duration of a given in-
vehicle tasks, and statistics on dwell times and intervals of
inattention.

Simulation Cycle

After the model has been initialized, the simulation cycle is
executed once per update interval until some stopping cri-
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terion has been reached (typically, a stopping time specified
at the start of the run). The cycle begins with a check on
which new tasks, if any, are to be added to the active list (the
set of tasks now competing for the driver's attention). New
tasks may be spawned according to the time-based script or
because of completion of an antecedent subtask.

If the task currently attended to is locked up, the driver
must continue to attend to that task. If the task is not locked
up, the task selection algorithm is executed to determine the
task to be next attended (which may be the same task). Active
tasks are updated, and simulation variables needed for post-
simulation analysis are recorded in the output file.

MODEL CALIBRATION

To the extent that the driving tasks of interest may differ in
important respects from driving tasks modeled previously, a
certain amount of initial empirical data is desired to calibrate
the model for the baseline experimental condition. Calibra-
tion data may be needed for the driving task, the auxiliary
in-vehicle tasks, or both, depending on the amount of preex-
isting data relevant for model calibration.

The continuous control component of the IDM has been
validated against a considerable body of laboratory tracking
data and has been found able to. replicate these data with
nearly invariant values for driver-related independent model
parameters for idealized cueing conditions (13). These data
provide an initial selection of independent model parameter
values, which may be modified as necessary to account for
the nonideal control environment associated with real-world
driving tasks.

The procedural component of the IDM is new and is there-
fore in need of a more substantial calil¡ration effort. To the
extent that specific data are lacking for the in-vehicle tasks
of interest, one may use data obtained from the human perfor-
mance literature (e.g., times to make eye and hand move-
ments, times to read words of text, times to read numbers,
etc.) and later refine relevant model parameters as additional
empirical data become available.

As an example of a typical calibration exercise, the cali-
bration exercise performed for the Green and Olson in-vehicle
display project just before preparation of this paper is sum-
marized. Data from four subjects were provided for the base-
line driving task performed on the UMTRI driving simulator.
This simulator contained a steering wheel as an input device
and a relatively sparse visual scene roughly approximating
nighttime viewing conditions. The highly simplified vehicle
response dynamics, although not a true representation of au-
tomobile steering response behavior, provided a workload
representative of a driving task (14). The subject's task was
to remain near the middle of the lane while driving at constant
speed on a road having a sinusoidal curvature with a period
of about 26.5 sec and a zero-peak lateral deviation of about
4 ft. The data base used for model calibration consisted of
one 4-min trial from each of four subjects.

To calibrate the model, first the task-related model param-
eters were set to reflect the simulator dynamics and roadway
curvature. Then driver-related model parameters were se-
lected as follows:
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o Response delay was set to 0.2 sec, on the basis of labo_
ratory tracking data.

o_An information-processing metric (implemented as a noise_
to-signal ratio) was quantified, on the'basis of laboratory
tracking data.

o Perceptual noise terms were specified to reflect a visual
or indifference threshold of 0.305 m (l ft) and 0.305 m/sec (1
ftlsec) for path error and path error rate. ihese numbers wel.e
set substantially higher than associated with idealized labo_
ratory tracking displays to reflect the relative difficulty of
obtaining precise information from the simulated perspeótive
roadway display.

o A trade-off between allowable path error and allowable
steering wheel activity was modeled by adjusting an effective
driver response bandwidth parameter.

Within-trial mean and standard deviation scores for path
error and wheel displacement were computed for each of the
four experimental trials, and intertrial n'"un, and standard
deviations of the standard deviation scores were computed.
Model runs were then generated for various values of the
bandwidth parameter until an acceptable joint match to the
average path error and wheel defrection scores was obtained.
The following table shows that model predictions matched
the experimental standard deviation scorås to within two stan-
dard deviations (and to within l0 percent):

Variable Experimenr Mode!
Path error (m.) 0.210 (0.22) 0.195path en.or (ft) 0.689 i0.07i) 0.ó40
Wheel deflcction 17.7 (1.j5) D.t

(degrees)

Figure 4 shows 2-min segments of the wheel deflection time
historie-s generated by one of the subjects and by the model
using the parameters calibrated as describecl. Because the
human controller is represented as a mathematically linear
system plus noise, and because the road cur.vature was sinu_
soidal, the wheel response is expected to consist of a sinusoidal
component of the same frequency as the road sinusoid, plus
a stochastic disturbance about this sinusoid. Figure 4 shows
that this qualitative description appears to fit boih the model
and the experimental data, which offers additional validating
evidence of the model as a predictor of performance trends.
The discrepancies between the high-freqúency components of
the model and experimental time historiês renect ttrè fact that,
by definition, the model cannot replicate (other than statis_
tically) the stochastic component of the driier,s time history.

uv t¿o l¿to 160
TIME (seconds)

FIGURE 4 Experimental and predicted rvheel tinre histories:
solid curve = subject; dashed cirve = mo¿ul.- 
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APPLICATION OF MODEL TO
EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Th¡ee kinds of independent.model parameters are rnost Iikely
to be varied when the IDM is used io help design experiments
involving in-vehicle displays: (a) the in_vehicle task¡, (b) fac-
to¡s influencing the difficulty of the primary driving tait, an¿
(c) driver performance capabirities.'The ii-vehiclõ tasks are
presumed to be the prirnary variables of interest and would
be programmed into the IDM for testing. Driving_task pa_
rameters such as roadway curvature profile, speeã profile,
wind gusts, and vehicle dynamics may oi may not be of interest
as experimental variables. If not, and if the experimenter is
free to select one or more of these variables, ihe IDM can
be useful in selecting param€ter values that provide a driving
workload (or range ofworkloads) that results in a reasonable
sensitivity of driving performance to the in_vehicle tasks.

Finally, the moder can be used to predict the extent of driver
po.pulation effects on performance trends by suitably varying
driver-related parameters of the driver/ve'hicle model. For
example, 

^one 
rnight represent the older driver as having one

or more of the following: larger response delay, less aggressive
response behavior, less efficient information_pro."ising ca_
pability, and larger commit time after switctring attention.

To illustrate how the model might be applieà in this man_
ner, a modeling activity is reviewed that was performed for
the in-vehicle display project in progress at the tìme this paper
was written. The model results presented in the following were
obtained without the benefit of knowledge of results tõ gen_
erate some a priori performance predictions for subseqient
comparison with data.

The model was run for the baseline driving_only condition
described earlier, and for one of the experiirental tasks in_
volving in-car telephone usage. The teleihone task modeled
here involved the following steps:

1. Flip to the next page of an index_card telephone direc_
tory on the seat next to the driver.

2. Read the name of the person to be called. (For this
condition, the subject knew the telephone number from mem_oy ulg needed to be prompted only as to the person to be
called.)

3. Pick up the handset.
4. Dial 1 + area code.
5. Dial the exchange.
6. Dial the last four digits.
7. Press the Call button.
8. Conduct a 30-sec conversation.
9. Press the End button.

10. Set the relephone down.

Model analysis was based on the assumed performance times
given in the following table for the component activities
underlying the 10 steps listed:

ø
ooL
o)oIt
õo.cÌ Activity

Eye movement
Hand movement between buttons

on handset
Hand movement betrveen devices
Flip page
Read name
Pick up, set down handset
Push button

Performance
Time (sec)

0.2
0.2

0.4
1.0
0.8
0.4
0.2
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A hand (thumb) movement of at least 200 msec was assumed
prior to entering each digit of the telephone nurnber. Mini-
mum dialing times were thus 1.2 sec for the three-digit ex-
change and 1.6 sec for four-digit combinations.

Except for the 30-sec conversation, the mathematical "driver"
was required to time-share visual attention between the sim-
ulated roadway scene and the telephone. (The driver was

assumed to obtain no useful roadway information while look-
ing at the telephone.)

The driver was assumed to perform each of the visual and
manual tasks in the preceding list without interruption. When
a task was completed and a subsequent visual or manual task
became current, the model cletermined whether the driver
should continue with the next telephone task segment or glance
at the road for at least a predetermined minimum interval
(400 msec). Similarly, if the driver was looking at the road
while an in-vehicle visual task was pending, the model de-
termined whether it was appropriate for the driver to resume
the telephone task sequence. The decision algorithm was as

follows:

1. Predict the probability of exceeding a lane boundary over
a prediction time that consists of the time required to perform
the next telephone task segment plus an assumed time to
recove¡'control of vehicle path upon reattending to the road.

2. If the probability exceeds 1 percent, attend to (or con-
tinue to attend to) the roadway cues; otherwise, attend to the
telephone task.

The driver was assumed to obtain roadway cues while con-
versing, but with some performance decrement. While the
conversation was in progress, the model allocated cognitive
attention between the driving and conversational tasks ac-

cording to instantaneous driving performance. [See elsewhere
for a discussion of how the effects of cognitive attention-
sharing on continuous control performance are modeled (/0).]
Attention allocation was quantized to the nearest 0.25, with
the restriction that the driver always allocated at least 25
percent attention to the driving task.

The model predicted an increase in root-mean-square lane
error of about 60 percent: 0.19 m (0.62 ft) for the baseline
task,0.32 m (1.05 ft) for the experimental driving plus tele-
phone condition. Figure 5 shows the path error time histories
for the baseline (solid curve) and telephone task (dashed curve).
Because the same random number sequence was used to pro-
duce the stochastic portion of the driver's response, the dif-

TIME (seconds)

FIGURE 5 Predicted path error trajectories for baseline and
experimental conditions: solid curve = steering only; dashed
curve = stecring rvhile telephoning (l ft = 0.305 m).
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ferences between the two curves reflect the effects of the
concurrent telephone task and are not confounded with run-
to-run variability.

As expected, larger error peaks are shown for the experi-
mental task. Comparison of this figure with the cognitive
attention timeline of Figure 6 shows that performance dec-
rements were predicted for the portions of the task when
conversation was in progress, as well as when visual attention
was shared between driving and telephone stal't-up tasks. For
this curve, a value of 1 indicates full attention to the road, a

value of0 indicates full visual attention to the telephone task,
and values between 0 and 1 indicate a reduced level of cog-
nitive attention to the roadway cues while conversing. Ac-
cording to this timeline, the "driver" made three minimal 0.4-
sec glances and one 0.8-sec glance to the road while perform-
ing the preconversation telephone tasks.

This discussion is intended to illustrate the kinds of perfor-
mance predictions available from the model.To make a more
definitive prediction of performance trends, a number of model
runs per condition would be made with different random se-

quences in order to account for run-to-run variability of the
type expected in an experiment. Then a statistical analysis
would be performed on the model predictions-just as would
be done with experimental data-to predict whether perfor-
rnance differences acl'oss experirnental conditions are likely
to be significant.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Because its predecessor (the optimal control model) has been
in existence for about two decades, the driver/vehicle com-
ponent of the IDM is supported by a substantial amount of
validation data. Although the calibration data presented in
this paper are not sufficiently rich to allow identification of
all the independent driver-related parameters, these param-
eters have been shown to be individually identifiable from
laboratory tracking data using specialized identification tech-
niques (/3). There is thus a firm foundation for quantifying
some of these parameters on the basis of past data. Further-
more, the ability to match performance in a variety of control
situations with a near-invariant set of parameter values tends
to validate the basic model structure.

In contrast to the driver/vehicle model, the recently de-
veloped procedural model component is not similarly sup-

FIGURE 6 Predicted attention to driving task rvhile
performing concurrent telephone task.
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ported by data. This is particularly true of the task selection
procedure and associated penalty functions, for which the goal
was to develop algorithms that are plausible and consistent
with what is known about task-sharing behavior and with
approaches used by others ilr modeling multiple-task perfor-
rnance (11,15,1ó). Validation of this aspect of the model awaits
the availability of experimental data against which to test
model behavior.

The model need not mimic all relevant aspects of human
response behavior to meet the intended uses that have been
suggested here, which are to help design experiments and to
extrapolate experimental results. Instead, it is enough that
the model be able to reliably predict performance trends re-
sulting from changes in the task environment and to do so
with a minimum of preexperiment calibration and with a well-
defined set of procedures for quantifying independent model
parameters. This is still a tall order, and validation data will
be needed to test the model's capabilities in this respect.
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Eye Scannirg Rules for Drivers: How Do
They Compare with Actual Observed Eye
Scannirg Behavior?

Hnrvrur T. Zwenrrr.l

The U.S. driver education and training literature was revierved
to identify rules and recommendations with regard to driver eye
scanning behavior and strategies, where drivers ought to fixate
their eyes when driving, specifically when driving through a curve.
In addition, driver eye scanning behavior was recorded and an-
alyzed for nine drivers driving through right curves with radii of
73.15 m (240 ft) (unlighted Interstate entrance and exit ramps,
270-degree turns) at night with low beams. An instrumented car
with a corneal reflection technique television eye scanning system
was used. Each driver made a number of runs through the curves
at an average speed of41.8 kmihr (26 mph), and the driver eye
fixation sequences were analyzed for three to eight runs per driver,
yielding 51 analyzedruns. Of most importance for the eye fixation
sequence analysis were the eye fixation positions on the curves
ahead of the car. Besides the eye fixation sequences analyzed in
this study, previously analyzed spatial and temporal eye scanning
data from the same subjects were used to compare the eye scan-
ning rules with the actr¡al observed eye scanning behavior. Mat-
rices and histograms were established to indicate the conditional
frequencies for forwarcl- and backward-progressing eye fixation
sequences, given a previous type of eye fixation sequence. The
results showed that the expected number of consecutive forward
eye fixations (including forward-ending eye fixations) is 1.89, while
that of backward eye fixations (including backward-ending eye
fixations) is 1.26. The results of the exploratory study indicate
that drivers use both forward and backward eye fixation se-
quences and that there appears to exist no predictable, simple,
systematic eye fixation sequence patterns within a driver (within
a run or between runs) or between drivers when driving through
a curve, Since no such sequence was discovered, it may be ten-
tatively concluded that various eye fixation sequences and strat-
egies provide adequate visual input for proper curve driving.
Therefore, there is probably no need for very specific recom-
mendations for objects- or sequence-oriented eye fixation for
curve driving, or even for driving on a straight section of a

highway.

The U.S. driver education and training literature contains a

number of recommendations with regard to driver eye scan-

ning behavior and strategies and specifically with regard to
where drivers should fixate their eyes when driving. One of
the earliest sets of perceptive driver training rules was pro-
vided by Smith et al., who recommended to "aim high at

steering, have a wide picture, keep your eyes moving, keep
yourself an out and make sure they see you" (1). The Amer-
ican Automobile Association proposed and discussed the "brief
glance" technique for drivers to avoid a dangerous condition

Human Factors and Ergonomics Laboratory, Department of Indus-
trial and Systcms Engineering, College of Engineering and Tech-
nology, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701.
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known as "captured attention" (2). Aaron et al. proposed

and explained driver seeing habits (3) that wele the same as

the rules published previously by Smith et al (1). They rec-
ommended that drivers should develop a habit of scanning
the entire traffic scene (about 300 degrees) and that their eyes

should move from left to right in a continuous effort to assess

the potential hazards.
Bishop et al. explained the techniques of "systematic seeing"

and indicated that systematic seeing involves three important
steps: "center on the travel path, scan and search the traffic
scene, and check mirrors and instruments" (which, according
to the authors, can be thought of as an extension of scanning
and searching) (a). They explained that for centering on the
travel path, one's reference point on a straight road should
be in the middle of the path, and on curved roads and tutns,
it should be through the curve or turn to the point at which
the vehicle will be when the turn is complete; the same rules
should be followed when driving at night (4). Some of the
other recommendations given by Bishop et al. are to "scan
and search the scene by looking far ahead and near and on
both sides of your vehicle, look away from your visual ref-
erence point." They also proposed several ways to make the
best use of vision for centering and scanning: "Use central
vision only on pertinent events, look at each event in the
traffic scene briefly, limit the number of times you look at
each event in a traffic situation, avoid looking at former events
and keep all previous information in mind." Night vision and
the factors affecting it were further discussed, and it was rec-
ommended that drivers should scan the darkened areas when
driving at night. To lessen the likelihood of being blinded
temporarily by the glare of oncoming headlights, they rec-
ommended that one "look at the edge of the pavement ahead
of your car until the oncoming vehicle has passed."

In another publication Davis et al. discussed two basic seeing

rules that should be made a habit: "Center on a target 12

seconds ahead, and keep your eyes scanning and searching"
(5). The authors explained that "the eyes should move from
the target 12 seconds ahead to the left and to the right, they
should then move to the rear view mirrors, then to the in-
strumented panel, and finally they should move back to the
target ahead" and recommended to reduce the speed and stay
in the lane. Johnson et al. specifically discussed driving on
two-lane highways and curves (ó ). The authors proposed tak-
ing these steps when approaching a curve: "Take quick glances

across the curve to identify oncoming traffic, maintain proper
lane position by glancing ahead at your intended path of travel,
evaluate the sharpness of the curve, slow down to a suitable
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speed before entering the curve, accelerate gently after en-
tering the curve, and once around the curve, resume a safe
speed." They also explained an "orderly visual search pat-
tern," which is a process ofsearching critical areas in a regular
sequence. Moreover, they recommended that drivers should
develop the technique of "selective seeing," a process of se-
lecting and identifying only those events and clues that pertain
to a driving task.

On looking at the rules and recommendations found in the
U.S. driver education and training literature, it appears that
most of these recommendations do not make any distinction
between driving through a curve or a straight section of a
highway, between daytime and nighttime driving, and be-
tween driving on the road alone or with other traffic present.
Most of these recommendations, however, make general
statements about where to look in the driving scene and, very
important, suggest moving the eyes frequently to scan and
search the traffic scene. Some of these recommendations stress
the importance of short eye fixations, brief or quick glances,
and limitations of the number of fixations at a specific feature
in the driving scene.

Only a few previous studies reported in the literature have
investigated driver eye scanning behavior on straight and curve
sections of a highway. One such study by Shinar et al. con-
cluded that "drivers rely on different visual cues, for direc-
tional and lateral control, on curves than they do on straight
roads" (7) . The authors stated that drivers, instead of paying
close attention to the focus of expansion as is done on a
straight road, should concentrate intermittently on the posi-
tion of the roadway ahead and the road edge (or lane mark-
ings) closer to the car when on a curved road. Moreover, they
concluded that "drivers start scanning curves for directional
cues as they approach them and resort to direct foveal fixa-
tions of the roadway close to the car for lateral placement
cues." Most of the driver eye scanning behavior studies usu-
ally provide average and standard deviations for the spatial
and temporal eye scanning measures, but very few provide
detailed density plots of spatial eye fixation or frequency dis-
tributions of eye fixation duration.

No studies have been found that would provide any infor-
mation about the eye fixation sequences that drivers make
when driving either on a straight road or through a curve. In
addition, there may be problems with regard to the accuracy
of the spatial and temporal eye scanning summary measures
provided in some of the previous curve eye scanning studies.
This is not surprising if one considers the difficulties involved
in the spatial and temporal analysis of the eye fixations when
driving through a curve. Since there is no fixed visual refer-
ence point in curve driving (such as the focus of expansion in
straight driving), one must work with an imaginary focus of
expansion as the environmental reference point. The imagi-
nary focus of expansion in curve driving for a given eye po-
sition in the curve is defined as a point on the horizon line
where a pair of imaginary straight, extended, left, and right
edge lines of the driving lane meet, assuming that a driver's
sagittal plane coincides with the center of the visual field and
is tangential to the curve radius.

It is extremely difficult to determine accurately the correct
horizontal location of the imaginary focus of expansion along
the horizon on the television screen on the basis of a limited
field of view of the curve perspective (given by the left and
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right edge lines of a driver's driving lane). Depending on the
accuracy with which one determines the imaginary focus of
expansion for each eye position in relationship to the per-
spective view of the left and right edge lines of the driving
lane, the calculated mean of the horizontal eye fixation dis-
tribution can be more or less wrong. Furtherrnore, depending
on the assumed accuracy of the perspective view of the curve
as it is seen by the drivers, the results and statements with
regard to the horizontal overall average of the eye fixations
may not be accurate. Figure 1 shows the correct perspective
views for curves with two different radii of curvature. It should
be noted that because a driver's eyes are located at a certain
distance above the pavement of the flat road, the edge lines
of the driving lane in the curve do not touch the horizon line
as indicated incorrectly in figures published by some authors.

If one would know, with a reasonable degree of accuracy,
the spatial and temporal eye scanning behavior characteristics
and the eye fixation sequences of fairly experienced drivers
(assuming that experienced drivers have developed adequate,
sufficient, and possibly near-optimal eye scanning sequence
patterns), one should be able to evaluate the validity of the
driver eye scanning behavior rules and recommendations found
in the U.S. driver education and training literature and, if
warranted, propose new rules. It was the purpose of this study
to determine in an objective and quantitative manner the type
of eye fixation sequence (EFS) patterns that drivers exhibit
in terms of fixating successively farther away, or closer toward

FIGURE I Perspective views of typical right curves: top,
radius = 200ftl bottom, radius = 1,000ft.

Focus of Expansion

Imaginary Focus of Expansion
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the car when driving through a curve, and compare them with
the rules and recommendations given in the driver education
and training literature.

DATA ANALYSTS

The curve eye scanning behavior data used in this analysis
were collected as part of a study conducted by Zwahlen (8).
Driver eye scanning and performance data were collected at
night for Interstate highway entrance and exit ramps (270-

degree right curves, both dry and wet pavement) with radii
of.73.2m(240 fr) and widths of 4.9 m (16 ft). An instrumented
car (VW 41.2, automatic transmission, four doors, 4000 low
beams) with an in-car television eye scanning recording sys-

tem, a lane trucker, and other electronic sensors and equip-
ment (corneal reflection technique television eye scanning
system) was used. Nine young subjects with an average age

of.22.3 years (standard deviation : 2.3) with an average
driving experience of 6 years (6,000 mi/year) were paid to
participate in the experiment. All the drivers were fairly fa-
miliar with the experimental car and the television system
used for the eye scanning behavior measurements since they
usually drove from Athens, Ohio, to the experimental site on
Route I-70; usually before running the actual experiment, all
the drivers were made to drive in and around Athens by
wearing the helmet with the television system components.

Each driver serving as his or her own control made a num-
ber of runs through the curves at an average speed of 41.8
km/hr (26 mph). The prevailing traffic conditions on I-70 and
the entrance and exit ramps caused some of the runs to be

performed at very low speeds (because of slow-moving ve-
hicles ahead). For this reason, eye fixation sequences for an
unequal number of runs per subject (three to eight) were
analyzed, yielding 51 analyzed runs. Lateral positions were
also measured for all the experimental runs, but since the
scope of this paper is limited primarily to the analysis of the
driver eye scanning behavior, no lateral position data are
presented.

The exact sequence and spatial coordinates of all eye fix-
ations on the road ahead, or the adjacent flat road environ-
ment up to a radius of 88.4 m (290 ft), were determined. Only
0.7 percent of the eye fixations during curve driving were on
a vehicle ahead. All forward and backward eye fixation se-

quences \ryere determined for each run and also recorded as

a function of each previous eye fixation sequence. Conditional
matrices and histograms indicating the frequency of forward
or backward EFSs (including forward and backward ending
EFSs) consisting of a number of eye fixations were prepared
to quantify the eye fixation sequences. The sequences were
examined for each run, then for all the runs for a given driver,
and finally for all runs for the entire group of drivers. These
data were previously analyzed in terms of eye fixation distri-
butions (spatial analysis) and in terms of eye fixation durations
(temporal analysis) for night driving on both tangential and
right curve (entrance/exit ramps) Interstate sections (9). The
two-dimensional eye fixation distributions indicated a single
mode located at x = 0.5 degrees and y = -0.5 degrees for
tangent sections (focus ofexpansion at 0,0; N : 11,780) and
atx = L4.5 degreesandy = -l.Tdegreesfortherightcurve
(imaginary focus of expansion 0,0; N = 8,884). The average
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fixation durations were 0.43 sec (2.3 fixations per sec) for the
tangent section and 0.29 sec (3.4 fixations per sec) for the
right curve (standard deviations = 0.35 and 0.16 sec, re-

spectively). These results indicate that more eye fixations are

needed in curve driving, which is a visually more demanding
task than straight road driving. Figure 2 shows the cumulative
relative frequencies as a function of the fixation durations (in
seconds), and it can be seen that the fixation durations for
curves are considerably shorter than those for straight
sections.

DEFINITIONS OF EYE FIXATTON POINT, EYE
FIXATION SEQUENCE, AND EYE FIXATION

An eye fixation point is defined as the point on a feature of
an object or of the curve environment (except the sky) on
which a driver has fixated his or her eyes for a short duration
of time (about 0.1 to 0.5 sec) in such a way that visual infor-
mation can be obtained with the greatest resolving power for
visual detail (fovea). The coordinates of the eye fixation points
for the features of the objects or of the curve environment
can be determined mathematically, provided one knows the

coordinates of the surfaces (usually assumed to be a horizontal
and level plane), the horizontal and vertical angles of the eye

fixation direction, and the coordinates of a driver's eye po-

sition. Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the graphical definitions

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 r.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 l.8 2.O

Fixation Duration (Seconds)

FIGURE 2 Cumulative relative frequencies as function of
fixation durations.
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FIGURE 3 Graphical definition for direction of single EFS:
Jel, 0 degrees = a ( 180 degrees; rigltt, l&Ddegrees s c <
360 degrees.

for the direction of single EFS, for forward and backward
EFSs and for forward ending and backward ending EFSs,
respectively. A forward or a backward ending EFS was ob-
tained whenever there was no eye fixation point visible on
the TV screen (eye blink or out of view) after the last eye
fixation point, or when the next eye fixation point was either
above the horizon or outside the 88.4-m (290-ft) curve radius
region. Figure 6 illustrates and defines some typical eye fix-
ation sequences observed when a driver drives through a curve.

In this study, the definition of an eye fixation when a driv-
er's eye spot moved within the same object was made de-
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FIGURE 4 Graphical definitions for forward sequences (fop)
and backward sequenccs (boltom.)
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FIGURE 5 Graphical definitions for forward ending
sequences (top) and backrvard ending sequences (botton.)

pendent on two factors: (a) the length of time of the shorter
of two adjacent "would-be" fixations (separated by a saccade)
and (b) the magnitude of the direct distance (saccade) be-
tween the two would-be fixations in the visual plane. Keeping
in mind a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and analysis
time, it was decided that in general, the longer the duration
of the shorter of the two would-be fixations, the smaller the
magnitude had to be of the direct distance between them in
the visual plane in order to define both as separate eye fix-
ations. On the other hand, the shorter the duration of the
shorter of the two fixations, the longer the magnitude of the
direct distance between them in the visual plane in order to
define them as separate. If these criteria were not met in a
specific case, the shorter of the two fixations was incorporated
into the larger fixation, making up one eye fixation. If a
driver's eye spot moved enough (a few degrees) to indicate
that the foveal attention shifted to a different object, it was
defined automatically as a new fixation regardless of the du-
ration and magnitude of the saccade distance. However, if
one would define an eye fixation such that many fixations are
incorporated into one large fixation, the fixation durations
increase significantly, thereby resulting in an error in the sum-
mary measures of the temporal distributions.

Two computer programs were written in FORTRAN. The
first one plots a top view for each 90-degree section (total
three sections,270 degrees) of the right-hand curve, a point
at which each eye fixation intersects with the horizontal plane,
a point for each head position of the driver, and a line between
each set of two corresponding points indicating a driver's eye
fixation direction from the head to the fixation point (inter-
section with horizontal plane). These fixation direction lines
were plotted only if the eye fixation intersection points with
the horizontal plane were within a selected maximum radius

lsr E.F.
a

/ r,o r.,
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FIGURE 6 Example of eye fixation sequence analysis.

of 88,4 m (290 ft). The second program plots the top view
for each 9O-degree section, each eye fixation point below the
horizon and within the 88.4-m (290-ft) radius only, and draws
straight lines connecting the consecutive eye fixation points.
These two top-view plots for eye fixation direction and con-
secutive eye fixation obtained for each run âlong with the

TABLE I Summary Matrix of Eye Fixafion Sequences

FI
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definitions provided in this
upon which the conditional
determined.

paper represented the basis
eye fixation sequences were

RESULTS

The results indicate that there appears to be no discernible
simple, systematic eye fixation sequence pattern within and
between the runs of a single driver, as well as between the
runs of different drivers. Therefore, the data obtained from
all the runs for all the subjects were combined for further
analysis. The results indicate that the drivers made a maxi-
mum of seven consecutive forward eye fixations and a max-
imum of four consecutive backward eye fixations. Table 1

presents the summary matrix of forward, backward, forward
ending, and backward ending eye fixation sequences for all
51 runs as a function of the eye fixation sequence that the
subjects exhibited before. It can be seen from Table 1 that
643 eye fixation sequences-which resulted in 1,013 (forward
or forward ending : 6t3, backward and backward ending :
400) eye fixation directions (based on 2,175 eye fixation
points) 

-were analyzed.
On the basis of the EFS results for fixations ahead of the

car below the horizon and within a curve radius of 88.4 m
(290 fÐ, the expected number of consecutive forward fixations
(including forward ending fixations) is 1.89, and the expected
number of consecutive backward fixations (including back-
ward ending fixations) is t.26. The ratio between forward and
forward ending sequences is 3:1 and that of backward and
backward ending sequences is 6:1, indicating that the forward
sequences occur about three times as often as the forward
ending sequences and that the backward sequences occur six
times as often as the backward ending sequences. Figures 7

and 8 further illustrate the conditional probabilities as given
in Table 1. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the relative fre-
quencies of a forward or forward ending EFS appear to be
independent of the previous number of eye fixation points of
the backward or backward ending EFS. There is about 50

percent probability that an Fl sequence will follow a previous
backward or backward ending EFS, Similarly, there are about
25, L5, 5, 2, and 2 percent probabilities that an F2, F3, F4,
F5, and F6 sequence, respectively, will follow a previous back-

2¿lO Fect Radius ro
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FIGURE.T 
-lelative frequencies of forward EFSs given a previous

backward EFS or backward ending EFS (shown only if theìr sum is greater
than 5).

ward or backward ending EFS. Similarly, in Figure g it can
be seen that the relative frequencies of backward or backward
ending EFSs also appear to be independent of the previous
number of eye fixation points of the forward or forward end-
ing EFS. There is about 80 percent probability that a Bl
sequence and about 18 percent probability that a 82 sequence
will follow a previous forward or forward ending EFS.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that drivers use both forward
and backward eye fixation sequences. There appears to be
no predictable, simple, systematic EFS patterns within a driver
or between drivers, such as a repeating sequence of one or
two fixations far ahead (possibly for perception ofcurvature,
directional control, and obstacle detection) followed by one

or two fixations closer toward the car (possibly for lateral
control) when driving through a curve. Therefoie, fairly ex_
perienced drivers appear to have much freedom in choósing
what they want to look at in the driving scene and what
combinations of EFSs they want to use to get the necessary
visual driving information, without impairing their successful
driving performance through a curve, or euln on a straight
section ofa highway. Because no such pattern was discoveied
and because each of these fairly experienced drivers exhibited
different combinations of EFSs on each run, it may be ten_
tatively concluded that many different EFSs and itrategies
must provide adequate visual input for proper curve driving
and that there is probably no need for very specific objectã
or sequence-oriented eye fixation recommendations for driv_
ing on a curve or a straight section of a highway.

Moreover, looking at the results of the spãtial ãnd temporal
eye fixation analysis (9), it would appear that drivers make
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considerably more eye fixations on curves than they do on
straight roads. One may conclude that curve driving appears
to be much more demanding in terms of acquiring and pro-
cessing visual information than does driving on a straight sec-
tion of highway; very little spare visual capacity is left for the
driver. Traffic engineers might also note this fact and limit
the placement of traffic signs in curves as much as possible,
especially traffic signs placed along the inside of the curve.

The observed forward and backward eye fixation se-
quences, the cumulative eye fixation duration frequencies,
and the spatial eye scanning data published by Zwahlen (9)
appear to support, to some degree, some of the recommen-
dations and rules given in the U.S. driver education and train-
ing literature. However, some of these rules cannot be sup-
ported by the results and might be inherently dangerous if
one follows them consistently and accurately, especially when
driving through a curve at night.

For example, "aim high at steering" (1) is a general rec-
ommendation since it does not make any distinction between
driving on a straight road and on a curve, or during the day
and during the night. Looking at the EFS results and the
spatial eye fixation distributions for straight road and curve
driving at night published by Zwahlen (9) and assuming that
the eye scanning behavior of the test drivers who participated
in the study is fairly well learned and close to an optimal
information acquisition process, one can state that drivers
cannot always "aim high at steering" since they make back-
ward EFSs toward the front of the car, especially during curve
driving at night. The spatial eye fixation distribution results
also indicate that drivers do fixate once in a while relatively
close in front of the car during straight road and curve driving
at night. Overall, a recommendation of "aim high at steering"
that is qualified by adding "wherever and whenever possible
and feasible" appears to have some validity and merit when
looking at the eye scanning behavior results and would give
a driver a longer preview time, which is desirable from the
point of view of control systems and tracking. According to
the spatial eye fixation results and the EFS analysis, in curve
driving at night, the test drivers appeared to not maximize
their preview time or forward fixation distance across the
curve (beyond the major illumination of the lowbeams) and
instead followed a strategy of placing most of their eye fix-
ations anywhere from fairly far ahead in the curve (but still
mostly within the low-beam illumination pattern) to closer in
front of the car on the curve surface or on the immediate
curve environment ahead.

The recommendation to "have a wide picture" (1), al-
though somewhat nonspecific, is fairly well supported by the
spatial eye fixation data shown elsewhere (9), especially for
curve driving at night, which shows a larger horizontal dis-
persion of eye fixations (horizontal eye fixation average =
12.79 degrees to the right of the imaginary focus of expansion
with a standard deviation of 3,79 degrees) than does straight
road driving at night (horizontal eye fixation average = 0.84
degrees to the right of the focus of expansion with a standard
deviation of. 1,.92 degrees) if one assumes that the horizontal
width of the "wide picture" is about 10 degrees. It is assumed
and fairly well established that drivers acquire detailed visual
information only when fixating their eyes on an object or a
road feature and not when moving their eyes from one fixation
point to another. Therefore, to "have a wicle picture" a driver
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would probably have eye fixations over a certain area of the
visual field in order to get visual details about the most im-
portant objects or road features in the driving scene. It should
be noted that the most important road features and objects
are below the horizon within a rectangle of about 30 degrees
horizontal ahead and from the horizon to 6 degrees below for
both straight roads and curves, which is not a large area con-
sidering the extent of a driver's whole visual field ahead.

"Keep your eyes moving," according to the authors, in-
volves glancing near and far, to the right and left, in the
mirrors and at the instrument panel, and looking ahead after
each glance. This recommendation appears to be partially
validated by the EFS analysis, the cumulative eye fixation
duration frequencies, and the spatial results shown elsewhere
(9). If one wants to move his or her eyes frequently, the eye
fixation durations must be rather short, which is supported
by the temporal eye scanning behavior results (saccade du-
rations of usually much less than 0.1 sec) especially for curve
driving situations, where the average fixation duration is only
0.29 sec. Furthermore, the spatial results indicate that drivers
do move their eyes over a certain region of the driving scene
for straight road driving (most of the time within + 3 degrees
horizontal and *3 degrees vertical around the focus of ex-
pansion) and a moderately larger area (most of time within
a rectangle from 6 to L8 degrees horizontal and -4 to 0
degrees vertical from the imaginary focus of expansion, cen-
tered on the outer curve lane-marking stripe) for driving through
a right curve with a 73.2-m (240-ft) radius at night. Overall,
the results indicate that drivers do look ahead after making
fixations close to the front of the car but not in a systematic
and consistent pattern, as is suggested by Smith et al. (1).
"Keep yourself an out" and "make sure you are seen" are
general recommendations (1) and are suited more for strategic
driving rules, which do not recommend specific eye fixation
patterns or sequences to be followed by drivers.

The brief-glance technique is the one that has been claimed
to avoid the dangerous condition known as captured attention
(2). Again, this technique does not distinguish between the
various driving situations (curves, straight roads, day, night,
traffic, etc.). However, the recommendation is similar to "keep
your eyes moving" (1) and thus appears to be partially vali-
dated as a rule by the EFS analysis results, the cumulative
eye fixation distribution frequencies, and the spatial results
shown elsewhere (9). The rule does stress fixation durations,
which should be brief instead of long, and the cumulative
fixation duration frequencies for curve driving indicate that
there are practically no glances with durations of more than
1.1 sec.

Aaron et al.'s statement that drivers should develop a habit
of scanning the entire traffic scene and that their eyes should
move in a continuous effort to assess the potential hazards is
again similar to "keep your eyes moving" (3), but according
to the spatial eye fixation results given by Zwahlen (9) the
horizontal extent of the recommended scanning activity (about
300 degrees) appears much too large for both straight road
and curve driving at night. And no reference is made with
regard to any vertical scanning activity (ahead of the car).
Again, a driver acquires detailed visual information during a
continuous string of discrete eye fixations rather than during
a continuous movement of the eyes. The eyes move very
quickly between two successive fixation points with no sig-
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nificant detailed visual information intake during these
times.

It should also be remembered that a driver obtains cletailed
visual information around the center of the fixation point
(circular area, visual cone). The size of this visual circular
area is dependent on the fineness of the visual detail that
needs to be obtained and the amount of detailed information
in that circle. For very fine visual information and a large
density of such information around the fixation point, the
diameter ofsuch a visual cone can be from less than 1 clegree
to a few degrees. Information about larger objects (if they
are sufficiently conspicuous) will be picked up by the visual
system outside this visual cone and, if it is of interest to a
driver, the information will most likely trigger a movement
of the eyes to this object (saccade) with a subsequent eye
fixation or several subsequent eye fixations to acquire, pro-
cess, and verify the visual information at a detailed level within
a driver's expectation and memory framework.

The recommendation to "center on the travel path" (4) is
fairly well supported by the spatial results published by Zwah-
len (9) that indicate a single mode (largest number of fixations
in a 1- x 1-degree cell) located at x = 0.5 degrees horizontal
and y = -0.5 degrees vertical for tangent sections (from
focus of expansion, mostly on the road surface ahead) and at
x = 14.5 degrees horizontal and y : - 1.7 degrees vertical
for a right curve with a73.2-m (240-ft) radius (from imaginary
focus of expansion, mostly on the illuminated curve surface
ahead). However, these modes contain only about 13.5 and
3.9 percent of the total number of fixations for straight road
and curve driving, respectively, which indicates that even though
the drivers have a relatively large number of fixations at one
point, a larger percentage of the fixations are spread around
the mode cell and many of them on the travel path. .,Scan

and search the traffic scene" (4) is again similar to ..keep your
eyes moving" and thus is partially validated by the results of
the EFS analysis and the results of Zwahlen (9), ..Check

mirrors and instruments" (4) is a useful recommendation es-
pecially before slowing down, stopping, or changing direction.
However, from the results of Zwahlen (9), mirrors and in-
struments were looked at very infrequently during straight
road driving and practically never while driving through a
curve at night since very few slowing, stopping, or direction-
changing maneuvet's were executed.

"Look at each event in the traffic scene briefly" (4) is also
similar to "keep your eyes moving" and can be partially val-
idated by the results of this study, the cumulative fixation
duration frequencies, and the results published elsewhere (9).
"Scan darkened areas when driving at night" (4) is very vague
in terms of specific scan locations. This recommendation can-
not be supported by the spatial results of Zwahlen (9), which
indicate that drivers have a large portion of their eye fixations
within or close to the illuminated pavement surface of the
curve at night or on the road pavement surface ahead. ..Look

at the edge of the pavement ahead of your car until the on-
coming vehicle has passed" is also a general recommendation
that helps drivers lessen the likelihood of being temporarily
blinded by the glare of an oncoming car's headlights. Whereas
this rule appears reasonable and most likely useful, there was
no opposing traffic present in the immediate next lane on the
straight road sections (four-lane highway) or in the curve (one-
directional exit ramp) to investigate its validity.

2t

"Center on a target 12 seconds ahead" (5) is one of the
few recommendations in which the authors make a clear dis-
tinction between driving on a straight section and on a curve,
although nothing was mentioned about night driving. The
results of the EFS analysis and the spatial results given by
Zwahlen (9) indicate clearly that a driver cannot consistently
center on a target 12 sec ahead. Again, the same comments
as discussed before with regard to the recommendation ..aim

high at steering" would apply here. "Keep your eyes scanning
and searching" (5) is similar to "keep your eyes moving,"
and the same comments apply. "Take quick glances across
the curve to identify oncoming traffic" is somewhat supported
by the spatial eye fixation results (9), especially for curve
driving at night, which indicate that drivers once in a while
make eye fixations across the curve. Again, it should be noted
that the curve in the experiment was one-directional and pre-
cluded opposing traffic, which could represent a potential
hazard.

"Orderly visual search pattern" (5) is a process in which
drivers are recommended to search critical areas in a regular
sequence. An example of this process is "glance ahead, check
rear view mirror, glance ahead again, search the sides of the
roadway intersections, glance ahead again, check speedom-
eter and gauges, and glance ahead again." The results of the
EFS analysis do not indicate any systematic eye fixation pat-
terns when driving through a curve that would indicate that
drivers acquire visual information through such an orderly
sequential search pattern.

Selective seeing is the process of selecting and identifying
only those events and clues that pertain to a driving task.
Although one would hope that drivers follow a selective seeing
procedure, there was no objective way to investigate whether
the drivers who participated in the study used such a selective
seeing procedure. Moreover, it should be reiterated that the
results of the EFS analysis do not show any consistent pattern
of eye fixation sequences from run to run within a driver or
between drivers, which could suggest a consistent selective
seeing process. One might question whether the spatial and
temporal eye scanning behavior results between daytime and
nighttime (under low-beam illumination) are much different
from each other. A comparison with daytime eye scanning
results for straight road driving given by Zwahlen indicates
small differences between the eye scanning behavior ofdrivers
during daytime and nighttime straight road driving, with the
only exception that the daytime horizontal eye fixation dis-
persions are somewhat larger than the nighttime horizontal
eye fixation dispersions (daytime horizontal standard devia-
tion : 2.45 degrees, nighttime standard deviation : 1,.92
degrees (10). Furthermore, Zwahlen provides temporal eye
scanning behavior results (averages and standard deviations
of fixation durations when looking at curve warning signs,
and Stop Ahead and Stop signs) for day and night driving
that indicate that there is no consistent trend in terms of
average fixation durations between daytime and nighttime
driving (11 ,12).

Overall, a few general recommendations or rules with re-
gard to eye scanning behavior when driving through curves
or when driving in general-such as "aim high at steering
wherever and whenever possible or feasible"-might be help-
ful to a novice driver. However, it would be highly desirable
that the need for such rules as well as the conditions for which
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they apply would be carefully researched and justified and

that such rules would be carefully developed and validated
on the basis of driver eye scanning behavior studies conducted
in representative driving environments under representative
conditions with a sufficiently large group of representative
drivers.
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subsidiary Task Measures of Driver
Mental Workload: A Long-Term
Field Study
Lawnn¡ucr R. ZnlruN

Two auditory subsidiary task measures of driver mental workload,
delayed digit recall and random digit generation, were evaluated
in a 4-year field trial. Vanpool membðrs performed the tasks for
2-min periods while traveising a mix of rural secondary roads,
limited access expressways, high-density limited_access urban
drives, and downtown city streets on a dâily commute from uf_
state New York to New york Ciry. The delâyed digit recall taåk
presented a sequence of random digits to ihe drluer at 2_sec
intervals for- a 2-min period. The drñer was required to recall
the digit before the last one pres€nted during thì interdigit in_
terval. Errors were scored for digits missed or omitted. Thé ran_
dom digit generation task required the driver to verbalize a ran_
dom sequence- of digits fro¡n 1 to 9 for a 2-min period. The
randomness of the generated sequence rvas determiited by com-
puter analysis. Data collected included the roadway being trav_
ersed, time of day, traffic,conditions including deniity anã esti_
matedspeed, weather, brake applications, andãrivers' subjective
difficulty ra-tings. Subsidiary taili degradation was a conjoini func_
tion.of tlaffic den-sity,.average speeð, and uncertainry (estirnuteO
by the number of brake depressions). lVeather conditìons mod_
erated these variables. Subjective difficulty ratings correlated with
objective criteria oftraffic density and speed. Uipredictability oi
traffic appeared to be the majori determinant of'perceived diffi-
culty. The digit recall task corielated (r = .g3a) wìth a calculated
driver workload index based on brake actuatións divided by the
square root of speed.

A major problern in the study of complex perceptual motor
tasks such as driving an automobile is the direct determination
of the ¡nental workload imposed on the operator. The concept
of mental workload is based on the dual assumptions that

o The act of responding to stimuli takes a finite amount of
effort, and

o The total amount of effort that an individual can expend
is limited.

For most vehicle control tasks, significant increases in task
difficulty may produce few measurable changes in error rate
as_ the operator attempts to hold performance constant by
allocating more resources to the task. When all available re-
sources are committed, any further increase in difficulty re_
sults in a sharply increased error rate.

The workload that can be handled before performance be_
gins to deteriorate defines maximum capacity for a particular
individual. At lower levels of workload, that portion of the

Bernard M. Baruch College, City University of New york, 17 Lex-
ington Avcnue, New York, N.Y. 10010.

individual's resources not committed to the task represents
spare capacity. Because of the slow increase in erior rate
below the break point, the fraction of total capacity allocated
to the task is difficult to determine from an examination of
error rate alone. By requiring the operator to perform a sub_
sidiary task that uses the unallocated .esour.eì, estimates of
both spare capacity and primary task workloacl can be derived.
Thus, spare capacity measures, although indirect, offer a means
of evaluating operator workload in the less extreme range of
operating conditions, before overt errors occur.

Subsidiary tasks have been used by researchers in the es_
timation of spare capacity and primary task workload for four
decades (1-5). So many subsidiary tasks have been used, in
such specific contexts, that the body of research offers insuf_
ficient guidance to the worker who desil.es general_pur.pose
subsidiary tasks for comparing various impiementations of
man-machine systems across a variety of conditions (ó_B).

To be effective, a subsidiary task should meet the following
basic requirements:

. Interact minimally with the primary task within the range
of conditions covered in the experiment,

o Have more performance degradation as a function of de_
creased capacity than the primary task, and

o Show performance changes as a monotonic or predictable
function of spare capacity.

The.-ideal subsidiary task would have a number of practical
attributes as well. It would

: y:: alternarive inpur-ourpur modaliries to the primary
task (this is implied in the first basic requirement)_since most
man-machine control tasks are visual_motor, good subsidiary
tasks tend to use auditory inputs and verbal õutputs;

o Require minimum learning on the part of the subjects;
o Be resistant to change as a function of repetition;
o Permit transient as well as continuous changes in spare

capacity to be measured;
. Require minimum equipment; and
o Be easy to score.

In the course of a U.S. Department of Transportation study
on-automobile stability and handling, a variety of subsidiary
t1\s ysi.nq an oral response mode were screened. They in_
cluded digit span, mental arithmetic, self-paced generation of
r.1n!om digits, and delayed recall of random digits. Delayed
digit recall and random digit generation met most of these
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criteria and were used in the ensuing investigation (5)' After
the conclusion of the study, other responsibilities intervened
and the author discontinued active research on subsidiary task

techniques of measuring mental workload.
Commuting to New York City from the surrounding sub-

urbs is uncertain at best. In 1987, in anticipation of a transit
strike, several large corporations subsidized employee car-

and vanpools. One of the author's graduate students, in his

capacity as director of transportation services for a large in-

surance company, rnade it possible for the author to conduct
a continuing field evaluation of the two subsidiary tasks used

in the previous experiment.

METHOD

Overview

Drivers in two commuter vanpools performed two subsidiary
tasks (delayed digit recall and random digit generation) while
traversing a mix of rural secondary roads, limited-access ex-

pressways, high-density urban drives, and downtown city streets

on a daily commute from upstate New York to New York
City. Data were gathered from 1987 through 1991. Four dif-
ferent vehicles we¡'e used during the study, a 1986 Dodge
Caravan, a 1987 Plymouth Voyager, a 1988 Dodge Caravan
SE, and a 1991 Chevrolet Astrovan LT.

Subjects

The vanpools consisted of six adult men at a time. Driving
responsibility rotated on a daily basis. All members lived in
the tow¡rs of Cortlandt and Yorktown in northern Westchester
County and worked in mid-Manhattan. Over the 4-year du-
ration of the study, the membership in each pool changed as

the original members moved, changed jobs, changed working
hours, or went on vacations or sabbaticals. By the end of
7991,20 drivers had completed nine full trip trials of each

task over the four roadway types, a total of 2,880 two-minute
task samples.

Subsidiary Task

Delayed Digit Recall

A sequence of random digits from 1 to 9 was presented to
the driver at 2-sec intervals for a 2-min period. The driver
was required to say the digit before the last one presented

during the interdigit interval. Errors were scored for digits
missed or omitted. Each trial consisted of a set of 60 random
digits, Before inclusion in the experiment subjects were trained
on the task in a no load situation until a criterion of 98 percent
accuracy (one or fewer missed digits) was achieved. Training
took no more than two or three trials.

Random Digit Generation

During selected 2-min trials, the driver was requested to call
out digits from I to 9 in random order at a self-paced rate.
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In past experiments, subjects generally selected a rate aver-
aging two to three digits per second. In these experiments the
rate of digit generation did not appear to vary despite major
changes in loading on a primary task. Subsidiary task per-
formance was evaluated by determining the randomness of
the digit sequence. Evaluation criteria suggested by Wagenaar
(9) were incorporated into a computer program. Digit fre-
quency, shifts in the autocorrelation function, and comparison
of the subject's digit digram frequencies with those of a math-
ematically random sequence were used in the analysis. The
index of randomness used in this study was the ¡2-estimate
of the probability that the observed distribution of digrams
matched those of an expected Poisson distribution of a true
random sequence of the sarne length.

Roadway Characteristics

Both commutes started at 7:00 a.m. in northern Westchester
County, one in Yorktown Heights, the other in Peekskill.
Members were picked up by 7:30, and the designated driver
took his position. Each van traveled rural secondary roads
(NY-129, Croton Avenue, Furnace Dock Road, and NY-94)
before entering the limited-access road system. Posted speeds

on the rural roads ranged from 48 toT?kmlhr (30 to 45 mph).
Traffic density was moderate, two to four cars visible. During
the warm months, foliage screened driveways. Depending on
starting location, the average one-way distance on secondary

roads was 24 to 28 km (15 to 18 mi). After leaving the sec-

ondary roads, the vans'entered the New York Thruway, a

high-speed limited-access expressway. The posted speed limit
was 89 km/hr (55 mph), but traffic exceeded the limit by 8 to
16 km/hr (5 to 10 mph). During the colnmuting hours, traffic
density was moderate, four to eight cars visible but all moving
in the same direction. Thruway distance was approximately
26 km (16 mi). At the city limits, the Thruway changed into
a high-density limited-access urban drive, the Major Deegan

Expressway. The vans crossed the East River to FDR Drive.
Posted speeds on both roads are 80 knt/hr (50 mph), but actual
speed ranged from 100 km/hr (62 mph) to a bumper-to-bumper
crawl depending on traffic conditions. Observed traffic den-
sity was extremely high during commuting hours, 20 or more
cars visible. The limited-access urban drive distance was 23

km (14 mi). Downtown city streets comprised the final lap.
Bidirectional traffic, cross traffic, pedestrian traffic, buses,
taxicabs, and traffic lights required constant alertness and

mandated low speeds and repeated brake applications. De-
pending on destination, city street distance was 5 to 8 km (3
to 5 mi). The roadway sequence was repeated in reverse order
every evening.

Data Collection Method

The driver was requested to perform the assigned subsidiary
task for a2-min period during each of the four roadway con-
ditions on the inbound commute. The process was repeated
on the outbound commute. The same subsidiary task was used

for all trials of a given commute. The tasks were alternated
at each complete rotation of drivers, about every 2 weeks.

Task stimuli were presented and responses recorded with paired
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cassette tape recorders. An event counter was wired into the
brakelight circuit of each van, incrementing the count each
time the brake was depressed.

At the conclusion of each trial, the driver was asked to rate
the difficulty of the drive on a lO-point scale. In addition to
initiating the task, the observer noted the roadway being trav-
eled, time of day, traffic conditions including vehicle dènsity
and estimated speed, weather conditions, drivers' difficulty
rating, and the starting and ending count on the event counter.
Observer notations were made during and at the conclusion
of each 2-min trial. No specific instructions were given to the
observer to average density and speed observations for the
trial period, but observers appeared to do so as a matter of
course. As a backup, the observer snapped a picture of the
roadway through the front window with a point-and_shoot
camera equipped with a date and time recording back. This
proved unnecessary and expensive and was dropped after
several weeks. Initially, the observer was either the author or
a graduate student. Several months into the experiment, van_
pool members participated as observers using prepared data
forms. Interobserver reliability was assessed by comparing the
speed and traffic density estimates on known stretches of
roadway. The estimates of all observers were similar. The
author monitored data gathering periodically during the du_
ration of the experiment.

Design Limitations

Roadway type is the only variable that can be considered
independent in the classical experimental sense. Sequence of
presentation, time of day, and traffic conditions (including
speed and density) were largely determined by the invariani
nature of the commute. A rough form of ABBA counter_
balancing was provided by the reverse presentation of con-
ditions on the homeward leg. Weather conditions, a factor
that could be expected to influence driver workload, varied
by season, but the long duration of the experi¡nent had the
effect of randomizing it over subjects. For safety reasons, data
were not collected during extremely bad weather.

RESULTS

Observer data on roadway traffic density, average speed, and
brake actuations for all drivers are given in Table 1. Even
though the roadways clearly vary in all dimensions contrib-
uting to driver workload, no apparent differences in driver
performance were noted during the course of the experiment.
Data were collected on 180 days over 4 years. During that
time the vans traveled more than 36,000 mi. Five sãrious

TABLE I Observed Roadway Characteristics

?ç

driving errors were recorded: three resulting in moving vio-
lation summonses (two for failure to observe stop signs, one
for speeding), and two in minor paint-scraping incidents in
dense traffic. It is certainly true that an external observer
might have noted occasional deviations from prudent driving
practice; no consequences resulted from these errors. Such
constancy implies that the driver was allocating resources or
modifying driving behavior to stabilize performance.

Traffic density, as estimated by the number of vehicles
visible through the front window, was dependent both on the
nature of the roadway and the time of day. The commute,
starting at the beginning of rush hour, encountered progres-
sively greater traffic as the roadways converged on New york
City. Peak density was observed on the urban limited-access
drives. The number of vehicles observed varied greatly from
moment to moment as traffic was slowed by bottlenecks and
construction sites. City street density was largely regulated
by traffic lights and pedestrian movement and varied sub-
stantially less than did the density on urban drives.

Speed limits were posted on all roadways, but actual driving
speed appeared to be determined by the conjoint interaction
of roadway characteristics, traffic density, weather, and the
driver's comfort level. At the gross observational level, speed
adjustment appeared to be the primary way of maintaining a
comfortable workload. Drivers exceeded the posted limit on
rural roads and expressways and dropped below the posted
limits on urban drives and city streets.

The number of brake actuations was also deterrnined by
roadway characteristics, traffic density, and weather. In con-
trast to speed, the driver has little choice about braking. A
high rate of brake actuation reflects a similarly high degree
of uncertainty and unpredictability in the driving situatìon.
Expressway driving, with good visibility, gentle curves, and
constant speed allowed minimal use of the brake. City driving,
by contrast, required brake actuation on an average of eveiy
7 sec.

The subjective assessment of task difficulty confirms the
direct observations. Table 2 presents a summary of driving
difficulty ratings and subsidiary task measures for the differeni
roadways. The driving difficulty rating is the mean value of
all ratings for a given condition, taken just after the comple-
tion of the subsidiary task. The ratings are based on a scale
of 1 to 10, where L is referenced to an extremely easy driving
experience and 10 is referenced to an almost impossible,
anxiety-provoking experience. The ratings are completely
subjective, but the low standard deviations attest to consid-
erable agreement. Rural driving and expressway driving were
viewed as relatively unstressful, urban driving was near the
midpoint of the range, and city driving was considered both
stressful and unpleasant.

TABLE 2 Driver Response Data

Roadway Dfficulry lr,a,

Rural road 2.'I
Expressway 6.7
Urban drive 17.2

City street l0.l

.92
2.Ot

7;71

2.45

53.3
r00.9

6ó.9
19.0

3.9ó

8.59

5.ó l
t.76

1.46

1.07

2.67
4.52

5.5

l.ó
ó.6

t7.t

Ru¡al road 2.74 .73 2.60
Expressway 2.76 ,72 1.54
Urban drive 4.22 1,32 5.29
City strect 6. I 5 I .84 9.48

.8r .165 .751

.64 .165 . t54

.89 .082 .80ó
r.54 .082 3.898

I lndex = probâbility of "true" rmdom sequence. [¡w load md high load conditions grouped.
2workload ¡ndex = (brake âc¡uation rate) / (spes¿¡o.s
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The ratings are confounded with time of day. Rural and

expressway driving took place both in the morning when the

driver was fresh and near the end of the commute when an

evening's relaxation could be anticipated. By contrast, urban
and city street driving difficulty assessments might have

been influenced by driving frustration and work fatigue. The
present data analysis procedure does not provide a means of
isolating morning and evening commutes to provide an esti-

mate of fatigue effects. However, if the concept of mental
workload is treated as an integrative construct, incorporating
all psychological, emotional, and physical moderators of be-

havior, then such unconfounding is unnecessary. An analysis

of variance (ANOVA) showed that the differences in diffi-
culty ratings of the four roadway types were significant at
p < .001 level.

"lable 2 also gives a summary of errors made in each con-
dition on the delayed digit recall subsidiary task. Delayed
digit recall was sensitive to transient aberrations in the traffic
flow, the driver forgetting or omitting responses during pe-

riods of heaviest load. Digit recall was quite accurate during
rural and expressway driving; urban and city driving showed

a higher error rate. The errors in these latter regimes appeared
to be due to subjects' ornitting or dropping digits during un-
anticipated avoidance maneuvers or brake applications. In-
deed, the number of times the van was cut off by a vehicle
abruptly changing lanes on city streets could be estimated by
looking at the sequence of errors on this task. An ANOVA
showing that the digit recall error differences for each roadway
type were significant at the level p < .001,

Errors made on the delayed digit recall task correlate highly
(r = .784) with subjective assessments of driving difficulty.
Figure 1 plots the average difficulty rating across all conditions
against the average delayed recall error rate for the 20

subjects.
The random digit generation task failed to discriminate

between the four roadway conditions, although it was quite
effective at separating the two conditions with low average
difficulty (rural and expressway driving) from the two con-
ditions with high average difficulty (urban and city driving).
Direct observation of the driver's performance provided the
reason for this insensitivity. During all of the driving regimes,

the driving task appeared to be composed of two components:
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(a) a steady-state driving workload dictated by roadway con-
ditions, speed, and traffic density and (b) a transient workload
determined by the degree of uncertainty and unpredictability
in the driving situation. The steady-state driving task may
have been moderately difficult as a whole, but there were
occasional rnoments of high difficulty. The integrative nature
of the random digit generation subsidiary task tended to bury
these moments of high difficulty, averaging them over the
entire duration of the digit sequences. An ANOVA confirmed
that the random digit generation task can discriminate be-
tween the low and high average workload situations at about
the p : .01 level of significance.

A metric combining steady-state and transient conditions
provides a reasonable estimate of driver workload. An em-
pirical index of workload was established by dividing the num-
ber of brake actuations per 2-min test period by the square
root of the observed speed. The results of this calculation
averaged across all drivers for each roadway type are given
in Table 2. An ANOVA showed that the workload index
differed by roadway types at thep < .001 level ofsignificance.

Figure 2 compares difficulty ratings, digit errors, and the
workload index for the four roadway types. The workload
index, derived from directly observed driver actions, tracks
the subjective difficulty index quite well. The workload index
correlates at a moderate level (r = .389) with the subjective
driving difficulty ratings and at a higher level (r : .834) with
errors on the digit recall task. Errors on the digit recall task
prove to be a sensitive estimate of both subjective difficulty
and the calculated workload index. This high degree of re-
lationship lends confidence to the assumption that the digit
recall subsidiary task provides a good measure of spare ca-
pacity and can be used to infer primary task workload.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This experiment confirmed the fact that subsidiary tasks can
provide a useful measure of spare capacity in the field and
can, by inference, provide an estimate of driver mental work-
load. The two tasks used in this experiment have entirely
different characteristics and should be matched to the specific
problem at hand. The random digit generation task is of rel-

c8s
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FIGURE I Delayed digit recall errors by ratings of subjective driving
difficulty (y = .914x + 1.099, ft2 = .615).
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FIGURB 2 Driver response nìeasures by roadrvay type.

atively little use in dealing with control situations in whiclt
primary task difficulty varies transiently over a significant
range, such as is typical of "real world" automobile driving.
It is ofuse, however, in evaluating the effect ofgeneral loacling
conditions or steacly-state enviro¡rmental stressors. The un-
structured and self-paced nature of the task, coupled with its
algorithmic method of scoring, suggests that it could also be
useful as a simple measure of clriver alertness ancl physical
state.

In contrast, the delayed digit recall task is clcarly sensitive
to gradations of primary task loading. 'I'he high correlation
between this task and the driving difficulty ratings suggests
that a reasonable estimate of the driving difficulty and con-
sequent mental workload imposed by a given vehicle-roadway
combination can be derived by a practical subsidiary task.
The experimental workload index,

workloacl = brake actuation rate/speedo.s

is a parsirnonious metric combining transient (brake actua-
tions) and steady-state (square root of speed) conditions and
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offers a simple but directly observable estimate of subjective
ddving difficulty.

Interestingly, both subsidiary tasks appeared rnore sensitive
to primary task loading in the fielcl than on a simt¡lator. The
allocation of portions of total mental capacity to the tasks at
hand requires a judgment call o¡r the part of the indiviclual.
Since the consequences of a driving en.or. on a simulator are
considerably less serious than the consequences of an error
on the roadway, the simulator driver rnay choose to allocate
more capacity to the subsidiary task, clecreasing sinulatecl
driving performance. No such tendency was noted in this
experirnent.
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Effect of Ambient Lightitg and Daytime
Runnirg tight (DRL) Intensity on
Peripheral Detection of DRL

KnNunrn Zrnpn¿eN eNo WTTLIAM BuRcrn

Daytime running lights (DRLs) have been proposed to reduce
the frequency and severity of traffic accidents by enhancing the
conspicuity of vehicles to other drivers. DRL regulations have
been enacted in several countries and are being consiclered in the
United States. Although various studies of DRL effectiveness
have been conducted, only one has included the range of ambient
illumination conditions encountered in the United States. The
project reviewed methoclologies applopriate for the study of DRL
effectiveness and conducted a study of DRL effectiveness under
a wide range of ambient illurnination. A periphelat cletection
experiment was conducted in which subjects responded to a DRL
test vehicle approaching at a 2O-degree peripheral angle while
the subjects were performing a central attentiorl task. DRL in-
tensities were 0, 200, 400,800, and 1,600 cd. Ambient illumi-
nation levels varied frorn about 11 000 to more than ll0 000 lx
(1,000 to 10,000 fc). Only the 1,600-cd intensity resulted in a

statistically significant increased peripheral detection distancc.
Improved peripheral detection distance was lirnited to ambient
illumination levels below 43 040 lx (4,000 fc). The rnean improve-
ment in detection clistance for 1,600-cd intensity ancl arnbients
less than 43 040 lx (a,000 fc) was al¡out 75 n (247 ft), or about
3 sec of driving time at 88 km/hr (55 rnph).

Daytime running lights (DRLs) for automobiles and motor-
cycles have attracted the attention of the traffic safety corn-

munity for rnany years as a means of increasing the daytime
conspicuity of vehicles to other road users (1-Z). Several

European countries have required DRLs for a number of
yeals (8,9), Canada has recently implemented a DRL re-

quirement (10,11), and the European Economic Community
is considering a uniform DRL requirement (12,13). The U.S.
Department of Transportation has conducted various DRL
studies to assess the applicability of DRLs to the U.S. envi-
ronment (14-16).

A substantial arnount of DRL research has been co¡rducted,

including studies of accident experience before and after DRL
implementation (8,9,17,18), fleet studies in which DRL-
equipped vehicles have been compared with non-DRL-
equipped vehicles (19-21), observational studies in which ob-
servers have made judgments of various DRL configurations
(22; D.W. Moore, DRL tests in various U.S. cities, SAE
Lighting Committee Corresponclence, 1985-1986), and ex-

perimental tests of DRL performance using detection distance

or other performance measures (15,16,23-29).

K. Ziedman, Kenneth Ziedman Consulting Services, 710 Cilman
Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94710. W. Burger, 10601 Esther Avenue, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90064.

However, this body of work includes only a few experi-
mental studies that provide quantitative relationships among
DRL parameters such as intensity, enviro¡ìmental parameters

such as ambient illumination, and performance measures such

as detection distance or conspicuity.
The issue of DRL effectiveness as related to ambient light-

ing levels is especially important for DRL use in the United
States and other countries that have a significattt amount of
territory at lower latitudes and, therefore, highel ambient
illumination levels than encountered in nrost European coun-

tries. For instarìce, Sweden and Finland, which pioneered
DRL application, have typical ambient levels about one-tenth
those of the United States. Only one study studied DRL
performance over an ambient range that is typical of the U.S.
environment (/5).

DRL EVALUATION MBTHODOLOGIES

The predominant experimental and observational methodol-
ogies used in DRL evaluation have been judgment or com-
parison techniques, clecision making, central cletection, and
peripheral detection.

DRL judgrnent studies, in which the effectiveness of var-
ious DRL configurations are ranked or rated by observers,
tend to be conducted uncler uncontrolled conditions and can-
not provide quantitative performance measures that can be

t¡sed to evaluate DRL accident reduction potential.
Gap acceptance studies and similar decision-making ap-

proaches pose methodological problems a¡td can be very dif-
ficult to conduct, especially when one is attempting to measure
gap acceptance behavior of unsuspecting drivers. However,
such studies may be extremely useful for evaluating DRL
effectiveness in a more natural situation than is provided by
the typical controlled experimental task.

DRL central visual detection studies are of limited value
because of the very long DRL detection distances typically
found for direct viewing of DRl-equipped vehicles. However,
some conditions will exist in which improved central detection
due to DRL is relevant (e.g., driving under glare conditions
or when the other vehicle is viewed against masking back-
grounds).

Peripheral detection studies were judged to be the best
technique for relating DRL conspicuity (i.e., initial notice-
ability of the other vehicle) to ambient illumination and DRL
intensity. However, performance is sensitive to the peripheral
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angles at which targets are presented, centlal task demancls,
and deviations of observers' gaze direction.

DRL PERIPHERAL DBTECTION EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the experiment was to determine DRL pe-
ripheral conspicuity as a function of ambient illumination and
DRL intensity. A secondary purpose was to examine the ef-
fectiveness of DRL as a function of driver age.

Test Site and Subject Station

The test site was a concrete taxiway at the Camarillo airport
(Ventura County, California) that was about 15 m (50 ft)
wide. It provided a straight east-west "roadway" of more than
762 m (2,500 ft). A connecting ramp at the far end of the
runway provided a turn-around area for the test vehicle. The
terrain surrounding the taxiway was essentially flat, with low
¡nountairìs in the far background.

Six subject chairs were located in a line at the east end of
the test area. The DRL vehicle approached the subject station
from the west. The central task display was located at a Z0-
degree angle to the north of the vehicle path and at a distance
ofabout 16 m (53 ft) from the subjects'station. The peripheral
angle deviation from the nominal 20 degrees for the two end
subjects was less than I degree at a distance of about 150 m
(500 ft). The experimenter's station was behind the subject
station.

An overview of the test area configuration is given in
Figure 1.

Method

Groups of six subjects wete run simultaneously. The DRL
vehicle started each trial from a distance of 762 m (2,500 fÐ
or greater and approached at 40 km/hr (25 mph). The data
collection period started when the vehicle was 701 m (2,300
ft) from the subject station and ended when it was 38 m (125
ft) away,

Central Task

The central task display used six vehicle lamp assemblies 12
cm (4 in.) in diameter (Grote Type 5064 with Type 1156 32-

'l * CENTRAL TÂSK
D r sPLAY -/.
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cd lamps), three with red le¡rses and three with aml¡er. lenses.
Five of the lamps were mounted around the edge of a circular
panel 0.73 m (2 ft) in diameter and the sixth was rnounted in
the centeì'. One light at a time was flashed in random sequence
with a timing of about 0.5 sec on, 0.5 sec off. The subjects'
task was to count (silently) only the yellow flashes. The light
flashes were easily visible under all lighting conditions. Sub-
jects wrote down their flash count at the end of each run on
a score sheet.

DRL Detection Task

Each subject was provided with a quiet response switch and
was instlucted to press the switch when the vehicle could be
seen out of the corner of his ol. her eye during a trial. Subjects
were instructed to respond to any aspect of the vehicle that
would lead them to believe another car was approaching if
they were actually driving.

Experimental Plan

Twenty-four subjects were used, divided into four subgroups,
each consisting of three "old" and three .,young" subjects.
Each subgroup was run for two half-day periods: a morning
and an afternoon period. Two subgroups were run monring
first, and the other two were run afternoon first. Thus, the
entire set of runs required four days.

Each half-day run was divided into four blocks of runs.
Each block consisted of 10 runs, with 2 runs at each of the
five DRL intensity levels. The sequence of intensity levels
was randomized within each block (with the constraint that
each level was to occur twice). A run took 3 to 4 min, so an
entire block required 30 to 40 min. A rest period was taken
between blocks. The amount of time between when subjects
were alerted to the start of each run and when the DRLvehicle
actually started was varied to avoid subjects' basing responses
on the time from when they were first alerted.

As all subjects in each age group received all DRL intensity
conditions, intensity was a within-group variable. Age was a
between-group variable. The basic design is a repeated mea-
sures design in which each subject received repeated trials at
each level of DRL intensity.

Independent Variables

Independent variables were as follows: (a) DRL intensity: 0,
200,400,800, i600 cd (each lamp of a two-lamp system), (b)
ambient lighting environment, and (c) age: younger (18 to 30
years) and older (55 years and older).

Several measures of the ambient lighting environment were
recorded: (a) horizontal illuminance (HILLUM) measured in
footcandles, (b) vertical illuminance (VILLUM) measured in
footcandles, (c) sky luminance (SKYLUM) measured in foot-
Llamberts (fL), and (d) road luminance (ROADLUM) mea-
sured in foot-Llamberts.

Ambient lighting conditions were varied by testing on se-
lected days (for example, on overcast days to obtain lower
ambients) and because successive runs under the same DRL
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intensity conditions occurred throughout the day and, there-
fore, under a range of ambient conclitions.

Photometric Measurements

HILLUM was recorded at the end of each run. VILLUM,
SKYLUM, and ROADLUM were recorded about 12 times
each test day, from just before the first run to just after the
last run. Illuminance was measured with a Minolta T-1 illu-
minance meter with a cosine-corrected sensor. Luminance
was measured with a Minolta LS-100 luminance meter with
a circular l-degree field of view. Sky luminances were taken
just above the horizon terrain along the path of the DRL
vehicle. Road luminances were measured with the l-degree
field approximately centered at a point about 150 rn (500 ft)
west of the subject station.

Dependent Variables

Dependent variables were (a) DRL vehicle distance for the
peripheral detection task, and (b) amber light count for the

central task.

Procedures

A subject group arrived at the test site at about 7:30 a.m. for
a morning test period and at about l:30 p.m. for an afternoon
test period. On the first test occasion, printed instructions
were handed to the subjects and reacl to the¡n while they were

asked to read along.
Emphasis was placed on the inrportance of paying attention

to the central task, not looking to the side during or between
test runs, and maintaining a consistent detection criterion in
regard to DRL vehicle detection responses. Subjects were
instructed to respond as soon as they became aware of an

approaching "vehicle," but they were not instructed to re-
spond to any particular aspect of the approaching vehicle.

Several practice trials were given before the first test trials.
Subjects were given the opportunity to ask questions or make
comments after each practice tlial.

A bonus award was given for the most accurate flash count
over each block of 10 trials in orcler to encourage motivation
for the flash-count task and to generally increase subject in-
terest in the overall test situation. Subjects were paid a base

amount of $180 for participation in the two half-day sessions

plus an additional $10 for the most accurate flash count.
Subjects were encouraged during the rest periods to com-

ment on any difficulties they had in following procedures and
to indicate after each trial if they thought that they responded
inappropriately.

Apparatus

DRL Vehicle and Test Lamps

The test vehicle was a 1984 Volkswagen Rabbit fitted with a

black plywood panel 0.38 x 1.4 m (1.25 x 4.5 ft) mounted
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vertically in front of the grill. The DRL lamps were mounted
behind and flush with circular cutouts in the panel. The lamps
were clear Types 4412 (SAE J-583) 27.5 cm (5.25 in.) in
diameter and have a nominal H,V intensity of 11,000 cd, a

vertical beam width of6 degrees, and a horizontal beam width
of 40 degrees. These lamps were chosen for their relative
uniformity of vertical and horizontal beam pattern. The lamp
mounting height was 0.67 m (2.2 ft),and their center-to-center
distance was 1.2 m (3.6 ft). The Volkswagen Rabbit was painted

a flat gray over the areas visible to the subjects to minimize
responses to specular reflection. The black panel simulated
the dark grill area of many (although not all) cars.

DRL Lamp Calibration and Control

DRL intensity was adjusted by the use of a set of four ad-
justable resistors for each lamp; power was provided from the
vehicle electrical system through a voltage regulator for each

lamp. A switch box next to the driver allowed the driver to
select lamp intensity.

The lamps were calibrated and the resistors set at the proper
values by measuring the illuminance generated on a vertical
grid perpendicular to the vehicle longitudinal axis. Details of
the calibration and beam pattern are given in the project final
report (1ó). Although the lamp intensity decreased slightly as

the test vehicle approached the subjects because of the in-
crease in vertical angle at which the lamps were viewed, the
estimated intensity difference woulcl be less than 10 to 20

percent.

Test Control and Data Recording

A laptop computer interfaced with a digital/analog input/out-
put device was used to (a) randomly select the sequence of
central task lights and control the on/off period of flashes,
(b) record the times of tape switch crossings of the DRL
vehicle, and (c) record the time of each subject's vehicle
detection switch-press.

Subjects

Subjects were recruited from the Ventura County area. The
criteria for subject selection were

o Young (18 to 30) or old (55 and olcler),
o Vision within standards for California driver's license,
o Current driver's license,
o Currently driving at least 4,000 mi/year, and
. Not taking prescription drugs that might affect perfor-

mance.

The mean age of the old and young groups were 65'7 and

22.5 years, respectively.
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DATA ANALYSIS

Detection Distance Conversions

Detection distance was calculated for each subject on each
trial by using the times of tape switch crossings and time of
subject response, assuming a constant DRL vehicle speed.
Analysis of the variation in average speed from run to run
indicated that speed variation was likely to be small within
a run.

Data Quality and Missing Runs

Extensive data screening was perfornred to test for data qual-
ity. One young subject was a "no-show" and could not be
replaced; 31 other cases were lost due to various problems
such as admitted inadvertent responses. The final data set
consisted of 1,809 data points from23 subjects.

Dafa Transformations

Several transformations of the raw detection distance distri-
butions were examined to match statistical test requirements,
and various relationships between detection performance and
transformations of the photometric data were examined. The
latter included various measures of target "contrast" in an
effort to examine independent variables that might be better
correlated with detection performance than the individual il-
luminance and luminance variables.

Statistical Methods

Data analysis was complicated by the uncontrolled nature of
the ambient illu¡nination conditions. Each group of subjects
to some extent experienced a different range and quality of
ambient conditions. In general, such confounding was more
of a problem for the lower ambient levels, as all subjects were
exposed to the higher ambient levels for a number of blocks,
but some subjects had much less exposure to the lower levels
than did others.

Emphasis was placed on correlational analyses and exten-
sive use of descriptive statistics for overall data examination,
in addition to analysis of variance methods.

RESULTS

Photometric Data

The lighting environment during the testing periods can be
summarized as follows:

. Overcast conditions occurred during the entire morning
on one of the test days and on the early-morning hours on
two other test days, resulting in more or less diffuse illumi-
nation with relatively low HILLUM values during these test
blocks.
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o Clear sky with the sun behind subjects illuminating the
front of the test vehicle normally occurred by the later morn-
ing test blocks.

o Sun more or less overhead to in front of the subjects
illuminating the rear of the test vehicle occurred during the
afternoon test blocks.

Generally, HILLUM levels were below 11 000 lx (about
1,000 fc) at the beginning ofthe test day, increased to about
110 000 1x (about 10,000 fc) at midday, and then decreased
to about 54 000 lx (about 5,000 fc) at the end of testing.

VILLUM incident on the plane of the vehicle front in-
creased from about I 1 000 lx (about 1,000 fc) at the beginning
of the morning testing, reached peak values of 86 000 lx (about
8,000 fc) at about 10:00 a.m., and then decreased to about
21 500 lx (about 2,000 fc) at rhe end of testing. During rhe
afteinoon, the vehicle front was in shadow for much of the
time.

ROADLUM remained relatively constant at about 10,000
cd/m2 (about 3,000 fL) after about 10:00 a.m., following an
initial rise from about 700 cdlm2 (about 200 fL) at the begin-
ning of testing.

SKYLUM increased monotonically from about 3,400 cd/
m2 (about 1,000 fL) at the beginning of testing to about 27 000
cd/rnz (about 8,000 fL) at the end of testing.

HILLUM is shown plotted versus time of day for the 4
study days in Figure 2.

The lighting conditions encountered in this study were com-
plex but typical of viewing in the natural environment.

Central Task Performance

A flash-count el'ror score was formed by subtracting the num-
ber of reported flashes from the number of actual flashes for
each subject on each trial. The overall etror rate was very
small; 95 percent of all trials resulted in errors of one count
or less. As the flash-count task was judged to be fairly difficult
and require concentrated attention, it was concluded that sub-
jects were unlikely to have glanced in the direction of the
DRL vehicle to any significant amount. The possibility of such
glances cannot be ruled out entirely, as a glance could occur
in less than 0.5 sec and as eye movements were not recorded
or observed (the experimenter did check for subject head
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movements during the observations periods, however.) No
significant correlations were found between the flash count
score and other performance measures.

Detection Performance

General Trends

Mean detection performance across all subjects versus DRL
intensity is shown in Figure 3. Both detection distance
(DETDIST) and delta detection distance (DELDIST) mea-
sures are shown (DELDIST for each case in the detection
distance for that case minus the overall subject's mean de-
tection distance for all cases).

The results are shown separately for low ambient trials,
that is, HILLUM less than 43 040 lx (4,000 fc), high ambient
trials, i.e., HILLUM greater than 43 040 lx, and all trials.
(The threshold of 43 040 lx to divide low and high ambients
was determined after examination of various groupings of
ambient levels for the various photornetric measures.)

A mean improvement in DELDIST of about 75 m (247 ft)
is shown for the low ambient, 1600-cd condition and about
22 m (72 ft) for the low ambient, 800-cd condition. Only a

small trend is shown for improved DELDIST for the high
ambient conditions, and only at 1600-cd level.

The same variables are plotted in Figure 4, but with age
category as a pararneter instead of ambient category. The
older subjects show a trend toward better performance than
the younger subjects, an unexpected result, that is discussed
later.

Analysis of Variance

Three-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were run to test
the effects of DRL intensity, subject age, and ambient level
(categorized into low and high ambient). The ANOVAs were
run for DETDIST as well as for three transformations of
DETDIST. Transformations were examined as the distribu-
tions of DETDIST were found to be nonnormal (skewed in
the direction of longer values). The transformations examined
were (a) DELDIST, the difference between each DETDIST
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score for a subject and that subject's overall rnean score; (b)
LOGDIST, logarithmic transformation of DELDIST; and (c)
DELLOG, the log of each DELDIST subtracted from the
mean of the logarithmic transformations of individual scores.

For all measures, DRL intensity and ambient level were sig-
nificant main factors. Subject age was significant for all ¡neasures
except DELDIST. Significant interactions were also found
for all detection distance measures except for LOGDIST. The
presence of interaction terms made the ANOVA results some-
what difficult to interpret. However, the main effects of DRL
intensity and ambient level were consistent across all trans-
fonnations of detection distance scores.

Comparison of Individual Means

Comparison among individual DETDIST and DELDIST means

at each DRL intensity were performed separately for the low
and high ambient categories. The results indicated that sig-
nificant improvement with DRL intensity occurred between
the 1600-cd case and all other intensities but that no other
comparisons were significant.

Comparisons of individual means for DETDIST between
low and high ambient levels at each DRL intensity show a

significant difference only at 1600 cd. However, significant
differences between low and high ambients were found for
DELDIST scores at each DRL intensity value. Thus, subjects
performed relatively better at the low ambient levels than at
the high ambient levels regardless of DRL intensity level.

Regression Analysis

Linear regression functions for DETDIST versus HILLUM
are shown in Figure 5 for each DRL intensity. Only the 1600-

cd DRL intensity shows an obvious nonzero slope.
Linear regression functions for DETDIST versus DRL in-

tensity categorized into low and high ambients are shown in
Figure 6. Little or no trend was found for an increase in mean
detection performance for the high ambient condition, but an

increase did occur for the low arnbient condition.

Summary of Peripheral Detection Distance Resulrs

In summary, DETDIST and DELDIST scores showed effec-
tiveness of DRL at ambient levels below 43 040 lx (4,000 fc)
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for DRL intensities of 1600 cd (although a trend toward ef-
fectiveness was found at 800 cd).

Relationships Between Detection Performance and
Other Photometric Measures

Analyses similar to those discussed were perforrned to ex-
amine the relationship between detection performance and
photometric measures other than HILLUM, including various
visibility index functio¡rs such as ratios of DRL intensity to
road luminance and sky lulninance. I{owever, no other mea-
sure or transformation was found that correlated with detec-
tion performance to any greater extent than did HILLUM.

In general, although specification of DRL effectiveness in
terms of horizontal illuminance alone might be misleading
under some conditions, it was concluded that horizontal il-
luminance does provide an adequate measure for system eval-
uation of DRL effectiveness.

Comparison with Othcr Studies

A study by Kirkpatrick et al. used a range of DRL intensities
and a detection task similar to rhe present study (15). Kirk-
patrick et al. used a 15-degree angle between a central vision
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task and the approaching vehicle rather rhan the 20-degree
angle used in this study, and the central task consisted of
counting a single flashing light instead of the rnultiple-light
display used in this study. A DRL intensity range of 250 to
2000 cd was used by Kirkpatrick et al.

A comparison of mean detection distance versus DRL in-
tensity for the two studies is shown in Figure 7. The two data
sets are remarkably similar, given the many sources of vari_
ation in such experirnentation. A comparison between the
two studies with data categorized into low and high ambients
(as defined earlier) also showed general agreement.

Hörbery (29) reported a peripheral detection (DRL vehicle
at 20 degrees) study under twilight conditions in which illu-
minance varied from 100 to 2000 lx (about 9.3 to 1g6 fc). His
results showed that a 300-cd DRL enhanced detection below
illuminances of abour 800 lx (about 74 fc). Because his highest
ambient level was several times less than the lowest level
typically encountered in the present study a direct comparison
is not possible. However, a rough comparison can be made
by considering only runs in the present study with HILLUM
below 10 760 lx (1,000 fc).

A total of 30 such runs existed: 10 at a DRL intensity of
1600 CD and 5 at each of the other DRL intensities. These
data suggest that for HILLUM less rhan l0 760 lx (1,000 fc),
detection was improved at DRL intensities as low as 400 cd,
with a large mean increase in detection distance occurring at
1600 cd. Thus, the present results are in agreement with Hör-
berg at the lower ambient levels.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental task used in this study required detection
of the DRL vehicle in the near periphery of the observer's
visual field. The 2O-degree angle selected is large enough to
be outside the visual cone of immediate priority to the driver
but still within an area of concern for possible hazards. The
nature of the task used emphasizes the role of DRL in at-
tracting attention (conspicuity) as opposed to providing im-
proved perceptual information to the driver once a DRL ve-
hicle is noticed and attended to. Because of the lower probability
of detection at a Z}-degree angle than at, say, within a 5-
degree range, the results of this study will be conservative-
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FIGURE 7 Comparison of present study with study by
Kirkpatrick et al. (I5).
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that is, DRL intensities and arnbient conditions for which
DRL proved beneficial in this study will ahnost certainly en-
hance conspicuity fol comparable conditions in which a DRL
vehicle occurs at angles smaller than 20 degrees. Exarnination
of DRL effectiveness at peripheral angles greater than 20

degrees is of interest; the single angle used in this study rep-
resented a compromise between including additional viewing
angles versus obtaining an adequate number of data points
for each DRL intensity.

The subjects' focus of attention on the flashing light task
required more concentrated attention than one would expect
from a "typical" driver who would normally be scanning the
visual scene in front of him or her. Thus, many drivers would
have been likely to detect the DRL vehicle at longer ranges

or, possibly, at lower DRL intensities than are indicated by
these results. However, the attention requirecl in this study
is not unlike that needed by a driver in a difficult traffic
situation or a driver who is distracted or otherwise occupied
by driving or nondriving tasks.

This study did not address the issue of DRL effectiveness
for scenarios in which the driver's task primarily involves
perceptual and decision-making functions. For example, the
issue of DRL usefulness in assisting passing maneuvers in the
face of oncoming traffic would involve questions of distance,
speed, and time estimation as well as detection of an oncoming
vehicle.

The results for age are difficult to interpret given the known
degradation in visual performance with age. It was noted
during the study that the older age group consisted primarily
of professionals who were retired but still active and who
appeared to be highly motivated, Thus, motivational factors
might have compensated for any decrease in visual function
due to age.

CONCLUSIONS

For the DRL intensity levels evaluated in this study, 1600 cd

was the minimum intensity required for achieving increased
peripheral detection over a range of ambients that are rep-
resentative of much U.S. driving.

Within the range of DRL intensities studied, DRL was

primarily effective for enhancing peripheral detection at lower
ambients, although a trend toward improvement does occur
at higher ambients.

For the low ambient range and 1600-cd DRL, a mean im-
provement in detection distance of 75 m (247 ft) was found.
This corresponds to about 3 sec at 88 km/hr (55 mph), a

substantial amount of additional time for a dliver to perceive
and respond to a possible hazard.

A horizontal illuminance level of 43 040 lx (4000 fc) appears
to be a reasonable division between low and high ambient
conditions.

By themselves, the results of this study suggest that 1600

cd should be considered a minimum level for DRL intensity
under conditions of higher ambients. However, a final deci-
sion as to the appropriate DRL intensities for any geograph-
ical area must also consider the amount of accident reduction
likely as a function of ambient levels, the distribution of driv-
ing miles versus ambient level, possible glare problems at
twilight and dawn ambient levels, cost of DRL implementa-
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tion and maintenance, compatibility with the international
standards community, and other trade-offs between DRL
benefits and costs.
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ing body of work highlights the need for improved understanding
of the behavioral impact of traveler information systems, both
as an input to the system design process and as a requirement
for comprehensive evaluation (4,5).

This paper presents the results of a study into the behavioral
impact of a broadcast parking information system that has
operated for the past 3 years in the city of Nottingharn. The
system operates during the Christmas period and is based on
local radio broadcasts providing drivers with up-to-date in-
formation on parking lot occupancy, queue lengths, and al-
ternative parking oppoltunities.

BACKGROUND

Motivation

Nottingham experiences an abrupt and substantial increase
in traffic volume and parking lot occupancy in the 10 to 12

weeks before Christmas. Traffic flows increase by 10 to 15

percent over their level in an average month, and the average
rnidday occupancy in city center multistory parking lots in-
creases from 75 percent in June to 93 percent in December.
Long queues develop regularly outside the most popular city
center parking lots and have become a significant source of
inconvenience and delay. Sometimes these queues extend as

far as 300 m, reducing the capacity of upstream junctions and
causing increased congestion and accident risk to general traffic.
Experience has shown that conventional methods of regula-
tion and enforcement (e.g., increased police and warden ac-

tivity) are of only limited effectiveness in combating queueing.
Moreover, such measures can only address the problem once
it has occurred rather than prevent it in the first place.

Despite the severity of the queueing problern at the most
popular parking lots, studies carried out by the county council
have shown that even in periods of peak parking demand, up
to 500 spaces can be available in other (less popular) city
center parking lots, in addition to up to 3,600 spaces at four
(two daily and two Saturday only) park-and-ride sites. There-
fore, there appeared to be scope for reducing the problems
of parking congestion in the center of Nottingham if motorists
could be encouraged to make more use of this existing but
underused capacity.

Broadcast Information Service

The aim of the broadcast information service was to help
drivers to avoid spending long periods searching and queueing

Broadcast Parking Information: Behavioral
Impacts and Design Requirements

JouN Porer, Pnrnos VvrHourKAS, AND IeN CuaTFIELD

For the past 2 years Nottinghamshire County Council, in collab-
oration with local radio stations, has been running an experi-
mental broadcast parking information service during the Christ-
rnas peliod that provides drivers with up-to-the-minute information
on occupancy, queues, and parking alternatives. The results of a
study designed to investigate the impact of the service on mo-
torists' travel and parking behavior are presented. The study
involved a mail-back survey distributed to drivers at city center
parking lots, on-street parking areas, and peripheral park-and-
ride sites. The results of the study indicate that awareness of the
service is high but that its impact on parking behavior is more
limited. Although substantial use is made of the service by drivers
en route to the city center, there is little evidence that this mode
of use results in any significant irnpact on parking behavior or
experienced search and queueing time. By contrast, the minority
of drivers who use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage on
average enjoy significantly reduced search ancl queueing time and
are more likely to divert to park and ride. Drivers' tolerance of
searching and queueing and the nature of their knowledge of
parking alternatives are important factors conditioning the use
ancl impact of the broadcast service.

In European cities, congestion associated with searching or
queueing for parking spaces is a large part of the overall level
of urban congestion. Recent studies of parking behavior in
five British and German cities found that on average between
10 and 25 percent of total in-vehicle time is occupied in search-
ing or queueing for parking (/). These empirical findings are
reinforced by simulation studies carried out by Hoffmann that
indicate that reductions in travel times of up to 20 percent
could be achieved by more efficient routing of vehicles to
parking lots (2).

Parking congestion can arise for a variety of reasons, in-
cluding local inefficiencies in road layout, poor parking lot
design, and drivers' lack of awareness of prevailing levels of
occupancy in key parking lots or alternative parking and travel
opportunities. In the latter case, systems designed to provide
travelers with improved information on the parking system
have the potential to reduce parking congestion by enabling
the more efficient use of existing capacity. In Europe there
is considerable interest in the scope for advanced parking
management systems based on in-vehicle, roadside, and
broadcast information (3).

Although the potential impact of such systems is substan-
tial, their success will depend crucially on how travelers ac-

quire, use, and respond to the provided inforrnation. A grow-

J. Polak, P. Vythoulkas, Transport Studies Unit, Univcrsity of Ox-
ford, l1 Bevington Road, Oxford OX2 6NB England. I. Chatfield,
Department of Planning and Transportation, Nottinghamshire County
Council, Trent Bridge House, Fox Road, West Bridgford, Not-
tingham NC2 óBJ England.
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at the most congested parking lots by providing information
to encourage them to divert to less crowded city center park-
ing lots or use the park and ride. The service óperatedlrom
the beginning of October to the middle of January between
9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and in-
volved close cooperation between Nottinghamshire County
Council and two local radio stations, Radio Nottingham and
Trent FM. Information was presented in a fixed-format mes-
sage of 1 to 2 min and delivered three times an hour on Radio
Nottingham and twice an hour on Trent FM. Each message
consists of four components:

o A list of parking lots with queues and the estimated
queueing times,

o A list of parking lots with spaces available,
o Current occupancy status of all park-and-ride sites, and
. Two or three pieces of "helpful advice" at the presenter,s

discretion from a list supplied by the county council.

The information on parking lot queues was provided by the
highway authority by means of closed-circuit television mon-
itoring of the entrances of all key parking lots. The observed
queue lengths were used to estimate expected queueing times,
using the results of a survey of queueing times at the most
popular parking lots during the morning peak parking periods
that was carried out before the service was introduced. The
parking lot information was collated and presented by a mem-
ber of staff of Radio Nottingham stationed in the Urban Traffic
Control Center. The availability of the service was advertised
by roadside signs placed on all the main radial roads entering
Nottingham.

BEHAVIORAL IMPACT STUDY

Objectives

The main objective of the study was to investigate drivers'
awareness and use of the broadcast information service and
to determine its impact, at an individual level, on their parking
behavior and experienced parking outcomes. Given the em-
phasis of the service on providing irnproved information, there
was a particular concern to explore the role played by drivers,
prior knowledge and experience of local parking circumstances
in conditioning their use of and response to the service.

Methodology

The survey was carried out over a 3-week period starting at
the end of November 1990 and involved a combination of on-
street personal interviews and mail-back surveys. This ap-
proach enabled a large sample of travelers to be contacted to
establish awareness and use of the service by different groups
while also providing the scope for a more detailed exploration
of behavioral factors and impacts.

The initial contact interview collected basic journey and
personal details and brief information about drivers' aware-
ness and use of the information service, in general and on the
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specific day of interview. To contact a sample of drivers with
a range of parking preferences and experiences, interviewing
was carried out at a selection of city center parking lots, park-
and-ride sites, and on-street parking locations. Recruitment
was restricted to individuals who had driven into Nottingham
on the survey day and who did not have access to private or
reserved parking facilities. Quota sampling was used to ensure
adequate representation of all relevant categories of journey
purpose, parking type used, and planned duration of stay. As
a result of the sampling and quota procedures used in re-
cruitment, the contact sample is not necessarily representative
of the characteristics of all travelers to Nottingham. Respon-
dents who completed the initial contact interview *er" gìu"n
a stamped envelope containing a longer rnail-back question_
naire, structured in four sections.

The first section collected a more detailed description of
the journey being made at the time of interview, focusing in
particular on the way in which they searched for a parking
place and their parking preferences, since these were consid-
ered likely to be significant factors in conditioning traveler
response to the broadcast information.

The second section of the mail-back questionnaire inves-
tigated travelers' knowledge of parking conditions in Not-
tingham, using a map showing the nine major city center
parking lots included in the broadcast service. Drivers were
shown the map and asked to indicate whether they knew
about, had ever used, and cor¡ld name each parking lot (Figure
1). This device furnished insight into the range of drivers'
experiences of different parking lots and their perceptions of
their own knowledge of parking and, importantly, enabled
the contrast of these perceptions with a relevant objective
measure of parking knowledge.

The third section of the mail-back questionnaire explored
drivers' attitudes toward the broadcast information service
and the effect of the service on travel and parking behavior,
including the choice of mode and journey timing.

The final section focused on attitudes toward possible ex-
tensions and enhancements of parking information services
and is not discussed in this paper.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics

A total of 1,584 car drivers were contacted in the initial on-
street interviews, of which 627 returned the mail-back ques-
tionnaire, a response rate of almost 40 percent. More than
70 percent of the sample consists of shoppers arriving during
the period of peak parking lot occupancy between 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. and staying for fewer than 4 hr. Almost half
the sample visited the city by car once or more a week, and
almost 30 percent visited less than once a month. The over-
whelming majority of the less frequent visitors were engaged
on shopping journeys, many specifically associated with
Christmas. Almost 90 percent of respondents parked off the
street either in city center multistory parking lots (49 percent)
or at park-and-ride sites (40 percent). On-street parking was
used mainly by those visiting the city on personal or em-
ployers' business and staying for fewer than 2 hr.
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FIGURE I Map shown to drivers of nine mqior city center parking lots included in
broadcast service.

Awareness and Use of Broadcast Service service compared with only 51 percent of those parking less

frequently (x' : 35'6, p < .0001). This finding is to be ex-
Figure 2 summarizes the results concerning awareness and use pected because frequent travelers will receive greater expo- ;
of the broadcast service. Sixty-three percent of the drivers in sure to efforts to promote the service. 

I

the sample were aware of the broadcast service. As expected, Among personal factors, age has the only significant effect: 
l

awareness of the service was strongly related to local radio 65 percent of those between 25 and 45 were aware of the 
i

listening behavior: 92 percent of regular listeners were aware service compared with only 55 percent in the younger or older
of the service, but only 56 percent of those listening occa- groups (X2 : I2.9, p < .005). This probably reflects the age 1 .

sionally or not at all were aware of it. Awareness was also profile of the listening audience of the local radio stations,
related to the frequency ofparking in Nottingham: 68 percent although no independent data were available to confirm this.
of those parking more than once a month were aware of the Most of the respondents who were aware of the service first
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N=1 548

Never llslen

(2syo)

Aware
(63"/o)

,^..
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Two factors appeared to be responsible for the clecision of
drivers who were aware of the service not to use it. The most
common explanation (cited by ¡nore than 45 percent of such
nonusers) was that they believed themselves able to find a
parking space without assistance. In addition, just over 40
percent did not listen to the relevant local radio stations and
although aware of the broadcast service did not want to retune
their receiver. Only 4 percent of deliberate nonusers stated
that they had tried the service but found the information not
useful or unreliable, confirming the general pattern of satis_
faction among users of the service.

Parking Search and Queueing Behavior

Characteristics of Existing Behavior

Figure 3 shows the variation throughout the day in the time
that drivers reported they spent searching and queueing for
different types of parking.

Average search and queueing times at multistory parking
lots increase sharply after 10:00 a.m., reaching a peak oi
almost 20 min near midday and diminishing rapiclly thereafter.
A similar pattern of variation is evident in the time spent
searching for on-street parking, although the peak is reaôhed
earlier and the absolute level is lower. Overail, drivers using
city center multistory facilities spend an average of 5.0 min
searching and queueing for parking, which, at an individual
level, accounts for between 10 ancl 21 percent of their total
journey time. Those using city center on-street parking spend
significantly longer searching (F = 21.32, p < .OOO1), Uut
when queueing tirne is taken in account, they experience less
o.verall delay in parking. As expected, those using park and
ride report insignificant amounts of search and queueìng time.

Besides asking respondents how long they had aitually
searched or queued for parking, the survey also collected
information about how long they were prepared to search and
queue before seriously considering giving up. Across the sam-
ple the average search and queueing .,budget" was 12.9 min,

Somstimos llston
(38o/o)

D¡d nol lislen on
day ot interv¡ew

(27Vo')

Lislened on day
of ¡nterviow

(11Vo)

FIGURE 2 Pattern of awareness and use of broadcast service.

learned about it either by listening to the radio (32 percent)
or by seeing the roadside signs advertising the service (Zá
percent); word of mouth (5 percent) was tñe only other sìg_
nificant method of dissemination.

Of those aware of the service, 56 percent claimecl to have
yse!. it,. which repr.esented 3g percént of the total sanple.
Radio listening behavior was again a major conditioning iac_
tor, with- more than 80 percent of regular: listeners (whoïere
aware of the service) claiming to use it, cornparecl with only
32percent ofoccasional listeners. Frequent travelers also made
much greater use of the service (59 põrcent versus 4g percent
for infrequent travelers, X2 = 8.3, p < .004).

Users of the service tend to be sélective, witn onty lg per_
cent deliberately tuning in to the service every time tliey trãvel
to Nottingham during the Christmas period. Another'23 per_
cent tune in only when traveling on a day or at a time when
they expect to encounter serious parking congestion. The re_
maining 69 percent of users attend to th; information only if
they happen to hear it on the radio. Just over 2g percent had
listened on the day of interview, which was l1 percent of the
total sample.

Most (74 percent) of those who listened to the broadcast
service on the day of interview first did so in their vehicles
en route to the city center. However, a significant proportion
of drivers used the service at the pretrip sìage, and there was
a marked difference in listening behavior ãccording to the
type of parking used: those using park and ride were much
more likely to have first used the broadcast service at home(x2:Í.qp<.001):

Type of parking used

City center (N = 87)
Park and ride (N = 61)

Those who actively seek information from the service are also
much more likely to listen at the pretrip stage or to combine
pretrip and en route listening (X, : 12.1., p < .06).

When first listened to
service (o/o)

Pretrip En Route

t6 84
41 59

08:00 09:00 10:00 'fi:00 12:00 t3:00 14:00
Hour of Arrlval

Ion.strest Øcar parx ffiparr and Rtdo

Mean Search and Oueuetng T¡me (mlns)

FIGURE 3 Mean search and queueing time by time of arrival.
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and an analysis of variance revealed significant variations ac-

cording to journey purpose (F = 10.79,p < .01) and type of
parking chosen (F = 40.5, p < .0001):

Factor Budget þnin)

Journey purpose
Commute 9.0
Shopping 12.8
Other 15.1

Chosen parking
On street 18.8
Multistory lot 16.5
Park and ride 7.1.

It appears therefore that drivers' tolerance of search and
queueing is conditioned by the characteristics of the journey
and is itself an important factor in conditioning the choice of
parking. In particular, the evidence suggests that during pe-

riods of parking congestion, park and ride tends to attract
those with a relatively low tolerance of search and queueing
and that, conversely, most of those who choose to park in
the city center during such periods are willing to spend con-
siderable time searching and queueing for parking.

Impact of Broadcast Service on Search and

Queueing Time

To determine whether drivers using the broadcast service de-
rive any real advantage in terms of reductions in their search

Search and queueing budget

Use of broadcast service on day of interview
Did not listen
Listened first at home
Listened first en-route

Time of arrival
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-l l:00
I l:00-12:00
l2;00-13:00
l3:00-14:00

Frequency of parking in Nottingham
< once per month
>= once per month

Type of parking chosen
Park and Ride

City Centre

Constant

Diagnostics
N
F
df
R2
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and queueing time, a regression model was estimated relating
actual search and queueing time for the surveyed journey to
a number of independent variables, including the mode of
use of the broadcast service on the day of interview. Table 1

sets out the variables included in the model and summarizes
the estimation results.

These results indicate that the two dominant factors influ-
encing drivers' experienced search and queueing time are the
time of arrival (acting as a proxy for overall parking demand)
and whether park and ride is used. Within this context, how-
ever, those who use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage

of their journeys enjoy an average reduction of almost 2.5

min in their experienced search and queueing time compared
with nonusers of the service, whereas those who delay their
use of the service until the en route stage enjoy no significant
advantage. The results also show that those who park often
in Nottingham enjoy much lower search and queueing times
than those who visit less often. The magnitude of the searching
and queueing budget also has a statistically significant but
numerically small impact.

Structure of Parking Decision Making

Analysis of the responses to the mail-back questionnaires re-
vealed that the vast majority of drivers decided on what type
and location of parking they would use before setting out on
their journey and that with few exceptions drivers succeeded

TABLE I Bstimation Results of Regression Analysis of Influences on Parking
Search and Queueing Time

Coefficient (and t-statistic)

0.079 (7.90)

-2.462 (-2.11)
0.396 (0.s6)

-0.60e (-1.20)
t.789 (3.Is)
s.097 ('t.6'Ì)
1.106 (1.00)

0.448 (0.69)

-t.25't (-3.1l)

4.039 (10.30)

-0.098 (-0.22)

1583
28.2t
( ls73,l0)
o.r52

Note: variables ma¡ked with an asterisk are significant at the 57o level
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in achieving their planned parking. Overall, only 5 percent
claimed to set out with no clear idea about where to park,
and only 17 percent failed to park where they originaliy in_
tended. Those intending to park on the street appeared the
most susceptible to diversion, with almost 17 percent ulti_
mately using the park and ride and 6 percent parking in a
multistory Iot.

Although most travelers succeeded in finally parking as they
intended, there is considerable variation in the strategies they
used to achieve tlris (Table 2).

Those traveling for work and shopping purposes are least
likely to engage in search, with only 1l and i3 percent, re_
spectively, doing other than going directly to a (ieasonably)
certain space. By comparison, 25 percent of those traveling
on personal business and other purposes searched for parking.
There is only a small incidence of drivers diverting to par-k
and ride because of parking congestion in the city c"nte.,
confirming the predominance of the pretrip component of
decision making.

Knowledge of Parking in Nottingham

Figure 4 shows the overall distribution of knowledge and ex_
perience of parking in the city center. The distribution of
drivers' perceived knowledge is highly skewed. Most drivers
claim to be aware of several alternative city center parking
lots: more than 70 percent claim to know four or more, and
just under 20 percent claim to be aware of all nine; fewer
than 10 percent adlnit to knowing none at all. By contrast,
actual experience of the use of different parking lots is much
more limited, with fewer than 33 percent of all drivers having
personal experience of four or more different parking lots.
Overall, the median number of parking lots claimed to be
known by drivers is six, whereas the median number actually
used is three.

- Although these findings are by no means inconsistent (since
knowledge of parking may be acquired fron sources aside
from personal experience), the magnitude of the divergence
between claimed levels of knowledge and reported 

"*p"rì"n."suggests that at least some drivers may systematically over_

25

20

15

10

0123456789
Numbet of car parks

I Known Øusea ffi Nameo

FIGURE 4 Distribution of parking experience and
knowledge.

estimate the real level of their effective knowledge of parking
opportunities in the city center.

There is even greater divergence between drivers,perceived
parking knowledge and their ability to correctly name differ_
ent parking lots. Name-oriented knowledge shows a strongly
bimodal distilbution, indicating the existence of t*o cate_
gories of traveler. The first category, consisting of more than
28 percent of the sanrple, includes those unable to name any
of the parking lots correctly, and although this lack of name_
oriented knowledge is significantly higher among infrequent
visitors (X, = 9.9, p < ,002), even among thosJvisiting the
city center at least once a week, almost 25 percent do not
possess any name-oriented knowledge. (The scoring of the
respondents'attempts to name specific parking lots accounted
for misspellings and other reasonable varianti of the correct
name.) Among the rest of the sample, most know the names
of three or four parking lots.

There is also considerable variation in drivers' knowledge
of different parking lots, with the larger, more popular onés
being known, used, and correctly named by a lãrgà majority

TABLE 2 Parking Search Strategies

Joumey purpose (7o)

Search Straregy Work Shop
(N=70) (N=99)

Other
(N=146 )

"I went dircctly to a placc where t w6 rcðonably certain I would !-md a
sPace"

"l followcd my usual routc to nìy destination which tâkcs mc põr two or
thrcc of my favouitc spaccs"

"l wcnt dircc¡ly to my destination and thcn drovc ùomd læking for
somcwhere to prk ncüby"

"As sæn 6 I mivcd ¡n Nottinghm I wæ on the lækout for m on-stræt
spacc"

"Whcn I foud how difficult pdking wö in lhc ciry ccnúc t wcnt back to
lhe Pðk rd Ride"

"I wcnt dircctly to thc Pðk ild Ridc"

54

n

)

3

2l

76

3

0

lt

Perconlags of sample (o/o)
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of travelers, whereas smaller, less popular facilities are in
some cases almost completely unknown by their formal name.
Thus, drivers' knowledge and experience of parking in Not-
tingham is not only partial and in important respects inac-
curate, but it is also nonuniformly distributed over the parking
stock. It is particularly significant to note that those parking
lots that are most well known are plecisely those that are most
prone to severe congestion and that, conversely, parking lots
that are less well known tend to be underused.

Effect on Travel and Parking Behavior

The table that follows shows the proportion of users of the
service who have been influenced in different ways by the
information provided by the service:

Percentage of Users
Affecred (N = 216¡

45
40
22
19

9
I

As might be expected, the broadcast service appears most
effective in influencing the choice of parking type and location
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within the city center and diversion to park and ride. The
former effect may operate either at the pretrip stage or en

route; the results of the analysis of parking search behavior
just presented suggest that the latter is principally a pretrip
effect. Interestingly, there is also evidence that the service
has influence on the timing of some journeys, reinfolcing the
evidence that the service has a significant pretrip impact.

To gain greater insight into the factors that predispose trav-
elers to be influenced by the service, a binary logit choice
model was developed that relates whether or not travelers
were influenced by the service on the day of survey to a range
of personal and journey-related factors. Several specifications
of the model were explored, and Table 3 presents the esti-
mation results for two of the most successful formulations
developed.

It was decided to concentrate on only the respondents that
claimed to be influenced on the day of survey (rather than
the larger number that claimed to be influenced generally) so

that the specific journey infor¡nation collected in the survey
could be used and the errors of recall ancl other biases could
be reduced.

In both formulations a positive coefficient value indicates
the increasing probability of being influenced by the selvice.
Because of the decision to concentrate on only those travelers
who were influenced on the day of tlavel, the estinration data
set consisted of only 54 individuals; therefore the results must

Dimension of Influence

Parking location in the city center
Use of park and ride
Time of day of travel
Type of parking in thc city center
Day of week of travel
Mode of travel

TABLB 3 Logit Model of Factors Affecting Influence of Parking
Information Service o¡r l'raveler Behavior

Coefficient (and t-statistic)

Vriable Model I Model 2

Gender
female
male

Age
>45
<= 45

Joumey purpose
Other
Commute
Shopping

Frequency of parking in Nottingham
>= once per month
< once per month

Number of ca¡ parks known

Number of car parks correctly named

Sea¡ch behaviour
Sea¡ched in Centre
Di¡ect to City Centre CP
Di¡ect to Pa¡k and Ride

Constant (No influence)

Diagnostics
N
Rho-square
Rho-square bar

l.oss tr.sl

1.670 (2.0)

-3.874 (-2.2)
-t.t76 (-1.2)

t.4n Q.6',)

-0.674(-2.4)

1.318 (2.ó)

t.s23 (t.2\

t.294 (t;t)

l.4sr (1.ó)

-4.529 (-2.4)
-1.490 (- 1.4)

1.552 (1.6)

-0.744(-2.4)

t.473 (2.6)

r.274 (1.3)
1.674 (1.7)

2.4t7 (1.7)

54
0.23
0.20

54
o.28
o.25
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l¡e treated with some caution. Despite this caveat several
interesting observatiotrs e¡ner.ged.

Both gender and age appear to have a moderate effect on
the propensity to be influenced, with nrales and those uncler
45 being more likely to change their behavior than females
or older age groups. Khattak et al. report similar results in
the context of their stucly of route diversion in response to
traffic incident reports (ó). Commuters are rnuch léss likely
to change their behavior than either shoppers or other trav-
elers, possibly reflecting the relatively better overall parking
conditions experienced by commuters. Those parking infrel
quently in Nottingharn are also rnore likely than frequent
parkers to be influenced by the service. Those preparecl to
search for parking within the city center (as opposecl to going
directly to a parking lot or the park anci ricle) are lesJ susl
ceptible to influence.

Possibly the most interesting aspect of the modeling results
is evidence that they provide for the strong influónce of
drivers' knowledge of parking on their propeirsity for being
influenced by the service. The results show that thepropensit!
for being influenced by the service decreases with'incieasing
perceived knowledge but increases with increasing levels o-f
name-oriented knowledge. This suggests that travelers who
believe that they have a good knowleclge of parking in Not_
tingham may tend to discount the aclvice of the service, per_
haps believing that they know better, but that those whó do
possess high levels of na¡rre-oriented knowleclge may be better.
able to interpret and use the broadcast nressages to avoicl
parking congestion.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS ¡-OR
SYSTEM DESIGN

The survey results have provicled a number of important in_
sìghts into the parking behavior of drivers in Nottingham and
the nature of the impact of the broadcast informatioil service.

The results confirm the- existence of significant parking
congestion in the center of Nottingham thil, during periodã
of peak demand, can adcl upward oi tS min to normal journey
times- Although severe, this congestion is spatially ond t",n_
porally localized, and over the day as a whole parking con_
ditions in Nottingham ar€.not rnarkedly worse tlan inïany
other European cities. Thus, the target audience for the
broadcast service is a relatively small anã well_defined group,
distinguished principally in rerms of their intended times àf
travel and choices of parking. This has provided the oppor_
tunity for the specific customization and targeting of thð ser_
vice, in terms of its content, timing, mode"of dãlivery, ancl
promotion.

As a consequence of the careful effort to position the broad_
cast_service with regard to its target audience, there is a high
level of awareness of the servicè, especially among regular
radio listeners. It is significant that véry few respondents re_
ported that they had difficulties in runing into the service; this
was rarely cited as a reason for not using it. These results
imply that in circumstances in which it is pìossible to identify
a specificaudience group, local radio.an û" un effective way
to disseminate parking information.

Hgwev-er, although awareness of the service is high, the
results of the survey suggest that its impact on parking be_
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havior is more limited. In particular, although substantial use
is made of the service by drivers en route to the city center,
there is little evidence that this mode of use resulis in any
significant impact on parking behavior or experiencecl search
and queueing tirne. By corÌtrast, the nrinority of drivers who
use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage on average enjoy
greatly reduced search and queueing time ancl are rnoi.e likely
to divert to park and ride.

The explanation for the differential impact of the broadcast
service at the pretrip ancl en route stages is to be found in
the structure of drivers' decision-making processes. The sur_
vey found that drivers' decisions about the choice of parking
type and location are made predorninately at the p..trip,togã
and that with few exceptions drivers succeed in párking in tñe
place that they initially meant to. Once they have embarkecl
on a journey, few drivers appear to be prepared to modify
their initial parking intentions, even when iniormed of severã
parking congestion. In particular, most of those arriving clur_
ing the period of peak parking congestion and intending to
use city center multistory parking lots appear to be preptired
to tolerate substantial amounts of searching and queueing in
order to achieve their intended parking. There is some ãvi_
dence that drivers arriving during periods of peak demanci
become conditioned to expect and therefore nré l"r, sensitive
to parking congestion. There are, however, significant vari_
ations in drivers' tolerance of search and queueing, with those
drivers opting to use park and ride displãying aiignificantly
lower tolerance of parking congestion.

Overall, it appears that to have a significant impact on
parking behavior, the broadcast service must influence clriv_
ers' parking intentions before they set out on their journeys;
the service cannot depend on inducing en route diversion.
This finding implies that a gl.eater orientation toward the
requirements of horne-based listeners, in order to encourage
more use of the service at the pretrip stage, may well result
in a greater impact on parking behavior. Further research
would be required to identify these specific requir.ements.

The survey also demonstratecl that drivel.s' knowledge and
experience of parking, particularly with regard to tñe key
aspect of parking lot names, are significant factors in condi_
tioning their use of and response to the service. The results
suggest that to be motivated to use the service in the first
place, drivers must be willing to concede that the service is
in principle able to offer the¡n helpful advice and that, by
implication, their own knowledge of parking may be incom_
nleç o1 inadequate. But the results also s¡ow tnat the impact
of the information provided by the service is grearer among
those with higher levels of name-oriented knãwledg", ,ugl
gesting that the interpretation of the information proùOeO U.-y

the service is assisted by greater contextual knowledge of
parking. If this is so, then the irnpact of the service migit be
enhanced by measures to improve driver familiarity with park_
ing lot names: for example, using clearer signing ut paiking
lots themselves or distriúuting paiking lot mäps.'
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On December 1 1 , 1990, L2 motorists were killed and 50 others

seriously injured during a 99-vehicle pileup due to heavy fog

on rural Interstate 75 in Tennessee' As a result, the National
Transportation Safety Board heard testimony claiming that

highway agencies do not do enough to warn the public about

the hazards of driving in adverse weather conditions and sin-

gled out changeable message signs (CMSs) as a countermea-

sure for further study (1, P. 32)'
The purposes of this study were to evaluate motorist in-

formation needs during adverse winter travel conditions and

determine how to best meet information needs using CMSs.

Local commuters, Interstate truck drivers, and other motor-
ists traveling on Interstate 80 in southeast Wyoming were

surveyed during the winters of 1990-1991 and 1991-1992'
The specific objectives of this research were as follows:

1. To identify information needs and consistencies within

user groups for particular adverse winter travel conditions,

2. To determine the priority of winter travel information
needs, and

3. To develop CMSs to be displayed for different adverse

weather travel conditions.

STUDY AREA

The area studied in this project was a 66-km (41-mi) section

of Interstate 80 between Laramie, elevation 2185 m (7,165

ft), and Cheyenne, lowest elevation 1849 m (6,062 ft), in

southeast Wyoming. The study area is prone to high winds,

poor pavement conditions, and limited visibility during the

winter. The summit, elevation 2635 m (8,640 ft), is a point 7

mi east of Laramie. The terrain is mostly flat with open plains

near Cheyenne and becomes more hilly and rolling approach-

ing the summit to the west, where the terrain turns moun-

tainous. A steep downgrade of 5 to 7 percent occurs from the

summit to Laramie. The extreme differences in elevation and

terrain often cause hazardous driving conditions to occur only
on isolated sections. Motorists'desired information in terms

of worst condition or overall condition and consistency of the

information requested was of interest in this project.
The CMSs evaluated are drum-type signs with three lines

of copy; they are located on the outskirts of Laramie and

Cheyenne. Each drum or line has six possible messages with
a capacity of 24 characters. The last line consists of two six-

sided drums set end to end that have the capacity to hold an

18- and a 6-character message, respectively. Each drum can

be rotated separately to display the appropriate message.

The individuals surveyed were asked to evaluate the road

and travel conditions within the study area during poor winter
conditions and give indications as to what road and travel

information would help them make travel decisions. To aid

in surveying the motorist, road and travel conditions were

classified as discussed in the following section'

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY

Different levels of time, wind, visibility, and pavement were

chosen to describe the road and travel conditions (see Table

1). A dependent variable reflected the severity rating of the

road and travel conditions' For this dependent variable, a

linear rating scale was established, where 1 was all ideal driv-

ing condition and 6 was a condition in which the motorist

believed that the road should be closed' The road users were

asked to rate the severity of the road and travel conditions

on the rating scale and then identify the level of each inde-

pendent variable that best described the road and travel con-

ditions encountered. Severity rating was then modeled as a
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Motorist Information Needs and
Changeable Message Signs for
Adverse Winter Travel

SrnpnnN G. Pouuor AND EucnNn M. WIt soN

The information needs of motorists during adverse winter travel
conclitions were evaluated. Commuters traveling on Intel'state 80

between Laramie and Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Interstate truck
drivers were the prirnary sources of field data. During poor winter
travel conditioni, motorists were asked to evaluate wind, visi-

bility, and pavement conditions ancl to assign a severity rating
between I iideal conditions) and 6 (road closed). The survey

participants also indicated their desirecl road and travel infor-
mation for changeable message signs. The I'esults indicated that
motorists have generally consistent adverse winter travel infor-
mation needs. Pavemettt condition was the prirnary inforr¡ation
desirecl. Visibility was the secondary needed infortnation; how-
ever, when pavernent conclition was poor, visibility infortnation
became rnore irnportattt. The local commuters most often sought

road and tlavel inforrnation frotn the winter travel advisory phone.

The primary source for Interstate truckers was the citizens band

radió. The changeable message sign was indicated as an impoltant
source by almost 70 percent of the local com¡nuters and 40 percent

of the Interstate truckers surveyed.

S. G. Pouliot, Centennial Engineering, Inc', P.O. Drawer 1307' Ar-
vada, Colo. 80001. E. M. Wilson, Departrnent of Civil Engineering'
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. 82071.
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TABLE I Road and Travel Conditions
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Pavement

were identified as an information source by 69 percent of the
local drivers. Despite receiving information about adverse
travel conditions, 63 percent of the local drivers indicated that
they would travel if the road were open, regardless of the
conditions. This indicates that local drivers are using the in-
formation sources not to decide whether to travel but as a
gauge of the severity of the conditions expected when trav-
eling or as a guideline for route selection.

The truck drivers indicated that they receive their road and
travel information primarily from the CB radio. Through com-
munication with other drivers using the CB radio network,
truck drivers are able to gather information at various points
along their routes. This system and the regular broadcast radio
account for most of their information sources. Forty percent
of the truck drivers also indicated their use of the CMS as a
source of road and travel information.

Information desired by the motorist revealed consistencies
in the type of information needed for particular adverse travel
conditions. Related key words were consistently requested on
particular dates investigated during poor winter conditions.
Descriptions of the wind conditions were consistent through-
out tlìe dates investigated, with requests fol wind warnings
("Strong/high wind") and wind speeds ("Wincl gusts to .r.r

mph"). Specific words used consistently for describing visi-
bility conditions were "snowfall," "fog," and "blowing snow."
The message reduced visibility was recommended for mixed
visibility conditions. For pavement conditions, consistent re-
quests were made for terms such as "icy," "slick in spots,"
and "snowpacked." The key words "icy" and "snowpacked"
often occurred together to describe the same condition, but
"icy" was used more often.

The local drivers indicated that pavement conditions are
the principal influence on the perception of the severity of
adverse travel conditions. Visibility conditions were found to
be the secondary influence. The results of the supplemental
surveys established a set of messages designed for the CMSs
in the study area (Table 3). On the basis of the load users'
desired information priority, the first line of the CMS was
reserved for pavement information. The second line was re-
served for visibility and wind information. The message "Re-
duced visibility" was added to identify conditions not de-
scribed by "Heavy fog ahead" and "Blowing snow." The road
rating information on the third line was derived from the
adjectives obtained in the second supplemental survey. The
appropriate road rating selection may be determined by using
the Severity Rating condition matrix (see Table 4), where 3 =
poor, 4 = very poor, and 5 : severe. The condition matrix
in Table 4 summarizes the sevelity ratings derived from a

regression model containing the independent variables of wind,
visibility, and pavement. The message "Advise no light trail-
ers" was intended to be displayed with a strong wind warning
and was therefore listed on the first line. Messages that were
not specific to weather advisory were included in the displays.

Time Wind Visibility

dry snowpacked
wet slick/spots
slushy icy

day
night

calm, breezy clear
strong, gusty limited

very limited

function of time, wind, visibility, and pavement and their
interactions.

For each trip made during adverse travel conditions, the
motorists were also asked to list their desired winter travel
information needs with respect to the CMS. Other data were
gathered to profile the population characteristics, vehicle type,
and information sources being used to determine road and
travel conditions.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

Field data were collected using travel diaries and interview
forms. The travel diary respondents were commuters between
Laramie and Cheyenne. A total of 235 diaries were sent to
volunteers during spring 1991, and an additional 270 diaries
were sent out during fall 199i. A citizens band (CB) radio
interview process was used to reach noncommuters. A total
of 337 interviews wel'e conducted, consisting primarily of In-
terstate truckers.

Three supplemental surveys were sent to diary users during
the course of the study. The first survey was designed to
identify the messages of primary benefit to the motorist. The
second survey evaluated the use of a six-point road lating
system considering both the degree of adversity and length
of condition. The final survey evaluated combinations of three-
line messages for different adverse winter travel conditions.

STUDY RESULTS

For analysis purposes, the field population was separated into
consistent groups by vehicle type and origin using vehicle
license plates. Two analysis groups were defined as follows:

o Locals: passenger vehicles with local Wyoming license
plates (County 2 or 5 and noncommercial diary users), and

o Trucks: all commercial freight vehicles.

The local drivers primarily used at-home information sources
(phone, 80 percent; radio, 61 percentl and TV, 50 percent)
to receive road and travel infolmation (see Table 2). CMSs

TABLE 2 Information Sources Uscd by Local and Truck Groups

Percent

Source of Informalion Trucks

Road and travel phone
CMS
Radio
Television
CB Radio / Other drivers
Others

23
40
63
2t
1)

<40

80
69
ó1
50
24

<30
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TABLE 3 Candidate CMS Messages

Drum Number Position Message

0
I
2
3
4
5

Blank
Icy Road Ahead
Slippery in Spots
Drifting Snow
Advise No Light Trailers
I-80 Closed

0
I
2
3
4
5

Blank
Reduced Visibility
Blowing Snow
Heavy Fog Ahead
Wind Gusts To
Fasten Seatbelts

0
I
2
3
4
5

Blank
40 KPH"
56 KPH
64 KPH
72KPH
8ó KPH

0
I
2
3
4
5

Blank
Condit¡ons: Poor
Conditions: Very Poor
Conditions: Severe
Chain l¿w in Effect
Return to L¿ramie or Return to Cheyenne

The message "Return to Cheyenne" or "Return to Laramie"
was intended to be displayed with the "I-80 closed" message

and was placed on the third line of the display' The message

"Chain law in effect" was also included on the third line to

be displayed when chains were required for travel on the

Interstate.
Respondents indicated that if a combination of snow and

fog was present, then the message "Reduced visibility" is

more appropriate than "Heavy fog ahead." When respon-

dents were presented with a combination of heavy snowfall

and blowing and drifting snow' the message "Blowing snow

ahead" ïvas preferred 2 to 1 over "Reduced visibility"'When
slushy road conditions occurred, 85 percent requested "slip-
pery in spots" to describe this condition.

"1km=0.62mi

TABLE 4 Severity Rating Matrix

CONCLUSIONS

The specific conclusions from the major findings are

1. The CMS is an important source of adverse winter travel

information for rural Interstate motorists.

2. Pavement condition was the primary factor affecting the

perception of the severity of adverse travel conditions for both

iocal commuters and truck drivers. Visibility conditions were

secondary and of greater importance as pavement condition

became more adverse.
3. A three-point rating scale will meet motorist winter travel

information needs when adverse conditions exist: poor, very

poor, and severe.

I

Pavement Visibil¡ty

Clear (0) Umited (1) Very
Umited (2)

Calm (0)
DryAilet (0)
Slick in SpotslSlushy (l)
Snowpacked/Icy (2)

4
4
4

2
3
4

2c

3
4

Dry/V/et(O) 2 3 4

Strong(l) SÉk in Sòús/Slushy (l) 3 3 4-.- Snowpacked/Icy(2i 
" 4 4 5

b RATING = 1.?+ 0.9P + 0.6v +0.2v2 + 0.2w-0.3(vrP);R2=0.565
c 2= Good,3= Poor,4= veryPoor,S= Severe
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4. Local motorist ratings of adverse conditions reflected the
length of condition. As the length of adverse conditions de-
creased, condition adjectives requested decreased from severe
to very poor to poor.

5. Local commuters primarily obtained adverse road and
travel information from at-home sources.

6. Interstate truck drivers primarily used the CB radio for
adverse road and travel information and supplemented this
by using broadcast radio and CMS information.

7 . Local commuters desired to travel regardless of road and
travel conditions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The majority of local user information concerning adverse
winter travel conditions was received primarily through the
road and travel phone number, the radio, and the television.
These at-home sources have the potential to give highly de-
tailed road and travel information that may deter the motorist
from traveling in adverse winter conditions. If more reliable
winter travel information could be provided to the motorist
through these media, then perhaps fewer motorists would risk
traveling and consequently lessen the chance of an adverse
weather-related accident.

The CB radio network was the primary source used by the
truck drivers. Investigation of a similar noninteractive system
for passenger vehicles on a linear radio network would be of
benefit. Monitoring CB radio for gathering road and travel
information at various locations along a section of highway
has potential. Assessing the reliability and accuracy of this
information, as well as its applicability to other information
sources, is recommended for further study.

TRAN S PO RTATI O N R ES EA RCH RECO RD I 403

Although local motorists prefer to receive road and travel
information from at-home sources and truck drivers prefer
information from CB radios, the CMS has the potential to be
a very effective means of communication to the driver. Fur-
ther efforts should be made to evaluate the effect of weather'
advisory CMSs on the reduction of weather-related accidents
and the ability of a weather advisory CMS to invoke a positive
response to adverse travel conditions from a driver who is
unfamiliar with the surrounding area.
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Motorist Interpretation of MUTCD
Freeway Lane Control Signals

Gnner,n L. UnuaN

The lesults of a human factors laboratory study designed to in-
vestigate current motorist interpretations of lane control signals
in a freeway driving environment are presented. Subjects were
recruited to view a drawing of a freeway scene that included a
sign structure supporting lane control signals over each lane. The
type of symbols displayed over the lanes were then varied. Sub-
jects were asked what they believed each signal indicated about
the condition of the lane under the signal and what the correct
driving response would be to that signal. The results of the study
showed that ¡nost subjects interpreted the green alrow as indi-
cating that a lane was open and that they would proceed in that
la¡re as normal. The red X was most commonly interpreted as

indicating that the lane was closed and that drivers should exit
that lane. However, interpretations of the yellow X, defined in
the Manual of Uniþrm Traffic Control Devices as a transition
signal between the green arrow and the red X, were not as con-
sistent. More important, the interpretation of this syrnbol was
shown to be dependent on what other symbols were present in
the overall display configuration at a given point on the freeway.
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According to the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD), "lane-use control signals (LCS) are special over-
head signals having indications used to permit or prohibit the
use of special lanes of a street or highway or to indicate the
impending prohibition of use" (/). The MUTCD allows the
use of four LCS displays:

o A downward green arrow, to indicate that the lane is

open and that a driver is permitted to drive in the lane over
which the arrow is located;

o A steady yellow X, to indicate that a driver should pre-
pare to vacate the lane because a signal change is being made
to a red X (similar to the use of yellow indications at inter-
section traffic signals);

o A flashing yellow X, to indicate that a driver is permitted
to use the lane over which the signal is located for a left turn
(applicable to arterial streets only); and

o A red X, to indicate that the lane over which it is displayed
is closed to that direction of traffic and that a driver shall not
drive in that lane.

In the United States, LCSs are most commonly used for
controlling reversible lane operations on arterial streets, bridges,
and tunnels. However, the MUTCD does allow LCSs on free-
ways when it is desired to keep traffic out of certain lanes at
certain hours, to indicate that a lane ends at the terminus of
a freeway, and to indicate that a lane is temporarily blocked
by an accident, stalled vehicle, or the like.

Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University System, Col-
lege Station, Tex. 77843.

Motorists traveling on freeways may also see LCSs used for
purposes other than the active management of the main travel

lanes. In Houston, Texas, for example, freeway drivers see

LCSs installed over the high-occupancy vehicle reversible

transitways in the median of the freeways to indicate the

proper direction of traffic flow and on toll facilities at toll
plazas to indicate which booths are open to traffic, which are

closed, which give receipts or require exact change, and so

forth.
Concern over the actual motorist interpletations of, and

response to, currently accepted LCSs in a freeway driving
environment prompted the Texas Department of Transpor-

tation (TxDOT) to sponsor research on freeway LCSs in order
to develop improved design, installation, and operations

guidelines for their use. This paper presents the results of an

evaluation of current motorist interpretations of existing LCS

symbols in a freeway driving environment.

BACKGROUND

Previous human factors research on motorist comprehension

of LCSs has been limited. One study was performed by Forbes

et al. more than 30 years ago (2). Various LCS symbols were

tested to indicate a need to exit a given lane or to indicate

that a given lane could be used for travel. On the basis of the

results of their studies, the researchers concluded that a red

X was most often associated with the desired interpretation
(to exit a lane) and least often associated with an undesirable

interpretation (to stop in the lane). Meanwhile, a green up-

ward arrow was correctly interpreted as indicating that a lane

was available for travel by almost all subjects. However, the

results also suggested that the experimental method used af-

fected the relative distribution of what were defined as desired

and undesired interpretations. Specifically' an open response

format (where motorists are not given predefined choices to

choose from) resulted in more undesired interpretations of
the red X.

The researchers also evaluated subject interpretations of a
yellow X. Overall, they found subject interpretations of the

symbol to be somewhat ambiguous. Subjects interpretations
ranged from "do not drive in the lane" to "warning (take

caution) in lane" to "drive slow in lane."
In the 1970s Dudek et al. conducted human factors research

for the design of real-time motorist information systems (3)'

One topic of research was the potential use of arrows and X's

on a trailer-mounted roadside sign to indicate which freeway

lanes were closed or blocked and which ones were open. They

found that the color of X's and arrows displayed on a sign
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board did not affect motorist comprehension of which lanes
were supposedly closed on the freeway. However, compre-
hension was irnproved dramatically if the title "Lane Con-
dition" or "Lane Blocked" was at the top of the sign. How-
ever, it must be remembered that this research was limited
to roadside sign designs. Placing the LCS directly over each
travel lane visually anchors the signals to the lanes, providing
an interpretation cue that is not inherently present in roadside
signs.

Recently, Lavellee et al. performed limited research of lane
control signal comprehension with Canadian motorists (4). In
general, the results of that research were similar to those of
Forbes et al. with respect to the red X and green arrow.
Unfortunately, they did not examine comprehension of a yel-
low X.

As can be seen, the data base regarding motorist interpre-
tation of LCSs is limited. Data are needed on the current
motorist understanding of LCS displays in a freeway driving
environment. Furthermore, one of the more important issues

regarding freeway LCSs that has not yet been evaluated is

the degree to which interpretations of individual symbols are
dependent on what other symbols are displayed at a location.
In actual freeway applications, motorists are exposed to an
entire LCS display configuration, from which they must assess

the condition of the lanes and decide the appropriate actions
to take. Hence, it is possible that a LCS symbol may be
interpreted very differently if the overall display configura-
tions are dramatically different.

STUDY METHOD

Objectives and Method

Two objectives \ryere identified for this study:

1.. Determine current motorist interpretations of the stan-
dard MUTCD LCS displays in a simulated freeway driving
scene, and

2. Determine whether interpretations of the various LCS
symbols are dependent on the other LCS symbols displayed
in an overall freeway LCS configuration.

To address these objectives, a laboratory experiment was

constructed to evaluate moto[ist interpretations of LCSs. Mo-
torists were shown color drawings of a hypothetical freeway
scene that included a sign structure with freeway LCSs at-
tached over each of four travel lanes. In each drawing, some
combination of red X's, yellow X's, and green arrows was
shown in the LCS signal heads over each lane. A subject was
asked to view one of the drawings and imagine themselves
driving in a specific travel lane. Subjects were then asked
what the symbol meant about the condition of the lane and
what would be the proper action for a driver in that lane.
Subjects were then asked to consider themselves in a different
driving lane (one with a different LCS symbol overhead) and
again assess the lane condition and proper action. This was
repeated until the subjects had evaluated all the symbols in
that display configuration (i.e., freeway drawing).

Subject responses to these questions were recorded as stated
(i.e., an open response format) for subsequent categorization
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and analysis. The survey took approximately 5 min to per-
form. Subjects were recruited from licensed drivers attending
an automobile show at the Astrodome complex in Houston.
The study was performed over 10 days in January 1992.

Survey Stimuli

Figures 1 through 5 illustrate the visual stimuli presented to
motorists. In each scene, the identical four-lane freeway sec-
tion was displayed. Lanes were numbered 1 through 4 begin-
ning with the median lane. Five LCS configurations were
created, in which the symbols presented and the lanes over
which the symbols were positioned were varied. The illustra-
tions presented in this paper were modified to black-and-white
copy for reproduction purposes. The actual drawings viewed
by motorists were in color.

Figure 1 illustrates Display Configuration A. In this scene,
all three symbols were presented to the subjects. A red X
was displayed over Lane 1, yellow X's were displayed over
Lanes 2 and 3, and a green arrow was displayed over Lane
4. This might indicate a situation in which the median lane
has already been closed and an incident in the two middle
lanes requires that they be closed a short distance down-
stream.

Only two symbols were used to create Display Configu-
ration B (Figure 2). Yellow X's were placed over Lanes 1 and
2 and green arrows over Lanes 3 and 4. In comparison, Dis-
play Configuration C is shown in Figure 3. Again, only two
symbols were presented: red X's over Lanes 1 and 2 and
yellow X's over Lanes 3 and 4. This latter scene would indicate
a situation in which two lanes are already closed and an in-
cident in the right two lanes is forcing the transportation agency

to close the freeway entirely.
Figure 4 presents Display Configuration D, consisting of

red X's over Lanes 1 and 2, a yellow X over Lane 3, and a
green arrow over Lane 4. Note that this scene is similar to
the first scene (Figure 1) in that all three symbols are visible
in the same display configuration. Finally, Display Configu-
ration E is shown in Figure 5. In this display, a red X is
presented over Lane 1, and green arrows are placed over the
three remaining lanes.

Experimental Plan

Each subject recruited was allowed to view and respond to
only one particular LCS configuration. In this way, an elab-
orate experimental design to counterbalance learning effects
was not required. As stated earlier, motorists were asked to
envision themselves driving in each lane where a different
LCS symbol was displayed. In Figure 1, for example, subjects
were asked to first envision themselves driving in Lane 1 to
evaluate the red X, then in Lane 2 to evaluate the yellow X,
and then in Lane 4 to evaluate the green arrow. However,
subjects viewing Figure 2 were asked to envision themselves
first in Lane L to evaluate the yellow X and then in Lane 3
to evaluate the green arrow.

The experiment was designed to evaluate each LCS symbol
in conjunction with one or both of the other symbols present
in the configuration-that is, the yellow X was evaluated in
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FIGURE I Display Configuration A.

one configuration with only green arrows present, in another
with only red X's present, and in another with both green

arrows and red X's present. The green arrow and red X were
likewise examined. To summarize, Table 1 documents the
overall experimental design of the study, indicating which
symbols were present in which display configuration. As the
table indicates, each symbol was included in four of the five
configurations. Configurations A and D contain all three sym-
bols, whereas the other configurations contain a combination
of two symbols.

It should be noted that the longitudinal dimension of a

freeway LCS system was not simulated in this experiment.
Motorists traveling on a freeway outfitted with LCSs are likely
to pass several LCS display configurations as they approach
a lane blockage, and the upstream configurations already en-

countered would probably also have some influence on mo-
torist interpretations of the symbols in the configuration being
viewed. However, the data from this experiment are useful
in assessing the effect of an entire display configuration on
the interpretations of individual symbols. And situations may

5l
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FIGURE 2 Display Configuration B.
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Data Reduction

Table 2 summarizes the basic demographic distribution of
subjects recruited during this study. Each display configura-
tion was viewed by 73 to 75 subjects, for a total of 377 re-
sponses. Overall, the study group was overrepresented by

FIGURE 3 Display Configuration C.

arise in which such configurations could be encountered by
motorists who had not encountered upstream LCS displays
(if an incident occurred at the beginning of a freeway section
equipped with LCSs, for example, or if a motorist entered
the freeway immediately upstream of a lane blockage and
sees only one set of LCSs before reaching the blockage).

Fronl St.
t

X

/213

Frorìî St
t

X

FIGURE 4 Display Configuration D.
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FIGURE 5 Display Configuration E.

men (73 percent men versus 27 percent women) and by the
younger age categories (more drivers younger than 25 and
fewer drivers older than 55) when compared with national
driver licensing statistics (J,p.2). This was expected, given the
type of event that the subjects were attending (an automobile
show), and suggests that survey subjects may not have had
as much previous driving experience on which to base their
interpretations as would have been desired in this study. How-
ever, the major emphasis was on keeping the demographic
distributions as consistent as possible from configuration to
configuration (which was done successfully by survey admin-
istrators).

RESULTS

Interpretation of Downward Green Arrow

Previous research has shown the green arrow to have an im-
plicit meaning among most motorists that the lane under a
green arrow is open and that it is allowable to drive in that
lane. Data from this study support that contention. Table 3
gives the percentage of subjects viewing each display config-

TABLE I Experimental Design

uration who believed that the green arrow meant that the
corresponding lane was open. Overall, the percentage ofsub-
jects responding to the green arrow in this manner was very
high, exceeding 85 percent for all display configurations. Av-
eraging all configurations, it was found that 91 percent of the
subjects believed the lane to be open.

Slight differences were detected, however, in responses to
the green arrow from configuration to configuration. The re-
sponses to Configurations A and D were slightly more con-
sistent with each other, as were those to Configurations B
and E. Subjects viewing Configurations B and E were asked
to envision themselves in Lane 3 when answering questions
about the green arrows. Conversely, subjects viewing Con-
figurations A and D envisioned themselves in Lane 4 (the
only lane under a green arrow in those figures). A small
number of subjects viewing Configurations A and D perceived
the green arrow to mean that the lane was for exiting traffic,
possibly confusing the LCS indication with a lane drop or exit
sign indication.

When subjects were asked what they would do if driving
in the lane over which a green arro\ry was displayed, most
indicated that they would remain in that lane and proceed as
normal. The configuration-by-configuration percentages of this
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Display Configuration

Symbol

Gr€ên Arrow

Yellow X

Red X

*

*

t

*

*

r denotos symbol was present ¡n that particular display configuration
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TABLB 2 Comparison of National and Study Driver
Demographics
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4. Most subjects stated that they would exit that lane (on
average,81 percent responded this way), but a few indicated
that they would stop in the lane. Whether these few subjects
were thinking that there would be traffic stopped in front of
them that would require them to stop also was not ascertained.
However, the initial reaction of these individuals would not
be to exit (or attempt to exit) the travel lane over which a

red X was displayed (at least in the absence of other visual
cues such as traffic in front of them exiting the lane). The
responses were also found to be very consistent from config-
uration to configuration, indicating that the interpretation of
the red X was not dependent on what other symbols were
present in the overall LCS display configuration.

Interpretation of Yellow X

Table 5 gives subject responses for each of the display con-
figurations regarding the meaning of the yellow X with respect
to the condition of the lane. Unlike responses to the green
arrow and red X, responses to the yellow X differed dra-
matically depending on the display configuration viewed by
the subject. As can be seen, most subjects (between 61 and
76 percent) viewing Configurations A, C, and D perceived
the yellow X to mean that there were dangerous conditions
ahead in the travel lane. Meanwhile, a few subjects believed
that the indication meant that the lane was closed ahead or
about to be closed. However, these trends were reversed for
Configuration B. Only 21 percent of the subjects viewing
Configuration B perceived the yellow X as indicative of dan-
gerous conditions in the lane, whereas 45 percent believed
that the yellow X meant that the lane was closed ahead or'

about to be closed.
The yellow X also caused more confusion for the subjects

than either the red X or green arrow. About twice as many
subjects had no idea what the yellow X meant as those who
did not understand the red X (8 percent versus 4 percent,
respectively), further suggesting interpletation problems with
that indication. Overall, a ¡2-test of independence between
lane condition responses for the yellow X and display config-
uration was found to be statistically significant at a 5 percent
level (¡2 = 49.8, X3,¡r¡ca¡ = 16.9). Also' given the intended
meaning of the yellow X to indicate an upcoming closure of

Percent of Drivgrs

National Stat¡stics (5) Study StatisticsAge

less than 25

25 to 39

40 to 54
greater than 55

Gender

17

35

23

25

34

38

23

7

Males

Females

response are also presented in Table 3. Again, though, the
percentage of "proceed normal" responses for Configurations
A and D were slightly lower than for Configurations B and
E. A few subjects viewing Configurations A and D stated
that they would slow down and be watchful of downstream
hazards and merging traffic, whereas none of the subjects
viewing Configurations B and E responded this way.

Interpretation of Red X

Table 4 presents the three most common interpretations of
the meaning of the red X with respect to the condition of the
lane over which it is positioned. Most subjects perceived the
red X to mean that the lane is closed or blocked. A small
proportion (less than 5 percent) believed that the red X in-
dicated that there was oncoming traffic in that lane. There
was a small proportion (also less than 5 percent) who had no
idea what the red X meant (none of the subjects were confused
by the green arrow). In general, the responses were consistent
from configuration to configuration (no statistically significant
differences were found based on a ¡2-test of independence
between response categories and display configuration), and
the responses were similar to those obtained in past studies
of LCSs.

Summaries of subject interpretations as to the proper action
for a driver in a lane under a red X are also given in Table

TABLE 3 Subject Interpretations of Green Arrow

73

27

52

48

lnterpretation of Lane Condition

"Lane ¡s open'
"Lane is for exiting"

Other

Interpretat¡on of Proper Driv¡ng Action

"Stay in lane/proceed as normal"
"Slow down and be watchful"

Other

Percent of Sub¡ects Responding

Configuration

ABDEAVE

87

5

I

91

3

6

92

3

5

85

7

8

93 87

7

6

90

4

6

99
1

87

3

10

- responses total less than 1 percent



TABLB 4 Subject Interpretations ofRed X

lnterpretation of Lane Condition

"Lane is closed.
"Lane is for oncoming traffic,'
"l don't know"

Other

lnterpretation of proper Driv¡ng Action

'Exit the lane"
"Exit the freeway.
"Stop in lane"

Other

Percent of Subjects Responding

Conliguration

-

ACDEAve
80 81 81

635
443
10 12 11

81 84
47
4'l
11 8

80

5

I
7

79

3
't0

I

77

7

12

4

89

7

3

1

81

5

I
6

a travel lane as defined in the MUTCD, it is apparent that
most motorists do not inherently associate the sþnal with an
impending lane closure under most of the dispiay configu_
rations tested in this study.

Table 5 presents the most common responses given by sub-jects as to rhe proper action when the yällow X'is aisptayeC
over a.travel lane. Again, substantial differences were ap_
parent be^tween configurations and verified through statistic;l
testing (X2 = 93.1 , Xl¡,¡"or = 16.9). For Configurations A and
D, subjects as a group were split between tñose who inter_
preted the yellow X as requiring them to exit the lane and
those who interpreted it to mean that they should stay in the
lane but proceed cautiously at a slower speed. For ionfigu_
ration B, most subjects (72 percent) indicáted thar the prof".
action would be to exit the lane, with only 15 percent stating
that 

-they 
should stay in the lane but procled Ëautiously. Foi

Configuration C, very few subjects inàicated that they should
change lanes, whereas 70 percent stated they would proceed
in that lane slowly and cautiously.

The responses obtained for Configuration C are not un_
expected, given that the display contained only red and yellow
X's. This display did not present any cleai alternatives to
subjects ofother lanes that they could move to, so apparently

they assumed that the lanes under the yellow X's were pref-
erable to those under the red X,s. This explanation of suù¡ect
responses is further supported by the fact that a signifiõant
proportion of the subjects (15 percent) who viewed Config_
uration C indicated that the proper response would be to
proceed normally in the lane under a yellow X. It should be
noted that a few subjects (7 percent) did indicate that they
would exir the freeway if the yellow X in Configuration ó
was encountered. Very few subjects viewing the other con_
figurations gave this response.

Finally, it is interesting to note the sirnilarity of responses
of the proper actions to the yellow X in Configuration B ancl
the red X in the other configurations. Configúration B con_
tains only yellow X's and green arrows. When presented with
this display, most (72 percenr) of the subjecr; believed that
the correct action from that lane would bé to exit that lane.
This percentage is only slightly less than those for the same
response to a red X. In the absence ofa red X, subjects appear
to focus on the type of synbol being displayed'(an X)'and
assume that the proper response would be to exit that lane.
Apparently, if a red X is not present in the display, subject
interpretations of a yellow X are more consistent with those
intended by the MUTCD.

TABLE 5 Subject Interpretations of Yellow X

lnt€rpretation of Lane Condition

"Hazard or danger in lane,,

"Lane is closed or will be closing,,
"l don't know"
Other

lnterpretation of Prgper Driving Action

-

"Exit thê lane"
"Exit the freeway,,

"Slow down/proc€ed cautiously in lane.
"Stay in lano/procêed normally.
Other

Percent of Subjects R€sponding

Conf¡guration

ABCDAve
76 21

545
11 I
825

67 68 58
3 1t 16

668
24 15 18

35 72

15

3

10

41

2

41

7

I

57

1

35

4

3

1

7

70

15

7

45

7

13

- responses total less than 1 pefc€nt
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SUMMARY

This study has explored the current interpretations of LCSs
in a freeway driving situation. In general, the results are sim-
ilar to those of past studies. The study does suggest, however,
that motorist interpretations of the various LCS symbols cur-
rently in the MUTCD depend to some degree on the other
symbols present in an overall LCS display. This dependency
is most noticeable for the yellow X. When displayed with
green arrows only, this symbol is most likely to be interpreted
as indicating a lane blockage or closure ahead and requiring
an exit maneuver out of the lane over which the yellow X is
displayed. This interpretation is most consistent with that in-
tended by the MUTCD. However, when displayed with a red
X, subjects are more likely to interpret the yellow X as a

cautionary symbol and not to associate its display over a lane
as indicating a need to exit that lane.

Whether these differences in interpretation result in dif-
ferent behavior by motorists when encountering these sym-
bols on actual freeway sections has yet to be determined.
Nevertheless, this research serves as an important starting
point to illustrate the complexity of operating freeway LCSs
in real time and the need to consider operating strategies from
the perspective of the freeway motorist who must try and
understand what message is trying to be conveyed.
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Reftrector Posts-Signs of Danger?
Vnrr-Pnxxa Kaunnnc

Reflector posts are meant to increase. optical guidance anc.l help
Í:X:¡3,!!: '?u.d 

atignrn_enr ahcad å tr,ut'irl"y can prcpare
ror the drvlng task to come. It is ofte. assurned thaithe acràiti^onar

T:T.|¡¡-:r_l]:^"-t,O9O fV r.eflector posrs olro pro,nòìe traffic satety.l\n expenm€ntal study on the effects of reflector posts was carriécl
out on two-la.ne rural highways in Finlancl. Orl róa<ls with gO_km/
nr speed tlmlts and r.elatively low geometric stanclards, the re_flcctor posts increased driving speãds in ãoit,r.rs. The largest
detected i¡rcLeases were 5 to-10 km/hr. Thé ,iurnU"r. of inj"ury
accidents in darkness increased by 40 to 60 percent. O¡r roadswìth better.geometric srandards n,id 1O0_kuyli. speed limits, túe
effects on driving behaviol'and accicrents *.r. rr-tiuri. The results

ll_"]::i: ilìar reflector posrs on narr.ow, cur.vy, ancl hilly roacls canslgnlllcanily inct.easc clriving speecls ancl acciclents in darkncss.

Roadside reflector posts are rneant to help drivers preclict the
road alignment ahead and thus prepar.e ior the ciiiving task
in advance. They can also affect the làteral position of vehicles
on th.e roadway. They are expected to change driving behavior.
and increase driving comfort, especially iìr darkness and in
bad weather. These changes often leacl to changes in safety.

. The risk of having an accident is considerably higher riik
in nighttime driving than in daytinre dr.iving. There are several
reasons for this, including fatigue and alcohol consumption.
One of the main reasons is probably visual degradation. Þhysi_
ological and behavioral research have studiãd this phenóm_
enon. The results show that visual functions work in two
modes-focal and ambient-and that clecreasing illumina_
tion affects these modes very differently. The focal mocle is
concerned with object discrimi¡ration ancl identification, or
the question "what?" The ambient mode is concerned with
spatial orientation, or the question .,where?" (1). Reclucing
illumination rapidly degracles focal vision but has much smaller
effects on ambient vision. Drivers are not normally aware of
these selective visual losses in nighttime, because peifo.manc"
in routine driving tasks is not affected: guidance ior arnbient)
vision still works relatively well. But focal vision and thá
ability to recognize low-contrast objects are seriously de_
graded (2). This leads to a situation in nighttime driving in
which driving behavior is rnuch the same ãs in daytime-but
the driver's ability to detect potential hazards is seriously
impaired. The consequences on traffic accidents are obvious.

What could be predicted about the effects of reflector posts
on nighttime driving behavior and accidents in the presence
of this theory about selective visual degradation? The posts
are meant to assist orientation, which is based on ambient
vision that functions relatively well even in poor illumination.
If reflector posts help drivers in orientation tasks, they have
the potential to prevent single-vehicle, run_off_the_road ac_

Technical Research Center of Fintand, Roo¿, iãff¡. uiãããt"lt _

nical Laboratory, Transporr Section, SántomiË¡ientiel, Espoo OZTSOFinland.

cidents. Reflector posts do not, however, improve a clriver,s
ability to recognize potential hazards, whictt is televant to
pedestrian accidents and accidents involving moose or deer,
for instance. A driver's su_ccess in braking änd steering ma_
neuvers to avoid an accident after cletecting the hazãrd is
strongly speed-dependent. Br.aking distance,-for instance, is
proportional to the squal.e of speecl. If reflector posts change
driving speeds, they can be expected to affect all kinds of
accidents.

It was hypothesized in the study that ifreflector posts affect
traffic accidents, the effect is due to changes in àriving be_
havior. The study was clesigned to discovei the influence of
reflector posts on driving behavior and on accidents. Driving
speed and the lateral position of vehicles were used o, rn.ol
sures of behaviol.. Accident analysis was based on st¿¡ndarcl
police accident reports.

METHODS

Study Design and Selection of Sites

A l¡efore and after study with control roads was designed.
Twenty pairs of road sections similar to one another were
selected from the trunk road network in Finland. [Similarityhere ¡neans the same speecl limit and close resemblance in
respect to road width, curvature, hilliness, and annual average
daily traffic volu¡ne (AADT).] From each pair, one road was
randomly assigned as the experimental road; the other was
the control road. On each experimental road reflector posts
were installed at 60-m intervals 0.5 m from the edge oi the
pavement in fall 1987. The reflectors in the posts were about
1 ¡n above the level of pavement, and the co¡rfiguration of
reflectors was different on different sides of the rõad (Figure
1). Control roads remained unchanged. The total lengti of
roads in the experimental group was 54g krn and in the cõntrol
group 586 km. The length of individual sections varied from
7 to 56 krn, and roads in each pair were typically about the
same length.

The-roads were categorized into two groups: those with a
speed limit of 80 km/hr and rhose wittr ã spèeC limit of 100
km/hr. This was done so that the effects on ãifferent kinds of
roads could be found, and speed limit strongly correlates with
other features of the road. The 100-km/hr rôads have much
higher standards (fewer hills and curves, longer sight dis_
tances, wider pavement) than gO-km/hr roads. On seven road
pairs, the speed limit was 80 km/hr, and on 13 road pairs it
was 100 km/hr. A short description of the roads is glven in
Table 1.

. In the after period about a quarter of the roads in the 100_
km/hr group had their speed limit lowered to g0_km/hr for



FIGURE I Dimensions and lateral position of
reflector posts.

winter (from October to March). These sections, however,
remained in the iO0-km/hr group in tnost analyses.

Driving speed and lateral position of vehicles were first
measured before the reflector posts we¡'e installed in the late
summer and early fall of 1987. Measurements were repeated
three times during the following year after the reflector posts

were installed. The last measurements were made about I
year after the first ¡neasurements.

Police-reported accidents during 1982-1986 were used as

a baseline, and accidents during 1988-1990 were used as a

measure of change.

Behavioral Measures

The lateral position of vehicles orl the road was measured

with photoelectric equipment. Transmitters and reflectol's were

attached to four poles, two on each side of the road (Figure
2). The distance between the right front wheel of the vehicle
and the edge line was calculatecl from the ti¡ne differences
between the wheels crossing different bealns. The estinrated

accuracy of the measurements was + 5 cm. Lateral positions
were measurecl on six experimental and six control roads, in
one location on each road.

Speed was measured by radar from fixed positions by the
side of the road. Speeds were measured in 26 locations on

both experimental and control roads.

Road, Traffic, and Accident Data

The road, traffic, and accident data were retrieved from
the data files of the Finnish National Road Aclministration
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FIGURE 2 Design used in measurement of lateral position of
vehicles.

(FinnRA). The road data included road and shoulder widths,
curvature, hilliness, sight conditions, speecl limits, and traffic
volumes of cars, heavy vehicles, and the like.

The accident data consisted of police-reported accidents.
The years 1982-1986 were used as the before period, and the
years 1988-1990 as the after period. Accidents in daylight
and in darkness were analyzed separately. Different analyses
were also made for all accidents and for injury accidents.
Accidents were also classified by

o Type: overtaking and rneeting, single, pedestrian and bi-
cycle, moose and deer, other;

o Season: summer', winter;
o Road surface condition: dry, other; and
o Weather: dry, othcr.

Data Analysis

Speed and Lateral Position

Regression rnodels of the following form were used to analyze
the effects on driving speed and lateral position:

y =\(b,x,) + r

where

.t¿ = dependent variable (speed or lateral position),
x, : independent variables,
å¡ : parameters to be estimated by least-squares regres-

sion, and
r : residual (normally distributed).

a

\. 
I

Þ
I

ø

(1)

TABLE I Description of Roads

80 km/h 100 km/h

ExÞerim. conLrol. Exper im . ConE ro.l-

Length (km)

AÀDT (vehicles/day)

Road \^riclt.h (m)

CurvatL¡re (gon/km)

Hil-liness (m/km)

183

2 760

7.5

t7

196

2 380

/.b

36

).4

349

3 140

8.5

15

11

369

3 420

8.8

L4

11



E: 100

where

E:
Ne¡ =

Kallberg

The independent variables in the model included road ge_
ometry, traffic condition, speed limit, time of year., time of
day, and, of course, presence of reflector postsl

. The^ main purpose of the moclels \4/as to discover whether
the effects of the reflector posts were similar in clifferent sur_
roundings and to separate the effects from the influence ofvarying environmental conclitions.

Accidents

The effect on acciclents was calculated from accident fre_
quencies using the formula

x {NEA/[(NCA/N.B) x Nuu] - 1] e)

effect of reflector posts (Zo),
number of accidents on experimental roacls l¡efore
intervention,

59

were of the form

E(N",): R x S, (3)

where

E(N",) = expected number of accidenrs during 19g2_19g6
at site i,

R = accident rate (coefficient of model), and
S, = nurnber of vehicle kilometers duririg 19g2_19g6

at site i.

No independent variables describing road geometry were usedin the models because roads in eacñ pair iere similar. It was
assumed in the models that the observed number of acciclents
varies around the expected number of accidents according tothe negative binomial distribution (4). Each Àodel produced
the ¡naximum likelihoocl estimate oti¡" u..ià"nt rate for theaccident category (accident.categories are given in Table 2).Next, the estimated number of acciOentí for each site ac_cording to the model Nr, was calculated by multiplying the
accident rate by the nu¡nber of vehicle kilometers:

Nr,=RxS, 
(4)

The expected nunrber of accidents in the before per.iod for
each site N, was calculated by cornbining the estirnates N,and No, (4):

N, = Nr, * (N*, - Nà/[1 + (NM,/K)1 (5)

where

N, = combined estirnate,
No, = observed number of accidents,
Nr, = number of accidents predictecl by average accident

rate, and
K : shape parameter of negative binomial distribution

that was calculated from model data.

By. using this procedure the estimate of the expected number
of injury accidents in darkness on gO-kmar expËrimental roadsduring.the before period.was changed irom åO loUserved) to
39 (adjusted). On control-roads thð change was from 54 (ob_
served) to 44 (adjusted). In other accideãt categories the ef_fects of the procedure were consideruUfy ,*uif"r.
,..1]l"g:in:1, the adjusrment procedure considerably re_ouced the bias in the computation of the safety effeóts ofreflector posts that was cauied by ttre Oifferencàs in accident
rates between experimental and contror roads in the beforeperiod, especially on 80-km/hr roads in ¿artness. These dif-ferences were assumed to be caused by .;u;;;. As a result,the effects of reflector posts on accidents were reducedfrom whar they would hãve been withoui-the adjustmenr
procedure.

RESULTS

Driving Behavior

Effect on Lateral position of Vehicles

There was a considerable amount of variation in the meandisrance of vehicles from the edge of rh" ;.;;; ùetween dif_

Nen = number of accidents on experimental roads after
interveution,

Nc¡ : number of accidents on contr.ol roads before
intervention, and

Nc,n = number of accidents on control roads after
intervention.

The expression in brackets is the expected number of acci_
dents on the experimental roads in tire after period if there
had been no reflector posts. Data were adjusted for changesin exposure to account for the slightly different growth intraffic volumes between the experiirental and control roads
during the study period.

Accidents numbers in the before period (Noo and N.n inEquation 2) were further adjusted, 
^¡".uur. 

in'¡r.y u..tlnt
rates in darkness on the g0_km/hr control .oads *er" mo.e
than twice as high as on experimental roads (0.32 versus 0.14).A difference of this magnitude was un""p"ìt"d, because theselection procedure of roads was designed to prevent suchbias. It is assumed that much of this Jbserved difference isdue to chance. The actual observed accidenl numbers *ere
30 on experimental and 54 on control roads. There may,however, also be real differences in the ,ui.tl b"t*""n 

"*_perimental and control roads. By using adjusied instead of
observed numbers of accidents, tt e ¡nti'uenå" of chance and
differences on the estimated safety between experimental andcontrol roads in the before period are reduced. A description
of the adjustment procedure follows.

An estimate for the expected number of accidents can beproduced in two ways. The first estimate uses the accident
nrsrory ot a particular site. The second uses information about
the. "average safety" of that particular roadtype. The best
estimate is probably achieved by combining thi information
from these two sources.

In this case the average accident rate for each road and
accident category was carcurated from the observecr number
of accidents and vehicle kilometers in the before period using
data in.which experimental and control roads were pooled.
The accident rate (R) for each accident category was estimated
from a linear model that was created wlttt"ttre GLIM (Gen_
eralized Linear Interactive Modeling) software 1-l¡. fne models
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TABLE 2 Total Number of Accidents

Acc.idenL category speed Injury accidenLs
I imi c. Experim. ConE rol
Km/hBABA

All accidenLs
Experim. conLrol
BÀBÀ

DÀYLIGHT:
Total r8'7226

234
't6 89
70 140

80
100

t37
140

B'7

94

60
90
29
50

LI2
114

49
118

332
372

315
4L4

Overtaking & meeEing

Singì.e

PedesLrian a bicycle

Moose, deer et.c.

Other

34 21 25
38 32 155
96 50 93
84 59 92
27 13 29
a1 0 t?
42 28 36

I07 52 108
143 114 r32
r22 82 136

15
47
54
79

7
21.
2B
51
o2

'124

80 13 I I
100 23 72 24
80 38 20 26

100 32 26 38
80 24 1.2 24

100 20 I 27
80 1 1 1

100 B 5 12
80 36 35 30

100 31 19 45

18
30
29
62

7
7

29
1.32

1.2
1'l

801126713
100 L7 13 L0 1.1 31
80 15 24 29 10 1!

100 1.7 13 24 7 58
B0 3 4 6 6 3

1007L968
80544161

100 17 15 19 12 168
80639329

100 I '1 15 4 35

4

21-
16
23

6
20

1
4

22
50

Winter (1.10.-31.3.)

Summer (1.4.-30.9.)
40 23 28 74
43 25 42 36
72 s3 61 35
71 45 98 82

1,21 '7 5 7r2 10
138 91 146 109
2tL 151 203 11.7
234 143 268 2r3

80
100

80
100

Bâre & dry road

Wet, snowy, icy road

BO

100
80

100

30
18
7l
40

203
2r7
129
155

61 51
64 42
45 25
50 28

189 1 10
25'7 202
126 7 3
75"1 1 19

Dry vreaLher

Rain, s¡row, fog

27 4 190 261 163
313 r9'l 346 267
58 36 4B 24
59 37 68 55

80
100

80
100

43
100

6
1B

89 69
91 59
23 1
1.1 1.1

BO
116

9
24

DARKNESS:
ToEal 38 54 27

49 't'7 4 0
80 30

100 66
r7'7 1,32 196 95
306 2I8 349 248

overEaking & meeting

Sj.ngìe

PedesErian a bicycle

Moose, deer et.c

OLher

23 18
32 27
41 BB
53 86
56
19

41. 46
702 i91
76 38
30 36

t^¡inLer (1 . 10 . - 31 .3 . )

Surûner (1.4.-30.9.)

25 26 43 24
49 36 55 26
5 t2 11 3

r7 13 22 14

'Ì31 9't r.54 76
2r7 161. 265 192
46 35 42 19
89 57 84 56

BO

100
80

100

Bare & dry road

h¡eL, icy, snowy road

773778
15 11 22 L5
23 25 3'1 L9
5t 38 55 25

60 48 59 22
11 6 17 721 89
L7't 83 137 72
190 140 222 158

80
100

BO

100

Dry weaLher

Rain, snow, fog

1.9 27 31 18
46 33 49 26
1t- 11 t] 9
20 16 28 14

125 93 133 64
229 159 250 L77
52 39 63 3l
71 59 99 't'1.

80
100

80
100

NOIE, I = 1982-1986, A = 1988-1990-

ferent measurements even on the control roads. Some effects
of reflector posts could, however, be detected by the models.

When the effects of the relevant variables describing the traffic
and the environment were accounted for, reflector posts ap-

peared to move the lateral position of vehicles toward the

edge of the road. The shift was about 60 cm in winter on

roads with 80-km/hr speed limits, both day and night. Smaller
shifts were observed on 100-km/hr roads. A summary of
the changes in the lateral position of vehicles is presented in

Table 3.

There is some question as to whether all the observed shifts
in lateral positions were due to reflector posts. In winter, for
example, the posts can affect snow plowing. The roads with
reflector posts might have been plowed wider than control
roads, and the observed effects were the result of the plowing
practice instead of the reflector posts directly.

The direction of the lateral shift in summer was somewhat

unexpected. It was first thought that the reflector posts would
give the impression of narlowness and move the driving lines
toward the center of the road, but the effect was quite the
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TABLE 3 Effects of Refrector posts on Laterar Distance of cars from Berge of RoadAccording to Regression Modets

The effect in cìifferenc,
condi L rons Ef fecL"

(cm)
S t anda rd

dev.
(cm)

Number of
measu rements b

posLs/no posts

WinLer

Sumner

Wi. nt.er

Suruner

-61
cou Ld

-i1

-62
-6{
-11
-10
-20
-4L

*
*

80
100

BO
100

BO

BO

100

knph
kmph
kmph
kmph

kmph dayIight
darktress

kmph daylighc
darkness

kmph dayIight.
da rklress

kmph sr.raight road
curve

kmph st.raight road
curve

kmph sE.raight roacl
curve

kmph open scenery
other ( forest.

krnph open scenery
o t.her

km¡>h open scenery
oEher

13 7 /4be calcuÌated 4/OI 1,2/tO16 4/5

*
110 t

4/2
3/2
8/7
4/3
3/3
7/2

be caLculated 4/O
L4 3/4
9 6/6

13 6/4
11 3/3L6 1/2

16
L7

9
L2
1B
25

Wi nLer

Sunxner

Winter

Sunmer

BO

BO

100

80

BO

100

could not
_57 *
_14

-4
-32 *
_36 *

etc.) -70 *
-74 *
-5

_32 *
-35 *

I6
18

7
19
10
t4

q/)
2/2
q /q
3 /).
3/3
1. /2

i|"goly" sign meons shifting towords fñe edge of the rood.-Ëoch Medsuremenl consils of severo/ oôse¡vqfibns.

Noff: Effects stuû'slico/þ significant at 95Vo level øre marked wirh asîeisk and prinìed in bold.

opposite. The reflector posts may have given clrivers a cue to
the location of the edge of the pavemeñt and they therefore
used the whole width of the road with greater confidence.

Altogether, the effects.of reflector po--sts on the lateral po_
sition remain unclear. The largest dåtected effects may beindirect, caused by changes in snow plowing practice. There
was also great variation between diflerent inlasurements in
the same location, and the number of measurements was in-
sufficient to draw final conclusions. It appears clear, however,
that the shifr in lareralposirion (if theie is a significant shiftj
is toward the edge of the road.

Effect on Speed

The variation between speed measurements was large. The
regression models, however, indicated that reflector posts in_
crease driving speeds in darkness. when the effecti of the
road and traffic environment were accounted for, they ap_
peared to increase driving speeds in darkness on roads with
80-km/hr speed limits. Theie roads were relatively narrow

"19 !19 generally lower geomerric srandards rhan the roads
with 100-km/hr speed limits. The increase in speeds in summer
(when there is no snow) was about 5 km/hr, a value that was
eve¡ greater in open scenery. On roads with 100-km/hr speed
limits-and relatively high geometric standards, the reflector
po_sts had no significant effect on speeds (Table 4).It appears that the reflector poits netpea the drivers to
outline the direction of the road in darkness. It also seems
clear that drivers often used reflector post cues to alignment
to increase their speed on roads with ¡1O_km/hr speed limits.

Speeds on roads with 100-km/hr speecl limits and better geo_
metric standards were not affected.

Results from other studies indicate that a 5_ to lO_km/hr
increase in the mean speed of traffic can be expected to in_
crease the number of injury accidents by 25 to 4d percent (5).

Accidents

Accident Frequencies antl Rates

The numbers of accidents in different categories ar.e given in
Table 2. The total number of all accident's in ttre data was
4,123, and the number of injury accidents was 1,149. About
60 percent of the accidents occurred in the before period (5
years) and 40 percent in the after period (3 years).

The total number of vehicle kilometers àríu"n on both ex_
perimental and control roads was more than 2 billion before
and more than 1.7 billion after the intervention. About one_
quarter of the kilometers were driven in darkness. About 60
percent of the kilometers were driven on roads with a 100_
km/hr speed limit (Table 5).

The accident rates in different categories are presented in
Table 6. The accident rates in the bJore period were com_
puted using the expected numbers of accidénts instead of the
observed numbers, as described earlier. The accident rates in
the before period were about equal on experimental and con_
trol roads with one exception. The accident rate of injury
accidents in darkness on control roads with gO_km/hr sjeeá
limits (0.263)_was 36 percent higher than the corresponding
rate on experimental roads (0.1g2).



TABLE 4 Effects of Reflector Posts on Speeds of Cars Àccording to Regression Models

The effecL in differenu
condi L ions

EffecL standard Number of
(km/h) error measurementso

(km/h) Posts/no Posts

WinLer 80 kn/h
100 kn/h

sunmer 80 km/h
100 km/h

ti¡incer 80 km/h

100 km/h

summer 80 km/h

100 km,/h

Summer 80 km/h

summer B0 km/h

dayl ight
darkness
dayl ight
darkness
dayl ighc
darkness
dayl ight
darkness

darkness
darkness
darkness
darkness

open scenery
oLher
sEraighL road
curve

+0.2
-1.3
+2,2 *
-0.9

-o.2
+1.1
-1.1
-2.t
+1.5
+5.1 *
-0.8
-2 .6

+9.¿ *
+2 ,8
+5.7 r
+4.7 ,

1.1
L,2
0.9
1.0

1.2
1.8
1.3
2.4
0.9
1.6
1.0
2.6

2.L
2.3
2.t
2.\

23/76
t6/t4
4t/37
23 /26

7't /72
6/4

12/t2
4/2

33/37
e/6

2t/22
2/4

3/4
5/2
4/3
4/3

"Each lvleast¡emenf consísls of soveml obsorvoùbns.

NOfÊ: Effects sfufr'sficoþ sþnífico nt ot 95o/o level ore mo¡ked with ostenbk ond pnnled in bold.

TABLE 5 Vehicle Kilometers Driven Durlng Study Periods

Speed limiE
( km/h )

Experim. roods (l0o) Conlrol roods (1081

Before ÀfÈer Beforê Afuer

DÀYLIGHT

80

100

DÀRKNESS

80

L00

648

045

203

328

462

811

t72

29r

509

r 259

160

395

353

931

L32

338

TOEAI 2 224 L 736 2,322 | 754

TABLE 6 Accidents per Vehicle Kilometer Dr¡ven

LighE condiEions &

speed limie (km/h)

Experim. roods (10ó) Conlrol roods (10ó)

Before ÀfEer Before ÀfEer

INJURY ÀCCIDENTS:

DaylighE 80

100

Darkness 80

100

ÀLL ÀCCIDENTS:

Daylight 80

100

Darkness B0

100

0.165 0.165

0.110 0.086

0.L82 0.22L

0.198 0.169

0.485 0.489

0.348 0 .289

0.936 0.767

0.939 0.'',Ì49

0.L67 0.139

0. L05 0 .r2't

0.263 0.205

0.185 0.118

0 .552 0 .530

0.316 0 .346

1.050 0.727

0.873 0 .734



Kallberg

In general, accident r.ates on Finnish trunk roads decreased
by.about l0 percent from the before to the alter period. InTable 6, there is one case where the accident ru," on control
roads was higher in the after period than in the before period.
This unexpected development affected analysis on 100_km/hr
roads in dayright and may have red to an áverestimation ofthe.(positive) effect of reflector posts. on càntror roads in
darkness the accident rate decreasàd more than was expected;
the decrease on 8O-km/hr roads was 22 percent and on 100_km/hr roads, 36 percent. This rnay have'caused an overesti-
mation of the (negative) effect ofieflector posts.

Accident Effects

The effects of reflector posts on accidents and their 95 percent
confidence intervals were computed using the maximum like_lihood method (ó). The effects on i"j";t;;il;;rs are shownin Figure i^. Refl€cror posrs increased inj;;t;;.j;"nts in dark_ness, an effect that is stronger on roadi with gO_km/hr speedlimits than on roads wirh 100_km/t, spe"Oiìm'lis. The differ_ence reflects the effects of different ,ouA g"or"t.ies in thesec^ategories. In dayright the most likely effecion g0-km/hr roads

rs a nonsrgnrticant increase that can be caused by chance. On
::^1*:'lllr,t-km/hr speed timits the effect in'daylight is asrgnttlcant decrease in injury accidents. This result, hJ*"u"r,is inftuenced by an exceptiðnat accident;;;r;;;" on controtroads rather than a decrease on experimental roads (Table

Íl;^lllT..:'llt is adjusred for rhis il;;;;; most rikeryerrecr would be a nonsisnificant decrease ofabout 10 percent.It is concluded that theie ir no.*ãnì;;Ëìi. hypothesisthat reflecror posts do not significantfy aifect'äaytime acci_dents, especially when there iJno ,utioíuf 
"*pìu,iu,ion 

to, unysig¡ificant effect in daylight.

. The effects of reflector posts on injury accidents in darknessby accident rype are givãn in fabíe i unJ ãn'ull reported
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accidents in Table g. Sections on 100_km/hr roacls that havean 8O-km/hr speed limit in winter a.e ¡ncluJeà in the data ofthe i0O-km/hr roads. The effect ¿iffers irom zero at a 95percent confidence level if the confidence interval does notinclude zero. The sum of the expected nurnùì., of accidentsover different categories in.the before period is not alwajsthe same as the total number of u..i¿"ni, ¡ecause of theadjustment procedure.

^^The 
effect on injury accidents in darkness on roads with8O-km/hr speed limits was a 59 percent in.r"are that was sig_nificant almost at the 95 percent level. i¡"ì"n.r"ur" on SO_km/hr roads in bad road surface o, *"rrf,"r1o"ditions, how_ever, was much smaller than in dry weather and on bare roads.The effect on injury accidents ãn r0o-¡<m7nr roads was a 39percent increase. If road sections and periods with a loweredseasonal speed rimit (g0 km/hr) were Ëxcruded from the dataof 100-km/hr roads, rire accideít in.."uring 

"-fi"ct 
on 100_km/hr roads was only 19 percent and not sigñificant. The effectof reflector posts during the lowered ,pË"J iirni, was an in_crease of accidents that was about equal to the effect on roadswith permanenr g0-km/hr speed limits.

It is also worth noting that the accident rate of injury ac_cidents on control roads in darkn"r. ¿""r"ur"Oãm the beforeto the after periodby 22percent on roads with gO_km/hr speedIimits and by 36 percenr on roads with 100_km/hr speed limits,when the general trend in Finland *u, u ã".ï"use of about
10 percent. This means that the 

"ff".t, 
oou..øJntsrnuy hau"been overestimated. If the. results u." uOfur*O'for this, theeffect on injury accidenrs in darknes, 
";';;;; wirh 80_km/hr speed limits would have been un in.."ur"-áf 3g percent(-14 to tz4 percenr) and on 100_km/h;r;;s ã d"..eas" ofr percenf \- J2 to 36 percent).

-. 1h1 -effects.on 
all reported áccidents in darkness were con_sloerabty smaller than the effects on injury accidents. On g0_

km/hr roads the effect was a23p".."nt ln.."ur"ìnd on roadswith 100 km/hr it was pracically."ro. Onìoais wittr gO_km/

0,8

o,2

0,6

0,4

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0,6

0,4

1,6'l,g 2 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1,6
EFFECTIVENESS

1,8
(c)

0,8

0,2

(b' EFFE.TMENE's 1o,u 
u'" "'" "'ËrlË.#illJ'- 1'6 1'8 2

FIGURE 3 Effects of reflector posts on iqiury accidents in different light and road conditions:
Í: liliål',1,tt;iY,1i.i"ij"ïj, ¿ìvnerri, löo-:f';;;"o"¿s; ,, ¿a"r.n.s.,"rõ-i'ùr," .o"¿,;

0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1,6 1€ 2 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2 't,4
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TABLE 7 Elfects of Reflector Posts on Iqiury Accidents in Darkness, Adjusted Number of Accidents in Before
Period, and Observed Number of Accidents in After Period on Experinrental ând Control Roads

AccidenL caLegory Speed

l imi. b

km/h

The effecL on injury
accidents in darkness

Number of accidenLs

Experim. Cor)t.rol

BABÀ
Vehicle kiÌomeLers (miIIions)

AÌ l. i¡ljury accidents

80

BO +59 8 -3...+163 8

203 172 1 60 732

39 38 44 2'l

Overtaking & meeLing

Si ngle

Pedestrian c bicycJ.e

Moose, deer etc.
Other

80

80

80

BO

80

* +32 Z -47...+254 t
+17 t -48...+171 t

* -49 8 -87...+'19 et.

' +284 I -38...>999 I
* -23 8 -86...+313 t

4"1237
24 14 20 10

5446
5541
7383

WinLer (1.10.-31.3.)

Sumrner (1.4.-30.9.)
80

80

+26 ? -28...+720 2

207 Z -3...>999 I
31 26 36

9727
24

3

Bare & dry road

WeC,, snowy or icy road

BO

80

+49 I -33...+263 I
+19 t -34...+119 8

B

19

12 13

31 25

11

28

Dry weather

Rain, snow or fog

80

80

+67 B -'I ...+209 Z

+6 I -56...+163 t
1B

9

26 27

15 11

29

13

Vehicle kiLomeLers (milLions)

Àll. injury accidents

100

100 39 t -B...+112 E

328 290 395 338

66 49 15 40

Overt.aking & meeLj-ng

Single

Pedest,ria¡r & bicycle

Moose, deer eLc.

O¿her

100

100

100

i00

100

+2'l \ -43...+190 e¿

+115 8 -12...+471 j"

-81 E -99...+14t
+40 I -34...+205 t

+110 t -37...+?00 *

13 13 1.4 11

19 13 22 '7

7I96
1.1 15 19 12

10 7 12 4

WinLer (1.10.-31.3.)

Suruner (1,4.-30.9.)
100

100

+59 t -6...+165 t
+8 I -50...+131 E

36 55 26

13 21 14

4B

18

Bare & dry road

WeL, snowy or icy road

100

100

-14 t -61...+87 t
+77 ?" +¿...+186 %

t5

25

17 11 20

49 38 55

Dry weaf.her

Rain, snow or fog

100

100

+44 Z -14...+143 8

+30 8 -3'1...+770 \
44 33 50 26

22 16 25 74

NOIE: 'Meons tl¡ql insteod of the numbers of occidenls in the before peiod, lhe numbü of vehicle kilometers in
lhe afler period hos been used os conlrol dola in the calculolions in formula (2). Thís prccedure was odopted in
cosês wåere lhe number of occidenìs ín the before-perìod on fåe experimenlo I or conlrol rood wos /ess #ron 10.

hr speed limit the effects were worse in good road surface
and weather conditions than in bad conditions. If adjustment
is made for the exceptional trend on control roads, the effect
on all reported accidents in darkness on 80-km/hr roads would
be a 6 percent increase (- 18 to 37 percent) and on 100 km/
hr a significant decrease of30 percent (-41 to - 17 percent).

The effects on different accident types on 8O-km/hr roads
are not significant, and there are no clear indications that
some accident types are affected more than others. On 100-
km/hr roads two effects are significant: a decrease in pedes-
trian and bicycle accidents and an increase in the category of
"other" accidents. In the first case the number of accidents
is small and the exposure of pedestrians and bicycles is un-

controlled. In the other case accidents are intersection acci-

dents and other such accidents that should not be directly
affected by the reflector posts, or the effects would be more
likely to appear on roads with 80-km/hr speed limits where
the overall effect was greater.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of reflector posts is to increase optical guidance

and help drivers foresee the road alignment so that they can
prepare themselves for the driving tasks ahead. It is often
assumed that the additional visual cues provided by reflector



Accide¡lt. cat.egory Speed

limiL
km/h

The effecL on

al.I reported accident,s

in darkness

Number of accidents
[xperim. ConLrol

BÀBÀ
Vehicì,e kiLomeLers (miLtions)
A-lL reported accidents

80

80 +23 I -6...+60 I
112 160 -t32

1.32 l5B 95

203

'1.1 9
Overt,aking & meeting

SingJ.e

PedesLrian & bicycÌe
Moose, cleer etc.
Ot.her

80

80

80

80

80

+20 e¿ -35...+12S t
+34 E -15...+11S B

-45 S -84...+72 Z

+4 I -35...+69 t
t42 t -33...+206 E

16 23 15 iB

86 47 71 29

5547
61 4.1 45 29

32 16 34 "12

Winter (1.10.-31.3.)

Summer (1.4.-30.9.)
80

80

+17 I -13...+59 E

+43 8 -17...+155 *

1.47 97 1 3s ?6

49 35 38 i9
Bare & dry road

Wet, snowy or icy road

80

80

+'72 "¿" +5. ..+190 %

+3 E -25. ..+42 t
66 48 52

133 83 119

22

Dry weat.her

Rain, snow or fog

BO

BO

+18 B -74...+64 Z

-2 Z -39...+58 g"

141 93 1r5 64

59 39 46 31
Vehicle kil.ometers (milIj-ons)
Al.l report ed accident s

100

100 1 t -18...+tB t
328 29't 3 95 3 38

303 2l I 340 248
Overtaking & meet.ing

Si ugl- e

Pedestriar: A bicycJ.e

Moose, deer eLc.

Ot.her

r 00

i00

100

100

100

+3 ? -37...+71 Z

+6 t -27...+53 %

-83 % -99. . .-7 "..

-12 Z -32...+13 E

+104 ô/" +!4. ..+279 "/.

32 32 3i l0
63 53 78 62

Bi97
1 65 102 1.87 t32

32 30 3-t 17
Winter (1.10.-31.3.)

Surnrner (1.4.-30.9.)
100

100

-1 8 -20...+22t
+11 8 -24...+60 t

277 1 61 256 192

81 57 88 56
Bare & dry roa<ì

Wet, snowy or icv roarl

100

100

-1 E -27...+34 t
t0 8 -20. . .+25 %

111 77 .t27 
89

190 140 214 rsB
Dry weat.her

qin, snow or fog

100

100

-1 t -20...+23 Z

-1 g -30...+40 I
224 1 59 247 177

7 4 59 88 -t'l

Kallberg
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TABLE 8 Effects of Reflector P-osts 9n All Reported Accidents in Darkness, A-djusted Number of Accidents in BeforePeriod, and observed Number of Accidents in Àfter Period on Experimental and control Roads

NOIE: flveons låot rnsleod of the numbers of occrdenls.in lå e before period, lhe nvmber of vehícte kilometlìn
3:":y:.n1T*^::ln:1,::_::1,::lJlil ;h; ;;h,i;:i";; ni.i^,íi rii."tni! procedure was odopted incoses wåere the number of occ,denrs i, th;i;r"r;";;;î;;"í,:::;;ii^årlí';,'!1ffi;ïffi:åiiüiJi"r{

posts-would also promote traffic safety. The theory of selective
visual degradation, however, gives a more pessimistic view of
expectations: reflector posts do¡ot improve a driver,s ability
to detect potential hazards, such as pedestrians, on the road
in low illumination. They can only assist drivers ín orientation
tasks, which has the potential to decrease single_vehicle run_
off-the-road accidents. Improved visual guida"nce can also in_
crease speeds, which could offset the poiential safety benefit
or even lead to decreased safety.

This research was designed to study the effects of reflector
posts on driving behavior and accidents on two-lane ruraltrunk roads in Finland. Differences in driving culture and
habits limit the generalization of the findings io road envi_

ronments in other countries. The findings of this study, how_
eve-r, could be helpful when the use of reflector posts as a
traffic safety measure is considered.

^ 
The study design included 20 similar pairs of road sections.

One road in each pair was randomly assigned as the experi_
mental road on which reflector posts were installed in fall
1987. The other road in the pair iemained as a control road.
Measurements of speeds and lateral positions of vehicles were
made both on the experimental andìontrol roads before and
after the installation ofposts. The accident analysis was based
on police-reported accidenrs during 19g2_19g6 ãnd 19gg_1990.

On roads with 8O-km/hr speed limits and relatively low
geometric standards, the reflector posts increased driving qpeeds
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in darkness. The largest detected increases were 5 to 10 km/
hr. On roads with 100-km/hr speed limits and higher geometric

standards, no significant effects on speed could be detected.

The lateral position of vehicles shifted toward the edge of the
road.

On roads with 8O-km/hr speed limits, the most likely effect
of reflector posts on injury accidents in darkness was a 59

percent increase. The 95 percent confidence interval of the
effect was -3 to 163 percent. Even after adjusting for the

exceptionally strong decrease in the accidents on control roads

from the before to after periods, the most likely increase in
accidents was 38 percent ( - 14 to 124 percent), On roads with
a 1O0-km/hr speed limit the most likely increase in the number
of injury accidents in darkness was 19 percent (-21 to 78

percent). After this result was adjusted for the exceptional
trend on control roads, the most likely effect would be a 1

percent decrease in the number of injury accidents (-32 to
46 percent).

Some unexpected features in the data caused problems in
the analysis. The most disturbing of these features was the
big difference in accident rates in darkness between control
and experimental roads in the 8O-km/hr road group in the
before period. Unfortunately, this difference was detected

only after the experiment had begun and the posts had been

installed. The other problem was the exceptional develop-
ment of accident rates from before to after periods on some

control roads. These things may have biased some of the

results. But even after the estimation and correction for this
bias the main conclusion remains: that reflector posts in-
creased accidents on roads with relatively low geometric stan-

dards and 80-km/hr speed limits.
It is concluded that on roads with comparatively low geo-

metric standards, which generally have 80-km/hr speed limits
in Finland, reflector posts have a negative effect on driving
behavior that significantly increases accident risk. On wider
roads with higher geometric standards, which usually have

100-km/hr speed limits, such negative effects are rare and

reflector posts do not necessarily reduce safety. Yet road
authorities often want to install reflector posts on roads with
poor geometry. Even though the speed limit on most of Fin-
land's 100-km/hr roads is lowered to 80 km/hr in winter, the

effects of reflector posts on accidents in darkness are about
as bad as on roads with lower geometric standards and per-
manent 80-km/hr speed limits.

A possible explanation for the different effects on road
categories could be that drivers in Finland generally consider
100 km/hr as an ideal or target speed. On roads with lower
speed limits they want to drive faster, and improved visual
guidance easily leads to faster driving. This increase in speed

is not necessarily intentional, and drivers need not be aware

of it. It is also probable that drivers in general do not pcrcieve
that their accident risk is affected by small increases in speed.

Evans defines three levels of knowledge (7):
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1. Not based on observational data,
2. Hinted at by observational data, and
3. Quantified by observational data.

After considering the mentioned shortcomings, the results

of this study should be rated somewhere between Categories

2 and 3. The results may not be desirable-to those road
authorities who like to use reflector posts on their roads,

for instance-but they are logical and based on observa-

tional data.
Car drivers in general have been very satisfied with the

reflector posts and would like to see more of them' When
considering the installation of reflector posts, road authorities
often must choose between pleasing the driving population

and promoting road safety.
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Driver c9*prehension of Regulatory
_Signs, Warnirg Signs, and pãvement
Markings
H. Gnxn HewrrNs, Jn., Kerrn N. won¿acK, AND JoHN M. Mou¡¡cn

A survey of 1,745 Texas drivers was conducted to assess their
comprehension of selected traffic control devices. The survey
consisted of a 17-min videotape presentation of 4ó devices, oi
which-38 were regulatory signs,-waining signs, or pavement rnark-r]8,! 

for.eagn question, the survey participant was exposed to
an ln-context and close-up view of the device. The questiðns were
asked ve^rbally, and the participants selected their answers from
a lrst of tour multiple choice.responses, of which one rvas always
"notsure." The survey results for.questions on regutatory sign's,
w^arning signs, and pavement markings are preseníed. There arerJ regulatory slgns tn the survey,_19 questions on warning signs,
and 7 question: o_n pavement mârkingi. Desirable response rares
ranged from 15.5 to 93.2 percent. The sur.uey results should be
interpreted carefully, because some of the queítionì iested under_
standing of specific aspects of the sign message, such as the speed
message implied by the Curve sign. Respõnie rates for other
oevlces are rniluenced by the possible response choices. The sur_
vey results for individual questions are not directly comparable
and must be interpretcd in-isolation.

Traffic control devices are a vital element of the highway
environme¡t. They provide a means of communicatiñg im_
portant information about the highway to the driver. Since
the beginning of the 20th century, traffic control devices have
grown continually in number and complexity. The Manual on
UntþrmTraffic Control Devices (MUTCD) contains the prin_
ciples that govern the design and application of traffic control
devices (/). The signs and markings in the MUTCD use shape,
color, symbols, words, or a combination thereof to convey
the information needed by a driver. However, these devices
serve little purpose if they are not understood. Therefore,
this research was initiated to determine how weil motorists
understand some of the most critical traffic control devices.

The question of how well drivers understand traffic control
devices has been a concern for many years. A number of
studies evaluating driver comprehension of traffic contror de-
vices have been conducted during the last L5 years (2_7).
But even though these studies provide much useful infor_
mation about motorist understanding of traffic control de_
vices, several devices that are widely used in Texas have not
b.een tested in the past. Furthermore, specific aspects of other
signs have not been tested. For these rèasons and others, the
Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) sponsored a
research study to measure driver comprehension of selected
traffic control devices. Driver comprehension was measured

through the use ofa survey given to 1,745 Texas drivers; the
survey addressed 46 traffic control devices. This paper de_
scribes the results of 38 survey questions related to ."gìtutory
signs, warning signs, and pavement markings. It also describes
the survey methodology behind the development and admin_
istration of the survey.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

A survey instrument was developed that would

o Administer the survey in a convenient, quick, and con_
sistent manner;

- ^o 
Include many traffic control devices in the survey (at least

30); and
o Test a large sample of drivers (approximately 2,000) rep_

resentative of the Texas population.

The process used to develop the survey instrument involved
selecting the survey format, choosing the traffic control de_
vices to include in the survey, evaluating the effectiveness of
the survey instrument, and developing iplan for administer_
ing the survey.

Survey Format

The research team set several requirements for the format of
the survey instrument. It had to address a number of traffic
control devices, present in-context and close_up views of each
device, and provide the question and responie choices ver-
bally. Exposure to a traffic control device had to be consistent
for each test subject, and the instrument had to be portable
enough to allow for easy travel and setup. These requirements
led to a decision to use a videotape us the suru"y instrument.
The videotape was prepared from 35-mm slides.

_ Tfe vi-deojape began with an introducrion to the survey.
Each ofthe devices was then addressed with two photographs.
The first was an in-context photograph of a tiaffic control
device in its typical environment. Whiie the in_context photo
was being displayed, the narrator in the videotape asked a
question about the device. This was followed by a close_up
view of the device with the response choices. While the close_
up view was displayed, the narrator repeated each of the
response choices. Figure f. illustrates the in-context and close_
up views for the question on the Stop Ahead sign.

Texas Transporrarion Insriture, T."u, a&vt Uìiu"rilffiilJãI
lege Station, Tex. 77843.
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1. Stop whon you
see this sign,

2. Be prepared for a
STOP sign ahead.

3. At the next STOP
sign, you should
go straight after
you stop.

4, Not sure.

FIGURE I Example of survey question for Stop Ahead sign:
fop, in-context viewi botlom, close-up view with responses.

Sixteen questions at the end of the survey provided infor-
mation on the demographics and driving experience of the
survey participants.

The survey questions were designed to serve as a tool by
which to identify problems and not to explain why misun-
derstandings exist or provide solutions to problematic traffic
control devices. Some of the questions were developed to test
specific aspects of the intended message of the sign. Multiple-
choice responses were selected to reduce the answering time,
There were four multiple choice responses for each traffic
control device: one "correct" or "desirable" response, two
responses within the realm of possible misunderstanding (re-
ferred to herein as "incorrect" or "undesirable" responses),
and a "not sure" response. In some cases, the incorrect or
undesirable responses contained some degree of truth. The
survey was administered in English to all of the participants.

Selection of Traffic Control Devices

A survey that addressed every device in the MUTCD would
be cumbersome and time-consuming. Therefore, a ranking
procedure was developed to determine which devices were
the most appropriate to include. The ranking procedure was
necessary because comprehension alone is not sufficient to
determine whether a device performs adequately or not, in
part because there are no standards that establish a minimum
comprehension level for traffic control devices. The ranking
procedure evaluated each traffic control device with regard
to three major and three minor factors, The major factors
were (a) the findings of previous research, (b) the results of
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a poll of transportation professionals, and (c) the results of
an assessment of the consequences of misunderstanding a

device. The minor factors were (a) whether the meaning of
a traffic control device was described in the Texas Drivers'
Handbook (8), (b) the frequency that a traffic control device
is used, and (c) any special interest that the research team
had about a specific traffic control device.

The major factors were weighted at25 percent each, and
the minor factors were weighted at 8 percent each. A total
score for each traffic control device was determined by adding
the individual weighted scores for the six factors. Devices with
the highest total scores were identified as candidates for the
survey,

The results of the ranking process identified 60 traffic con-
trol devices for possible inclusion in the survey. These 60
devices were later reduced to 46, as will be described. The
60 devices were neither the least understood nor the highest
ranked. Several traffic control devices were not included in
the survey for a variety of reasons, including an abundance
of prior research indicating that a traffic control device is not
adequately understood, the inability to include a traffic con-
trol device in the survey format, or the inclusion of a closely
related traffic control device in the survey. Once these 60
devices had been agreed upon, questions, responses, and
graphics were developed for each device and a 30-min pretest
survey instrument was produced.

Survey Evaluation

The evaluation of the survey instrument was a three-step proc-
ess involving evaluation of a pretest survey, a pilot survey,
and the final survey instrument. All three surveys used the
same videotape format. The purpose of the pretest survey
was to evaluate the survey questions and answers, identify
problems in the survey administration, determine the proper
pace of the survey, and identify the traffic control devices
that could be deleted. The pretest survey was given to 38
individuals at a local shopping mall and driver licensing sta-
tion. The results and observations from the pretest survey
were used to delete 14 devices with high comprehension levels
from the survey and to modify several questions and responses
to reduce confusion. The pace of the survey instrument was
also increased. The result of these changes was a 17-min pilot
survey covering 46 traffic control devices.

The pilot survey was then administered at an automobile
show in Houston, Texas. The 17-min videotape presentation
was given to 165 walk-up volunteers from those touring the
show. The results of the pilot test survey indicated that the
survey instrument was effective and no changes were neces-
sary. As a result, the final survey instrument was the same as

the pilot survey instrument.

Survey Administration

The survey was administered at driver licensing stations
throughout Texas. Driver licensing stations were chosen as

logical places to recruit drivers because the individuals that
enter the stations represent a good cross section of demo-
graphic and socioeconomic subgroups. The final survey was
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administered at stations in 12 Texas cities throughout the state
that were selected to represent six regions of the state.
In each region the survey was conductù in a large ancl a
small city (wirh populations of more and less thoñ 50,000,
respectively).

^ 
A quota sampling plan was selected for the final survey.

Quotas were developed for each of the six regions in whiãh
the survey was administered. A representative quota sample
of 2,000 was targeted. This sample size was determined to
provide enough data for meaningful analysis for the various
population subgroups-that is, men, women, and different
age and ethnic groups-with varying levels of driving expe_
rience. Demographic and backgrounã information abóut ine
survey respondents was obtained from 16 questions at the end
of the survey. The quota sample was selecied such that it was
representative of the driving population of Texas with respect
to gender, age, and ethnicity. Other characteristics ofinterest
included language, education, and driving_related variables.

Surveyors were instructed to approach potential responcl_
ents without regard to individual characteiistics, in oràer to
avoid introducing bias into the sample. The clientele of the
licensing station was presumed to match regional dernograph_
ics. The only screening question was to ãscertain that the
potential respondent was a driver.

SURVEY SAMPLE

The survey was administered in the 12 cities over 6 months.
The actual sample size obtained in the survey was 1,745. This
sample size was determined to be large enough to allow anal_
ysis of each of the variables of interest with an acceptable
level of precision. The four response choices for each question
were classified into two variables: the desired response, and
all other responses. Desired responses and other responses
were cross-tabulated with subsets of the data representing the
sociodemographic and driving-related variables. The rela_
tionships between these variables are mentioned in this paper
only when statistical significance was found. ¡t_tests of iig_
nificance were used to identify significant relationships u*on-g
the variables with the level of significance set at p < .01
Table 1 gives the sociodemographic characteristics of the st¡r_
vey sample, and Table 2 presents the driving_related char_
acteristics of the survey sample. The sample size generated
frequencies for each of these variables that permitteã analysis
of the effect of these experience and exposure characteristics.

It is important to note that the sociodemographic variables
were covariant-specifically, there were significantly more
college-educated respondents in the 25- to 64-year-olã group
than in other age groups. Additionally, minority ethnic gioupì
were overrepresented in the youngest category. Anglos and
the ethnic groups classified as ,,other" tere,ignificunilyrnor"
likely to be college-educared than Hispaniðs and African_
Americans. As expected, ethnicity and language were highly
correlated. Education was associated with language: more
non-English-speaking respondents than English_sp"ãking r"_
spondents had less than a high school education.

As with the sociodemographic variables, many of the
driving-related variables were covariant. Specifically, men \ryere
more likely than women to drive on the job, be professional
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TABLE I Sociodemographic Characteristics of Survey
Sample

Characteristic Perccnl
Gender

Male
Female

Family Background

Anglo
Black
Hispanic
Other

English l,anguage

Primary
Secondary

Age

16-24
25-64
65 -t-

Years of Education

l,ess than High School
High School Graduate
Tech/Business School
Some College
College Craduate
Graduate School

Total

894
851

5t.2
48.8

I,057
207
39t

90

t,529
2t6

455

1,202
88

282
480
96

433
303
l5l

|,745

60.6
l t.9
22.4
5.2

87.6
12.4

16.2
27.5
5.5

24.8
17.4

8.7

r00.0

drivers, drive a different type of vehicle than a passenger car,
drive more miles, and make more long-distancl tripsl

Several obvious relationships were noted with regãrd to age
and driving experience. For example, the number óf years ãf
driving experience was positively associated with agé. As in
the general driving population, the sample reported fewer
miles driven and long-distance trips pe. yéa. among both the
younger and older respondents. Commercial driver licenses
were held primarily by middle-aged drivers.

There were significant differences between those who had
and those who had not taken driver education on the basis
of.age, ethnicity, education, language, miles driven, type of
miles driven, number of trips per year, and length of-ti*"
that they had been licensed. Respondents who had taken
driver education were more likely to be younger, Anglo, highly
educated, and English speaking, as well as to drive more miles
on average, take more trips on average, and be newly licensed
or licensed within the past l0 years. There were no significant
differences between those who had and had not taken driver
education on the basis of gender or license type.

STUDY LIMITATIONS

The survey method used in this research has several limita_
tions that must be kept in mind when evaluating the results.
Although the driver licensing stations are ideal venues for
finding and questioning drivers, at least some ofthese drivers
may have been more prepared for driving-related questions,
depending on their purpose for being in the station on the
day of the survey. Most of the respondents were not newly
licensed or recently tested; they *ère more often accompa_
nying someone else doing business at the office o, ren"*ing
their licenses. The survey stimulus material was auditory anã

26.t
68.9
5.0



TABLE 2 Driving Characteristics of Survey Sarnple

Cbaracterl¡ilic Number

Drive for Job
yes

No

Type of License
Operator
Commercial
Motorcycle

Trips/Year
None
> 300 mi
l-10
>10

Ye¡rs Licensed
No License
<l
l-t0
>10

Type of Vehicle Driven
Passenger Car
Pickup
Dieæl
Motorcycle
Other

Driver Education
Yes
No

Years Since Driver Education
None
<l
l_10
>10

Type of Driving
wirhin city
Outside City
Both

Miles Driven per Year
< t0,000
10,000 - 30,000
> 30,000

Total
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sign were related in some manner to a bridge. Because the
possible responses for each question are not always compa-
rable, the response rates cannot be used to provide a relative
measure of the effectiveness of any warning sign. The re-
sponse rates for each question must be interpreted in isolation
from other questions.

Some of the questions in the survey test specific aspects of
comprehension of warning signs. Therefore, is it inappro-
priate to assume that the correct response rate for any sign
represents the proportion of drivers who understand the sign.
As an example, the correct response rate for the Curve sign
question was 32.4 percent. However, this does not mean that
only 32.4 percent of drivers recognize that the Curve sign
indicates a change in horizontal alignment. Instead, it means
that only 32.4 percent recognize the speed-related message
implied by the Curve sign.

REGULATORY SIGN RESULTS

The MUTCD states that "regulatory signs shall clearly indi-
cate the requirements imposed by the regulation" (/). The
regulatory signs in the survey can be categorized as a word
or symbol legend, and some of the signs can also be classified
as a particular type, such as signal regulatory signs. Figure 2

indicates the 13 regulatory signs included in the survey. Table
3 gives a summary of the response percentages for each reg-

ulatory sign question. However, as previously emphasized,

the specific aspect of a regulatory sign studied and the possible

choices to a designated question affect the manner in which
the results are interpreted.

In the following, the results for each regulatory sign studied
in the survey are presented. The regulatory sign name and
label are given for each question. The survey questions and

responses are shown in the order in which they were given in
the survey along with the response percentages for each ques-

tion. An asterisk is used to indicate the desirable response

for each question.

300
t,262

183

99
88

475
l,083

l,508
205

l8
I

t2

435
1,3 l0

1,586
188
40

24.9
75.t

90.9
6.8
2.3

17.2

72.3
10.5

5;l
5.0

27.2
62.t

86.4
ll.7
t.0
0.1
0.7

57.4
42.6

42.3
6.6

22.t
28.9

53.3
10.8

35.9

31.7
61.6
6.7

100-0

I,002
743

'738

ll6
386
505

930
188

627

554
1,074

lt7
tJ45

the responses were verbal. This technique was used to com-
pensate for variations in reading ability. However, the video-
tape was timed such that most responses were required within
3 or 4 sec of hearing the question. It is acknowledged that
processing time varies within the population as well. A survey
with unlimited response time would probably show higher
comprehension levels than a survey with time limitations, as

was used in this study, And, although each traffic control
device was presented in two formats (in and out of context),
neither truly represented the driving environment in which
the traffic control devices would be encountered and
interpreted.

The use of a multiple-choice format places some restrictions
on the interpretation of the survey results. Because multiple-
choice questions eliminate drivers' freedom to develop their
own explanations of a device, their responses to questions are
influenced by the possible choices. The use of multiple-choice
questions may also eliminate potential areas of confusion. For
example, all of the response choices for the Narrow Bridge

Vffi ffiffi
R2-5c

iiï'å"l fffiEnl riïñ'-l

trll ffil l'#J'i:l t,l,*.ir,l

PR()TECTEO IIII PROIECIED

rrrf oil llll LIFT 0H

CREEII

R4-? Rt0.9 Rt0-9a

å
I vrno I
I or cnr¡n I

t!-J

Rl-2

FIGURE 2 Regulatory signs included in survey.
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TABLE 3 Survey Results for Regulatory Signs

Sign
Sign
I¿bel

Percenl

Correct Incorrect Not Sure
YIELD

REDUCED SPEED AHEAD
SPEED ZONE AHEAD

Mandâtory Movement

Double Turn

Two-Way t¡ft Turn L¡ne

HOV Restriction

SLOWER TRAFFIC KEEP RIGHT
DO NOT CROSS DOUBLE WHITE
LINE"

Keep Right

PROTECTED LEFT ON GREEN
ARROW"

PROTECTED LEFT ON GREEN"

LEFT TURN YIELD ON GREEN BaII

Rt-2

R2-5a

R2-5c

R3-7

R3-8

R3-9b

R3-14

R4-3

R4-38

R4-7

Rl0-9

Rl0-9a

Rl0-12

79.4

93.2

55.0

79.5

6s.0

58.6

45.7

70.8

72.6

69.9

53.0

15.5

74.5

25.1

43.7

82.2

t7.9

5.0

3.3

2.3

7.6

r9.8 0.8

5.6 l. I

37.3 7.7

18.9 1.6

3t.3 3.7

50.4 5.0

2l.l 33.2

27.7 1.5

2t.3 6. t

"This sign is contâined in the Texas MUTCD but does not appeâr in the
National MUTCD.

Yield Sign

When participanrs were shown a yield sign (Rl_2), rhey were
asked, "What does the yield sign tett yoì?;'

Answer Choice percentage

You must slow down before entering the inter- 15.1
section.

You may enter the intersection if it is safc to ,7g.4
do so; olherwise, you nìust stop or slow down
unril it is safe.

You must stop at the intersection before you 4.6
enter it.

Not sure. 0.g

Although most drivers know that this sign means to yield,
it is of greater importance to determine if ihey know how the
term "yield" applies ro rhem as they approãch it. There is
some concern that altho rgh the legal definition of yielding
has not changed, rhe actualpractice ofyielding in dailidrivin;
has become more ,,permissive," 

that is, that slowing is all thai
is required, For 15.1 percent of drivers, this may well be the
case. However,79.4 percent are knowledgeabie about the
correçt response to a yield sign.

Previous research (9) has shown an overinvolvement of
older drivers (over 65 years) in accidents due to failure to
yieJd right of way at intersections. However, the survey results
did-not show a significant relationship between age and mis_
understanding the Yield sign. Hispanics and those who re_
ported that they did not take any long_distance trips were
most apt to indicate that slowing down is the appropriate
response to the Yield sign.

Reduced Speed Ahead Sign

Signs indicating a reduced speed are used when advance notice
is needed to enable the motorist to comply with a posted
speed a short distance ahead. Two of tho tLree versions of

the signs for reduced speed were tested in this survey. par_
ticipants were first shown .a Reduced Speed Ahead sign
(R2-5a) and asked, ..What does this sign mean?,,

Answer Choice percentage

The speed limir will be higher ahead. t.g
The spced limit ahead will be strictly enforced 3.7

by the police.
The speed limit will be lower ahead.
Not sure.

*93.2

l l
The Reduced Speed Ahead sign had the highest desirable

response rate (93.2 percent). The dramatically highe. per_
centage of desirable responses for the Reduced'Speã¿ e¡ea¿
sign than the Speed Zone Ahead sign suggests that the Re_
d.uced Speed Ahead signs conveys a cleaier meaning of the
situation.

Speed Zone Ahead Sign

Signs indicating a reduced speed zone are typically used in
rural areas when advanced notice is needeá'to enable the
m_ototist to comply with a posted speed a short distance ahead.
The Speed Zone Ahead sign appiars ro be understood by a
lower 

.percentage than the Reduced Speed Ahead sign
(R2-sc).

Answer Choice percenlage

The speed limit will be higher ahead. 6.2
The speed limit ahead wi[ be strictly enforced 31.1

by the police.
The speed limit will be lower ahead. *55.0
Not sure. 7.7

A common association with the message of Speed Zone
Ahead was there is enforcement ahead lseLcteO by 31.1 per_
cent of.the respondents). This misunderstanding was helå by
a significantly_larger proportion of non-Anglo diivers, drivers
with less than high school education, driveri who do not make
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long-distance trips, and drivers with few years of driving ex-
perience. As respondents increased in age, so did understand-
ing of this sign. The Speed Zone Ahead sign had a higher
percentage of "not sure" responses than any other regulatory
sign except the HOV [high-occupancy vehiclel Restriction
sign.

Mandatory Movement Sign

Upon being shown a Mandatory Movement sign (R3-7), par-
ticipants were asked, "What does this sign mean?"

Answer Choice Percentage

Turn right at the next driveway ifyou are in this 14.0
lane.

Turn right at the next intersection if you are in *79.5

this lane.
You are not allowed to change lanes after you 4.9

see this sign.
Not sure. 1.6

The response choices provided for this question were de-
signed to determine how literally this sign is interpreted. Do
drivers think that they must turn immediately or that they
have no other immediate option but to turn? Approximately
19 percent did. By and large, these weLe drivers whose pri-
mary language was something other than English.

Double Turn Sign

Participants were shown a Double Turn sign (R3-8) and asked,
"Which is the most correct statement about this sign?"

Answer Choice Percenlage

To go straighl, you must be in the lane on the *65.0

right.
You may go straight or turn left in the left lane. 18.4
You must go straight if you are in the lane on 13.0

the right.
Not sure. 3.7

The Double Turn sign was not clearly undelstood by 35

percent of those surveyed. This sign is complicated by the
several options presented with the arrows. Likewise, the re-

sponses required more thought than most of the other ques-

tions because options were presented contingent on lane po-
sition. Undesirable responses were given by significantly more
Hispanic drivers, drivers with less than high school education,
respondents whose primary language was not English, drivers
who had not taken driver education, and drivers with little
driving experience.

Two-tflay Left-Turn Lane Sign

The Two-Way Left-Turn Lane sign (R3-9b) has three com-
ponents: the words "center lane," two arrows pointing in
opposite directions, and the word "only." The survey at-
tempted to determine how well drivers assemble these com-
ponents into meaning an exclusive lane for left-turning
vehicles: "Which one of the following statements is true when
you see this sign?"
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Answer Choice Percentage

The center lane is to be used only for rnaking *44.6

left turns.
You rvill be able to make only left turns at the 6.7

next intersection.
The center lane is to be used only for makiug 43.7

left and right turns.
Not sure. 5.0

Only 45 percent of the survey respondents gave the desir-
able response for the sign. The presentation of the two arrows
prompted 44 percent of the respondents to say the center lane
is usable for making left and right turns. These respondents
were more likely to be non-Anglo drivers with little driving
experience. In postsurvey interviews, several respondents im-
mediately recognized the error in their thinking. It is not
known what the effect of this misinterpretation is in the driv-
ing environment.

HOV Restriction Sign

The HOV Restriction sign (R3-14) was presented to the sur-
vey respondents along with the question "It is 7:30 a.m.; what
vehicles are allowed to enter the HOV lane?"

Answer Choicc

Carpools with 2 or more people.
Carpools with 3 or more people.
Carpools with more than 3 people.
Not sure.

Percentage

9.9
*45.7

11.2
33.2

Percentage

26.6

*70.9

1.1

The number of people in an allowed carpool was the soulce
of confusion for 21 percent of the respo¡ìdents-that is, 10

percent said vehicles with carpools of two or more people
were allowed, and 11 percent said vehicles with carpools of
more than three people were allowed. One-third of the drivers
surveyed were not sure which vehicles would be allowed in
the HOV lane. The drivers that were knowledgeable about
this sign tended to be younger, Anglo, higher-educated,
English-speaking respondents who had also taken driver
education.

Slower Traffic Keep Right Sign

Survey participants were asked the meaning of a Slower Traffic
Keep Right sign (R4-3):

Answer Choice

If you are driving slower than the speed limit,
you should be in the lane on the right.

If you are driving slower than the other traffic,
you should be in the lane on the right.

If you have car trouble you should pull off on
the right side of the road.

Not sure. 1.5

The Texas Drivers Handbook (8) states that those driving
slower than the normal stream of traffic are to keep in the
right-hand lane. The study hypothesis was that some drivers
think that if they are going the speed limit, they should not
be considered "slower traffic." Thus, the weaving that this
sign is supposed to eliminate would not be eliminated. This
proved to be the case for more than a quarter of the drivers
surveyed. Undesirable responses were given significantly more
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often by those who did not speak English as their primary
language. Contrary to expectation, the notion that the right-
hand lane is for vehicles traveling slower than the speed limit
was not associated with age.

Do Not Cross Double White Line Sign

The Do Not Cross Double White Line sign (R4-3b) appears
in the Texas MUTCD (10) but is not described in the national
MUTCD. It is intended to inform motorists of the regulation
against changing lanes or turning across double white lines.
When asked the meaning of the sign, participants responded
as follows:

Answer Choice Percentage

Do not change lanes or tu¡'n acloss the double *72.6

white lines.
Do not pass. Two-way traffic.
Do not change lanes.
Not sure.

The prohibition against crossing the double white lines was

understood by 73 percent of the motorists surveyed. Twelve
percent interpreted the sign simply as a prohibition against
changing lanes, and 10 percent interpreted this sign as a pro-
hibition against passing. Drivers over 75 years old and
Spanish-speaking Hispanics were more likely to misinterpret
this sign.

Keep Right Sign

The Keep Right symbol sign (R4-7) is intended for use at the
ends of medians, traffic islands, parkways, and so forth. Sur-
vey participants were asked, "What is the appropriate re-
sponse to this sign?"

Answer Choice

Turn right.
Go to the right side of this sign.
Stay in the far right lane.
Not surc.

The Keep Right sign is not intended as a lane assignment
regulation. However, 24 percent of those surveyed inter-
preted this sign as a directive to stay in the far right lane.
Seventy percent gave the appropriate response choice. This
sign was more clearly understood by those who reported they
traveled more than 30,000 mi/year and by drivers with com-
mercial licenses.

Protected Left on Green Arrow Sign

The Protected Left on Green Arrow sign (R10-9) is in the
Texas MUTCD (10) but not in the national MUTCD. Par-
ticipants were asked, "'Which one of the following statements
is true with regard to a left turn at this intersection?"

Answer Choice Percentage

You are allowed to turn only when the green 27.0
arrow is on.

You are allowed to turn when the green ball is *53.0

on if it is safe to do so.
You are protected from oncoming traffic if you 16.6

turn from the turn lane when either the green
arrow or the green ball is on.

Not sure. 3.3

73

Fifty-three percent recognized the ability to rnake a left
turn when facing a green ball as well as the ability to make
a protected left turn when facing a green arrow. However,
27 percent believed that turns are permitted only when facing
a green arrow if this supplemental plate accompanies the sig-
nal. A more serious error was committed by the 16.6 percent
who believed that their turns are protected when they ale
facing either the green arrow or the green ball if this supple-
mental plate accompanies the signal. Language was the most
significant variable associated with correctly identifying the
meaning of this sign.

Protected Left on Green Sign

The Protected Left on Green sign (R10-9a) is another sign
that is in the Texas but not the national MUTCD. When
participants were shown this sign, they were asked, "If you
want to tu¡n left at this intersection and the green light is on,
what should you do?"

Answer Choice

Yield to oncoming traffic. They will have a green
light also.

Wait for a gree¡ì alrow. Then turn left. 47.5
Turn left. Oncoming traffic will have a red light. * l5.5
Not sure. 2.3

The survey results indicate that this sign does not effectively
communicate right-of-way assignment to a large majority of
drivers. Only 15.5 pelcent recognized that a left turn would
be protected, whereas 47.5 percent would wait for a green
arrow to provide a protected left turn. Thirty-five percent
thought oncoming traffic would have a green light also. These
undesirable responses were fairly uniformly distributed across
the survey population. However, respondents who had taken
driver education within the past year performed significantly
better on this question.

Left Turn Yield on Green Ball Sign

Participants were shown a Left Turn Yield on Green Ball sign
(R10-12) and asked, "If you have a green signal, what should
you do to turn left?"

Answer Choice Percentage

Stop and wait for a gap in traffic. Then turn *74.5

left.
Wait for green arrow. Then turn left. 13.6
Turn left. Oncoming traffic will have a red light. 4.3
Not sure. 7.6

The Left Turn Yield on Green Ball sign does the best job
of those signs in this survey of informing the driver of a per-
missive left turn condition: 74.5 percent chose the desirable
response for this question. A certain percentage of respond-
ents (13.6) would wait for a green arrow. Only 4.3 percent
of the respondents made the more dangerous interpretation
(interpreting a protected left turn). Those least apt to provide
the correct interpretation were drivers over 65 years old, re-
spondents with less than high school education, non-English-
speaking respondents, unlicensed drivers, and drivers who
had not taken driver education.

9.6
tl.7
6.1

Percentage

34.7

Pcrcentage

1.2
*69.9

23.9
5.0



lVarning signs included in survey.

WARNING SIGN RESULTS

Approximately one-third of the survey (18 questions) dealt
with the warning signs shown in Figure 3. A summary of the
response rates for each of the warning signs is presented in
Table 4. The survey results should be interpreted for each
sign, giving consideration to the subject matter of the question
and possible response choices. This section of the paper ana-
lyzes the results for each warning sign and includes the survey
question for each sign and the possible response choices with

TABLE 4 Survey Results for Warning Signs

Vfarning Sign

rilarning Sign Shape & Color

Turn

Curve

Reverse Turn

Stop Ahead

lane Reduction Transition

LANE ENDS MERCE LEFI
Narrow Bridge

Divided Highway Ends

Slow Down on Wet Road'

ROUGH ROADÊ

GROOVED PAVEMENT AHEAY
Railroad Advance Waming

Pa¡allel Railroad Advance rilaming

Truck Crossing

LIMITED SICHT DISTANCE"

WATCH FOR ICE ON BRIDGEô

RAMP METERED WHEN FLASHING
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the percentages that selected each response. For each ques-
tion, the correct response is indicated by an asterisk.

Warning Sign Shape and Color

One of the basic premises of a uniform signing system is that
shape and color are standardized for a given category of signs.
Therefore, the survey included one question that acldressed
the standard shape and color of a warning sign. In the next

Correct Incorrect Not Sure
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W3-la
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wl-3
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w6-2
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sh¿pe & color

,,A..({u2

a
FIGURE 3

Sign
Label

None 58.1

wl-l 3t.9
wt-2 32.4

wt-3 66.5

til3-la 87.4

w4-2 6t.2
w9:2 &.0
W5-2a 81.7

w6-2 50.?

w8-5 62.3

w8-8 88.7

w8-12 29.2

wlo-l 7'1.8

wr0-3 69.3

wl l-t0 66. t

\ry14-4 44.9

wr9-2 84.0

wl9-3 45.7

32.6 9.4

55.9 12.2

66.'t 0.9

30.8 2.7

9.7 2.9

34.2 4.6

28.4 7.6

t4.6 3.7

43.'7 5.6

36.5 1. l
9.7 1.7

56.0 14.7

20.9 r.3

22.6 8. t

30.7 3.2

40.3 14.8

13.9 2.1

27.5 26.8

This sign is known as the Slippery When Vr'et sign in rhe National MUTCD.
this sign is contained in the Texas MUTCD bui does not appear in the
Nâtional MUTCD.
"This sign was dropped from the National MUTCD, but is stilt containe¡t
in the Texas MUTCD.
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to last question in the survey, a yellow diamond shape with
a border but no legend was shown and the respondent was
asked, "What does a sign this shape and color mean?"

Answer Choice Percentage

Warning *58.1

Directions or guidance 19.7
Construction area 12.9
Not sure 9.4

Despite the fact that this question came after 16 other ques-
tions about a yellow diamond-shaped warning sign, only 58
percent were able to select the correct response. These re-
sponses indicate that drivers are not fully aware of the basic
design premises of warning signs.

Turn Sign

The Turn sign (Wl-l) is used where the recomrnended speed
on a turn is 30 mph or less and the recommended speed is
equal to or less than the speed limit. This was the point em-
phasized in the correct response to the question. When asked
to select the meaning of a Turn sign without an Advisory
Speed plate (W13-1), survey participants gave the following
Iesponses:

Answer Choice percentage

Thele is an intersecting road to thc right ahcad. 10.7
You should drivc 30 mph or less to rnake the *31.9

ncxt turn.
You should turn right at the ncxt intcrsection. 45.2
Not sure. 12.2

This question was a confusing one to tnany of the respon-
dents, as indicated by the large percentage of ..not sure"
responses and by the number of comments made during the
survey to the effect that there is more than o¡re correct answer
or that there is no correct answer. Those who did have a
thorough understanding of the Turn sign were more often
me¡r and more often professional drivers. Misunderstanding
was not significantly related to age, ethnicity, language, ed-
ucation, or driver education.

Curve Sign

The Curve sign (W1-2) is used where the recommended speed
is greater than 30 mph and equal to or less than the speed
limit. This survey question presented the Curve sign without
an Advisory Speed plate (W13-1) to see if drivers recognized
the speed message of the sign. When drivers were asked what
the sign meant, the following responses were selected:

Answer Choice Percentage

The road will curve to the left a short distance 65.0
ahead and you should slow down before
reaching the curve.

The road will curve to the left a short distance *32.4
ahead, but you may drive the curve at the
speed limit.

The next mile of highway has several curves and 1.7
you should slow down.

Not sure.
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The responses to this question indicate that drivers tend to
believe that a Culve sign without an Advisory Speed plate
implies the need for a speed reduction, as two-thirds of the
drivers selected the "slow down" response. Although this is
a safe response, it is nonetheless incorrect. The one-third of
the drivers who knew the correct answer tended to be Anglos
who had taken driver education.

Reverse Turn Sign

The directional aspect of the Reverse Turn sign (Wl-3) was
the focus of this survey question. Drivers were asked what
the sign meant and selected the following responses:

Answer Choice Percentage

Winding road ahead. 25.6
You will make a turn to the right, then turn to 5.3

the left ahead.
You will make a turn to the left, then turn to *ó6.5

the right ahead.
Not sure. 2.'7

The responses to this question indicate that there may be
some confusion between the Reverse Turn sign and the Wind-
ing Road sign, as one-fourth selected the .,winding road"
response. The "winding road" response was more often a
source of confusion for women and African-American
respondents.

Stop Ahead Sign

Comprehension of the Stop Ahead symbol sign (W3-la) was
a concern because of two potentially confusing symbols in the
sign. The red octagon has the potential for being confused
with a Stop sign and the upward pointing arrow might be
misinterpreted as a directional indication. Drivers were asked
what the sign told them to do, and the following responses
were selected:

Answer Choice percentage

Stop when you see this sign. 2.1
Be prepared for a stop sign ahead. *87.4
At the next stop sign you should go straight after 7.6

you stop.
Not sure. 2.9

This sign turned out to be the second best understood warn-
ing sign in the survey. Only 13 percent of the survey partic-
ipants selected incorrect or not sure responses, The survey
results indicate that the comprehension concerns about the
octagon and arrow symbols were unfounded.

Lane Reduction Transition Sign

The Lane Reduction Transition sign (W4-2) uses a symbol to
indicate that there is a reduction in the number of traffic lanes.
This sign was introduced in the 1961 edition of the MUTCD
(11). Since then, there have been concerns about compre-
hension ofthe sign. Previous research studies have found that
there are several common misinterpretations of this si gn (5 ,7).
Among the most common misinterpretations are that there0.9
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is a single lane ahead, the road changes from two-way to one-
way, there are narrow lanes, and a there is shift in lane po-
sition. For this survey, drivers wele placed in the left-hand
lane and asked what the sign meant. The following responses
were selected:

Answer Choice Percentage

There are fewer lanes ahead, and traffic on your *61.2

right will move into your lanc.
There is a one-lane road ahead.
There are narrow lanes ahead.
Not sure.

The response choices for this question require the driver
to be knowledgeable of this warning sign because the symbol
could conceivably describe any of the three choices. The dif-
ference between fewer lanes, one lane, and narrow lanes ahead

was not apparent to 39 percent of the respondents. Language
was a major factor in choosing the incorrect response, and
driver education was a major factor in choosing the desirable
response.

Narrow Bridge Sign

The Narrow Bridge sign (W5-2a) is used to warn the clriver
of a bridge or culvert with a two-way width of 16 to 18 ft or
a width that is less than the approach pavement. Dl'ivers were
asked the meaning of the sign and the following responses
were selected:

Answer Choice Percentage

Passing is not allowcd orr the bridgc ahcad. 4.2
A one-lane bridge is ahead. 10.4
A narrow bridgc is ahead. *81.7

Not sure. 3.7

Given these options, respondents had little difficulty deter-
mining the intended message. However, since the word "bridge"
was included in each response, the level of correct inter-
pretation of the plan drawing of a bridge was not directly
measured.

Divided Highway Ends Sign

The Divided Highway Ends sign (W6-2) is used to indicate a

change from a divided to an undivided cross section. This sign

uses the same symbol as the Divided Highway sign (W6-1)
except that it is rotated 180 degrees. Therefore, one of the
reasons for including the Divided Highway Ends sign was to
determine its interchangeability with the Dividecl Highway
sign. Drivers were asked what the sign told theln, and the

following responses were selected:

Answer Choice Percentage

There is two-rvay traffic ahead. t50.7

There is orìe-way traffic ahead. 6.0
There is a divided highway ahead. 37.8
Not sure. 5.6

Divided Highway Ends and Divided Highway signs are both
commonly used, but the problern hypothesized was the in-
terchangeability of these two signs in the minds of motorists.
The 37.8 percent who thought that this sign tneant there is a
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divided highway ahead may have been responding to the "di-
vided highway" phrase in the rnultiple-choice response and
overlooking the implication for traffic directions. Men cor-
rectly answered this question significantly more often than
women. Furthermore, the largest difference in correct re-
sponses between men and women was evidenced for this
question.

Slow Down on Wet Road Sign

Texas has renamed the Slippery When Wet sign to Slow Down
on Wet Road (W8-5). The sign is used to warn drivers that
the pavement surface may present a potentially hazardous
condition when it is wet. The symbolic version of this sign
was shown to drivers and they were asked what it meant.

Answer Choice Percentagc

Be prepared for a winding road. 33.9
Slow down whcn the pavement is wet. *62.3

Watch for out of control vehicles. 2.6
Not sure. 1.1

Almost two-thirds of the respondents were able to select
the correct meaning of this sign, but the other third confused
this sign with the Winding Road sign, an interpretation that
has also been found in previous research on this sign (2,5).

Ethnic minorities were most inclined to give incolrect and
"not sure" responses. However, cor¡'ect arìswers were not
associated with the language variable. Cornmercial drivers
were significantly more knowledgeable of the meaning of this
sign. Driver education was not significant for com¡rrehension
of this sign.

Rough Road Sign

The Rough Road sign (W8-8) is included in the Texas MUTCD
but not in the national MUTCD. The sign is used to warn of
an extraordinarily rough pavement condition. Survey paltic-
ipants were shown the sign and asked what its pur¡rose is. Thc
responses to this question are as follows:

Answer Choice

To let rnotorcyclists know thcy should use
caution.

To let motorists know the road will be noisier'
ahead.

Percenngc
't.2

2.5

To let motorists know the pavement is in poor *88.7

condition.
Not sure. 1.7

The Rough Road sign had the highest desirable response
rate of all the warning signs in the survey. It is worth noting
that the first two incorrect responses contain some degree of
truth. Almost everyone selected the correct response except
respondents who classified themselves in the "other" ethnic
group and who did not speak English as their primary
language.

Grooved Pavement Ahead Sign

The Grooved Pavement Ahead sign (W8-12) is primarily in-
tended to warn motorcyclists that the pavement has been

22.8
11.3
4.6
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grooved to improve its wet weather perfor.mance. Drivers
were shown the sign and asked its purpose.

Answer Choice Percentage

To let motorists know the road will be slippcry 16.5
when wet.

To let motorists know the road will be noisier 39.5
ahead.

To let motorcyclists know they should use *29.2
caution.

Not sure. 14.7

Although the first and second responses ntay be true con-
ditions, they do not accurately define the purpose of this sign.
Drivers most frequently associated increased noise with grooved
pavement. 'lhe 29 percent who did know the purpose of the
Grooved Pavement Ahead sign more often were under 25
years old, classified in the ethnic group .,other," spoke a
language other than English as their primary language, had
no operator license, but had a motorcycle license.

Lane Ends Merge Left Sign

The Lane Ends Merge Left sign (Wg-Z) is intended to be used
as a supplement to the Lane Reduction Transition sign. Driv-
ers in the left lane wel'e asked how they would responcl to the
sign, and the following responses were selected:

Answer Choice percentage

Be arvare that traffic will tre conring into your *64.0
lane flom the right.

Movc to the right lanc. 11.6
Prepare to exit on rhe lefr. 16.g
Not sure. 7.(t

Although 64 percent selected the correct meaning of the
sign, 12 percent of the drivers selected the meaning that is
exactly the opposite of the desired maneuver. Another 17
percent thought the sign was related to an exit condition,
which is completely different than the correct meaning. Driv-
ers over 75 years of age and non-English-speaking drivers
were particularly prone to select incorrect answers.

Railroad Advance Warning Sign

The circular Railroad Advance Warning sign (W10-1) is placed
upstream of a grade crossing to warn drivers that they are
about to cross railroad tracks. This sign is one of only two
signs that use the circular shape (the other is the civil defense
evacuation route marker sign). Drivers taking the survey were
asked to describe the purpose of this sign.

Answer Choice percentage

To let you know you are at a railroad crossing. 17.4
To let you know you will cross railroad tracks *77.8

ahead.
To let you know there are two railroad tracks 3.5

ahead.
Not sure. 1.3

The responses to this question indicate that one of the
problems associated with the Railroad Advance Warning sign
is the failure to recognize the advance nature of the circular
sign as compared with the railroad crossbuck, which is located
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at the grade crossing. The advance nature of the Railroad
Advance Warning sign was recognized by 78 percent of the
respondents, although 17 percent thought that the Railroad
Advance Warning sign is located at the grade crossing itself.
Understanding of this sign was positively associated with driver
education and negatively associated with age.

Parallel Railroad Advance rilarning Sign

Another type of advance railroad crossing sign is the Parallel
Railroad Advance \iy'arning sign (W10-3), which is used to
warn drivers on a parallel highway that they will cross the
railroad tracks if they turn. Although this sign provides an
advance warning of a railroad-highway grade crossing in a
manner similar to the circular sign, the Parallel Railroad Ad-
vance Wanring sign is diarnond-shaped. The survey question
asked drivers what this sign means:

Answer Choice Percentagc

If you turn onto the side road, you will cross a 0.9
gravel road.

You will cross a railroad track, then come to arì 21.7
intersection ahcad.

If you turn onto the side road, you rvill cross a *69.3
railroad track.

Not sure. 8.1

Driver orientation was the confusing aspect of the Par.allel
Railroad Advance Warning sign for the 22 percent of the
drivers who selectecl the second response. These individuals
assumed that the driver facing this sign would be on the in-
tersecting roadway. A relatively large nurnber of drivers were
not sure of the desirable response. Language and driver ed-
ucation were key variables associated with interpreting this
symbol sign.

Truck Crossing Sign

The symbolic Truck Crossing sign (W11-10) is used to warn
drivers of locations where trucks may be entering, leaving, or
crossing the highway. This sign was included in the survey to
determine whether drivers associated the truck symbol with
a crossing location or with truck use of the highway. Drivers
were asked what the sign means:

Answer Choice percentage

Be.prepared for fire trucks entering or crossing 2.0
the roadway in this area.

This is a warning that this road is heavily used ZgJ
by large trucks.

Be prepared for trucks entering or.crossing the *66.1

roadway in this area.
Not sure. 3.2

This warning sign was correctly understood by two-thirds
of the survey respondents. However, 29 percent thought the
sign indicated that the highway was heavily used by large
trucks. Not surprisingly, a driver characteristic that was sig-
nificantly associated with knowledge of this traffic control
device was possession of a commercial driver license.
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Limited Sight Distance Sign

The Limited Sight Distance sign (Wl4-4) is used with an

Advisory Speed plate to indicate the recommended speed on
vertical curves where the sight distance is restricted. This sign
was dropped from the national MUTCD in the 1988 edition
(1), although it remains in the Texas MUTCD (10). Drivers
were asked to identify the purpose of this sign.

Answer Choice Pcrccntage

To warn drivers that shadows ¡nake it difficult 3L.7
to see cars conring from thc other direction.

To let drivers know they should be prepared to *44.9

stop with little warning.
To let drivers rvith eyesight problems know they 8.6

should use cautiorì in this area.
Not sure. 14.8

Fewer than half of the respondents correctly interpreted
this warning. Almost one-third perceived the message as one
of a temporary condition (i.e., the presence of shadows), and
a relatively large percentage of the respondents (15 percent)
were not sure of its rneaning.

lrVatch for lce on Bridge Sign

Several signs are used in the United States to warn drivers
that the road surface may be icy. In Texas the warning is
provided with a fold-down sign with the legend Watch for Ice
on Bridge (W19-2), which is displayed in advance of bridges
during cold weather periods. In the survey, drivel's wet'e asked
how they would responcl to this sign and the following le-
sponses were selected:

Answer Choice

Don't drive on the bridgc if there is ice on it.
Slorv down and gently apply the brakcs whilc

you are on thc bridgc.

Percentage

2.5
l t.5

Slow down, don't brakc or rnake sudden turning *84.0

moventents on the bridge.
Not sure. 2.1

The message conveyed by the words on this sign appears
obvious. However, other than watch for ice, what would mo-
torists think is an appropriate driving response? Most (84
percent) did know the appropriate response, but 11.5 percent
thought that brakes should be applied. The most significant
effect on understanding this sign was language. Those that
did not speak English as their primary language were most
apt to misinterpret the sign.

Rarnp Metered When Flashing Sign

Although the Rarnp Metered When Flashing sign (W19-3) is

not in the national MUTCD, it does appear in the Texas

MUTCD (10). When used, it is accompanied with one or two
flashing beacons. Drivers were asked the meaning of this sign:

Answer Choice Percenlage

When the yellow lights are flashing, a traffic *45.7

signal at thc entrance to the frecway is in usc.
Only a certain nurnber of cars arc allowed on 19.9

the ramp when the ycllow lights are flashing.
You must pay a toll to usc the freeway entrance 7.6

ramp.
Not sure.
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A metered ramp is a relatively rare encounter for most
drivers, particularly in the smaller cities where the survey was

given. Therefore, many of the survey respondents based their
responses solely on the sign comprehensibility instead of on
previous driving experiences. Fewer than half of the respon-
dents selected the correct meaning of this sign, although an-
other 20 percent recognized the fact that ramp metering limits
the use of the entrance ramp. The novelty of the sign as a

traffic control device no doubt accounts for a portion of the
27 percent who selected the "not sure" response. This sign
has a higher "¡ìot sure" response than any other warning sign
in the survey. Drivers who knew the meaning of the sign

tended to be from urban areas and had commercial or mo-

torcycle driver licenses.

PAVEMENT MARKING RESULTS

Seven of the sulvey questions addressed pavement markings.
The response ¡'ates for each of the pavement marking ques-

tions are given in Table 5. These results should be interpreted
carefully, as differences in questions and response choices may
not allow for comparisons between question results. 'I'his sec-

tion describes the results of the survey questions on pavemettt
markings. Similar questions were asked in a study performed
by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) in 1981 (5). The
results of the two surveys that span 10 years are conlpared
for many of the questions.

Single Broken Yellow Center Line

Two questions were asked in the 1981 survey (5) about a

broken yellow center line separating two lanes. The first ques-

tion asked if the road was one way or two way, and the second
question asked if passing was permitted. Both questions had
a correct lesponse rate of 87 percent in the statewide survey.
When shown the film of a broken yellow center line, 53 per-
cent gave the correct open-ended response for both issues.

Another 20 percent had one or the other issue correct, but
not both. A total of28 percent did not understand the meaning
of the marking at all.

In the current survey, participants were asked, "Which one
of the following statements is true about the dashed yellow
center line?"

Answer Choice Percenlage

This is a two-way road where you are allowed *76.8

to pass.
'lhis is a two-way road where you are not al- 12.2

lowed to pass.
This is a one-way road where you are allowed 8.2

to change lancs.
Not sure. 2.8

Approxinately 77 percent of the respondents correctly
identified the broken center line as a two-way road where
passing is allowed. However, more 12 percent of the respon-
dents thought that passing was not allowed. Although the
passing distinction was not made by 12 percent of the drivers
surveyed, 89 percent of the respondents recognized the two-
way characteristic of the broken yellow line. A relatively small
percentage was not sure of the correct response. The most26.8
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when asked which direction of traffic was pennitted to pass,
only 69 percent identified the appropriate lane.

The current survey asked, "Ifyou are traveling in the right
lane, which of the following statements is true about the center
line?"

Answer Choice

This is a two-way road where you are
1o pass.

This is a two-way road where you are
lowed to pass.

This is a one-way road where you are allowed 3.2
to change lanes.

Not sure. 3.0

Very few respondents (3.2 percent) confused the roadway
with a one-way road, and ve¡'y few (3.0 percent) were not
sure of the meaning of this marking. These few were more
likely to be older drivers, drivers with lower levels of edu-
cation, non-Anglos, and drivers who had no driver education
training.

Double Solid White Lane Line

When asked about the double white lines on the pavement,
participants chose the following responses:

Answer Choice

It is illegal to change lanes across these lines.
You may change lanes across these Iines rvith

caution, if necessary.
You may change lanes acl'oss these lines flom

left to right, but not from right to left.
Not sure.

Percentage
*61.0

22.t

6.9

10.0

Thirty-nine percent of the drivers surveyed either consid-
ered it permissible, conditionally, to change lanes across dou-
ble solid white lane lines (29 percent), or were not sure if
changing lanes is permitted (10 percent). The fact that 61
percent of the respondents answered this question correctly
is actually somewhat positive, given that the Texas Drivers
Handbook (8) does not specifically address double solid white
lines. The handbook illustrates the solid white line and de-
scribes its purpose to include channelizing, transitions, and
lane use control. The handbook specifies that "crossing a solid
white line should be avoided if possible." The in-context pres-
entation used in the video survey portrayed a channelizing
use of the double solid white lane lines. Therefore, some
confusion may be explained by the similarity of use to the
single solid white line and the lack of information available
regarding double solid white lane lines. Respondents with
college degrees were far more likely to choose the correct
response. Driver education was not a significant variable for
this pavement marking. With respect to age, the youngest
drivers were most likely to select incorrect responses, and
older drivers were more inclined to select the "not sure"
response.

Solid White Edge Line

Drivers selected the following responses when asked the pur-
pose of the solid white line on the right side of the roadway:

Correct Incorrect Not Sure

Single Broken Yellow Center Line

Single Broken White l¿ne Line

No-Passing Zone

Double Solid Vyhite Ilne Line

Solid White Edge Line

Two-Way læft Tum lane Marking

Preferential hne Marking

76.8

50.3

88.0

61.0

74.'7

58.6

65.3

20.4

46.4

9.0

29.0

20.0

33.8

6.8

2.8

3.3

3.0

r0.0

5.3

7.6

27.9

Percentage

allorved 5.8

not al- *88.0

erroneous response choice was selected by more than 8 per-
cent of the drivers surveyed. Respondents who had taken a
driver education course were far more likely to answer this
question correctly than respondents who had not taken a driver
education course.

Single Broken White Lane Line

Two questions were also asked in the 1981 survey (5) about
a broken white lane line separating two lanes. The first ques-
tion asked if the road was one or two way, and the second
asked if passing was permitted . Only 47 percent selected the
correct response of a one-way road. However, 93 percent
chose the response that passing was permitted.

In this study drivers were to select one of three statements
as being true about the dashed white linet

Answer Choice Percentage

This is a one-way road where you are allorved *50.3

to change lanes.
This is a one-\{ay road where you are not al- 4.2

lowed to change lanes.
This is a two-way road where you are allorved 42.2

to pass.
Not sure. 3.3

Just more than half of the respondents recognized the one-
way designation of the white lane line. However, a large
percentage (42 percent) responded that the white lane line
indicated a two-way road. In this case the broken lane line
effectively communicates the ability to change lanes or pass
but does not effectively communicate directional information.
An important variable associated with a correct response was
driver education. Additionally, a linear relationship between
age and correct responses was observed. Respondents under
25 answered this question correctly 65 percent of the time,
and respondents over 75 answered correctly 10 percent of the
time.

No-Passing Zone Markings

No-passing zone markings were the most understood pave-
ment markings surveyed. The 1981 survey found that 93 per-
cent of drivers recognized that these markings would be found
on a two-way road. Almost all of the interviewees (99 percent)
knew that a no-passing situation was indicated. However,
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Answer Choice Percentage

To let you know there is no curb on this road. 9.6
To let you know that you should not cross this 10.4

line for any reason.
To let you know where the edge ofyour driving *74.7

path is.
Not sure. 5.3

The purpose of the question concerning the solid white edge
line was to determine the number of drivers who mistakenly
believe that it represents something other than the edge of
the driving path-a belief helcl by 20 percent of those sur-
veyed. The survey indicated that approximately 10 percent
interpreted the edgeline as notice of the absence of a curb,
which may be true in some cases, but not all. Another 10
percent viewed the solid white line as a prohibitive marking
against øossing in all cases. A significantly correlated so-
ciodemographic variable was language. To a driver whose
primary language is not English the responses provided may
seem similar or at least in some ways redundant. Age was not
a significant factor in response to this question. The solid
white edge line was not included in the 1981 survey (5).

Two-Way Left-Turn Markings

The Texas MUTCD states that the two-way left-turn center
lane is "for exclusive use of left turn vehicles and shall not
be used for passing and overtaking or travel by a driver except
to make a feft turn." ^lhe Texas Driver Handbook specifies
that the center lane should not be used as a travel or passing
lane but also says "the only time a vehicle shoulcl enter the
center lane is at a point where the vehicle will have time to
slow down or stop in order to make a safe left turn." When
asked how they would use the center lane, participants re-
sponded as follows:

Answer Choice Percentage

Get into this lane at the point where you are 26.2
ready to turn left.

Get into this lane when you need to slow down *58.6

in order to tr¡rn left.
Get into this lane when you need to speed up 7.6

in order to move into the traffic lane.
Not sure. 7.6

Technically, the first two responses could be considered
appropriate, because of the slight difference between the
statements of the Texas MUTCD and the driver handbook.
For survey tabulation purposes, the second response (given
by 58.6 percent of the respondents) was considered the pre-
ferred response, and the first response (given by 26.2percent
of the respondents) was considered second best. Since the
question asked was "How do you use the center lane?" the
respondents were told (if they asked) that there was no in-
correct response, but that the second response was a desirable
response,

Of interest was the percentage of drivers who use the center
turn lane as an acceleration lane. This response, the least
desirable driving response, was given by 7.6 percent of the
survey respondents. Another 7.6 percent were not sure how
the lane should be used. None of the driving or demographic
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characteristics were found to have a significant relationship
to responses for this question.

The 1981 TTI survey included a multiple-choice question
regarding two-way left-turn markings with the following choices
and corresponding percentage of responses: (a) left turn lane,
59 percent; (b) passing lane, 5 percent; (c) emergency stop-
ping area, 21 percent; and (d) don't know, 13 percent. Al-
though the two questions are not comparable, the responses
to each illustrate that 5 to 8 percent of drivers interpret these
markings as acceleration or passing lanes and that a sizable
percentage of drivers are not sure of the meaning of the
markings.

The ambiguity surrounding this question (and the fact that
59 percent of drivers would use this lane to decelerate) points
to a need for clarification. According to state troopel' rep-
resentatives on the current TTI study advisory panel, driving
violations with respect to two-way left turn lane markings are
apt to be enforced according to varying interpretations.

Preferential Lane Marking (Diamond)

The diamond preferential lane marking was included in the
survey to determine the familiarity and comprehension level
of Texas motorists statewide with a rnarking used only on
select freeways in the state. When asked why the white dia-
mond is painted on the pavement, respondents selected these
responses:

Answer Choice Percenuge

This is a symbol uscd for aircraft speed control. 4.3
This lane is to be used only by certain vehicles. *65.3

This is a two-way road. 2.5
Not sure. 27.9

A large percentage (28 percent) of respondents were not
sure of the meaning of this marker. Incorrect and "not sure"
responses were given more often by respondents living in the
smaller cities of the sample. Many commented that they had
never seen this marking. Correct responses were given more
often by clrivers in Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio. Other.
driver characteristics that were associated with knowledge of
the diamond preferential lane marking were those with high
levels of education, men, and those who had taken driver
education. Unfamiliarity with this traffic control device was
more prevalent among drivers over age 55 and those with
lower levels of driving exposure: those who drove fewer miles
per year, made fewer long distance trips per year, and had
no license. This pavement marking was not in use in Texas
in 1981.

SUMMARY

This paper has described the results of a survey assessing

driver comprehension of traffic control devices. The survey,
which included 13 questions on regulatory signs, 18 questions
on warning signs, and 7 questions on pavement tnarkings, was

given to 1,745 drivers in Texas. These summary results should
be used with caution, as the correct response rate by itself
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does not provide a true indication of the effectiveness of a

regulatory sign. Instead, the survey results should be inter-
preted for each individual sign, giving consideration to the
subject rnatter of the question and possible response choices.
The correct response rate for a given question should not be

equated with the effectiveness of the traffic control device.

Regulatory Signs

Comprehension levels for the regulatory signs ranged between
15 and 93 percent. The survey results for the regulatory signs
revealed that the Reduced Speed Ahead sign more effectively
conveys the upcoming loiver speed limit than Speed Zone
Ahead. Almost 80 percent of the respondents selected desir-
able driving responses to the Yield and Manclatory Movement
word message signs. The Slower Traffic Keep Right, Do Not
Cross Double White Line, and Keep Right signs were each
indicated to be understood on the basis of correct responses
by 70 percent of the drivers surveyed. Messages that involve
a decision using choices of left and right or choices of con-
tingency appear to be more complicated to drivers. The de-
sirable response rate was only 65 percent for the Double Turn
sign and 45 percent for the Two-Way Left Turn Only sign.
These lower percentages may be a function of the mea-
surement format, as evidenced by correlations betwee¡r ed-
ucation, language, and desirable responses. The HOV Re-
striction sign was not interpreted correctly on the basis of
responses froln the majolity of the drivers surveyed.

Warning Signs

Comprehension levels for the 18 warning signs ranged be-
fween 29 and 89 percent. However, the specific aspect of the
warning sign being tested and the possible response choices
to a specific question have an impact on the correct response
rate. These results indicate that there are several warning signs
that the driving public does not fully understand. Sorne of the
more significant areas of misunderstanding include the fol-
lowing: many drivers are not aware of the basic color and
shape premises associated with warning signs, drivers do not
associate a speed with the Turn and Curve signs, drivers are
not familiar with the concept behind the Ramp Metered When
Flashing sign, the Divided Highway Ends and the Divided
Highway signs are sometimes confused with each other, driv-
ers confuse the Slow Down on Wet Road sign with the Wind-
ing Road sign, drivers do not recognize that the Grooved
Pavement Ahead sign is intended for motorcyclists, and driv-
ers associate Railroacl Advance Warning signs with the cross-
ing location itself and not an advance notice of the crossing.

Pavement Markings

In the 1981 TTI survey, the findings showed that those drivers
with the highest level of knowledge of pavement markings
were those who had taken a driver education course. This
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characteristic was the rnost important to overall understanding
of the roacl marking code system. Drivers in the 1981 sample
who took driver education tended to be young men who drove
fewer rniles per year than older drivers and had taken the
driver education course within the previous 2 years.

Examination of comparable questions in the 1981 and 1991

surveys does not indicate much improvement in pavement
marking comprehension. In 1981 two-way traffic and per-
missive passing was associated with the broken yellow center
line by 87 percent of drivers. In 1991 the corresponding per-
centage was 77. Although 88 percent of the 1991 survey re-
spondents correctly responded to a single question concerning
no-passing zone markings, 93 and 99 percent of the 1981

respondents knew the two-way and no-passing indications,
respectively. Forty-seven percent in 1981 recognized white
pavement markings as applicable to one-way roads, compared
with 50 percent in 1991. The two-way left-turn marking ques-
tion was answered correctly by 59 percent of Texas drivers in
both surveys.

These results suggest that, in general, the comprehension
level of pavement markings has not improved in 10 years. A
key avenue for improvement among younger drivers is driver
education. Among drivers over 55, other lnethods such as
public information effol'ts and message reinforcement through
signing would probably be more effective. As the driving
population ages in conjunction with the currerìt pavement
marking system, continuity may bring about greater under-
standing of traffic control devices.
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Presenting Descriptive Information in
Variable Message Signing
Wrnr JaNssrN ¿No RrcuARD vAN prn Honsr

In a study of driving simulators the effects olt l'oute choice and
driving behavior of presenting descriptive types of information
on variable rnessage (route guidance) signs rvere evaluated. Sub-
jects had to choose between a normal route to a fixed destination,
which could suffer from congestion of varying severity, and an
alternative route, Three rnodes of variable information presen-
tation were compared: (a) length of congestion, in kilometers;
(b) delays relative to normal travel times, in minutes; and
(c) travel times, in minutes. The reliability of the information
was also varied and could be high, intermediate, or low. Thirty-
six men participated in the experiment, and every subject made
123 runs in the simulator. By presenting descriptive information,
divergence levels were found that varied widely over the range
from 0 to 100 percent, as a function of the actual information
given. This is to be compared with the inflexibility of conventional
(prescriptive) signing. User optimum was most often reached by
presenting travel time information. Such information also proved
to be most resistant against degradations in reliability. There rvas
an overall increase in driving speed when descriptive information
was given, and this may be interpreted as anticipator.y behavior
from the side of the driver to compensate for the expected delay
upon finding the normal t'oute to be congested.

Certain parts of a road network may suffer from congestion
while other sections still have spare capacity. In those cases
variable message signing (VMS) may be a means for diverging
traffic from an originally intended, or normal, route toward
a reasonable alternative.

A driver's inclination to diverge and the driver's capability
to find a user-optimal decision strategy will depend on what
information is presented and how it is presented. An impor-
tant choice for the signing authority in this respect is whether
to present prescriptive messages that indicate the alternative
that one would want the driver to follow or to present de-
scriptive messages that inform the driver of relevant condi-
tions on the alternatives without providing an explicit
recommendation.

The potential gain of descriptive VMS messages is that
driver acceptance could be high because drivers would ap-
preciate the freedom to make their own choices. And because
information could be given in a fine-grained form, so that it
could reflect prevailing conditions on the alternatives with
high accuracy, descriptive messages could achieve a level of
fine-tuning of traffic streams to capacities that would be un-
attainable with prescriptive messages.

It is in this latter respect, however, that descriptive modes
of information provision may be vulnerable-that is, the pre-
sented information had better be sufficiently reliable, or driv-

TNO Institute for Perception, P.O. Box 23,3769 ZG, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands.
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ers might start disregarding it to such a degree that the road-
signing authority wishes it had stuck to a purely prescriptive
mode of signing. Empirical evidence on some aspects of de-
scriptive information modes was gathered in questionnaire
studies by Heathington et al. (1) and Dudek et al. (2). These
studies were directed at discovering motorists' preferred forms
of descriptive information when encountering congestion. The
pattern of the results in both studies appeared to be that
information on congestion length and travel speed was clearly
preferred to descriptions of travel time or delays in travel
time. For several reasons, however, this pattern may not be
directly applicable to the present issue. First, both studies
asked only about preferred information on a single (habitual)
route, without actually posing a choice problem. Second, sit-
uations displayed were hypothetical and did not involve actual
behavior. Third, the issue of reliability was not raised, that
is, it was not investigated whether preferences would have
been maintained after experiencing possible fluctuations in
the degree of reliability of the information.

Heathington et al. subsequently did put their subjects in a

(hypothetical) choice situation in which they could indicate
whether they would diverge to avoid some specified delay at
a certain monetary cost (3). Results showed that probability
of diversion was a function of the magnitude of the delay (or
saved travel time) as well as of the implicated cost. Like the
earlier authors, however, Heathington et al. did not consider
how the inherent unreliability of the displayed information
could affect behavior,

The recent literature on VMS, motivated by the increasing
congestion levels on the world's roads, contains modeling
efforts of diversion behavior in which a central role is assigned
to motorists' apprehension of the state of affairs on the al-
ternative routes (4,5). However, these models appear to lack
realism because they must pose levels of user knowledge-
and conditionalize model outputs on these-that are arbi-
trary because it is not known what these depend on (e.g., the
type of information and the way it is displayed and the in-
herent unreliability that this information might possess).

The present study sought to determine the effects on driv-
ers' inclinations to diverge from their normal routes when
descriptive VMS messages of different reliability are encoun-
tered. Reliability here is defined in terms of the degree of
correlation between the information provided on the VMS
sign and the driver's subsequent experience on the chosen
alternative, that is, the actual arrival time.

DESIGN OF STUDY

Subjects were presented with route-choice decisions while
driving in the TNO Institute for Perception's driving simu-
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lator. Driver behavior was measured at the decision locations
so that the experiment would yield results not only in terms
of route choices but also on the relation between route choice
and actual driving behavior (ó).

General

Subjects were first shown a stylized layout of the configuration
of highways around Amsterdam (Figure 1), They were asked
to imagine themselves as having to arrive in Zaanstad each
day at 9:00 a.m. at the latest, finding themselves at Diemen
at 8:30 a.m. and having to choose to circumvent Amsterdam
clockwise or counterclockwise from the entrance of the belt-
way. An experimental run consisted of the subjects driving
from Diemen to the decision point at the entrance of the
beltway and then farther, for a total of about 4 km. The
simulator then stopped and subjects were told of their arrival
times. No other simulated traffic was present,

VMS Implementations

VMS signs were positioned 300 m from the entrance of the
beltway. VMS descriptive information was presented in three
ways:

1. Length of congestion on the alternatives, in kilometers
(Figure 2);

2. Expected delays relative to normal travel times on the
alternatives, in minutes (Figure 3).

3. Expected travel times on the alternatives, in minutes
(Figure 4).

A standard (prescriptive) decision sign was, moreover, po-
sitioned exactly at the entrance of the beltway, that is, at the
end of the sequence of signs that subjects encountered, Under
normal conditions (no congestion on either ofthe alternatives)
the expected travel time was taken to be 7 min in the clockwise
direction (A10-W) and 12 min in the counterclockwise direc-
tion (410-0). These were based on an average travel speed
of 100 km/hr. Under critical conditions congestion was as-

sumed on the clockwise route (410-W), and it could vary in
length between 1 and 6 km. Corresponding travel speed under
congestion was taken to be 23 km/hr, with resulting expected
travel times on the normal (clockwise) routes varying between
9 and 19 min, and with consequent expected delays ranging
from 2 to 12 min. The alternative (counterclockwise) direction

Zaanstad Purmerend

Haarlem

Amersfoort

FIGURE I Configuration of Amsterdam
Beltway as used in experiment.
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FIGURE 2 Indication ofcongestion lengths; sign says there is
6 km congestion (FILE) on normal route (Al0.rilest), and none
on alternative (Al0-East) to A8 interchange (for Zaanstad
destination).

was always assumed to be congestion-free, so the expected
travel time on this route was always 12 min.

Reliability of Information and Arrival Times

The reliability of the information presented to subjects was

experimentally manipulated by varying the degree to which
actual travel times fluctuated about their expected values,
which are the values given in the previous section. For ex-
ample, if there was an assumed 3-km-long congestion on the
normal route, resulting in a 6-min expected delay on that
route, the real delay as experienced by subjects would always
be close-on either side-to 6 min in the most reliable con-
dition, whereas it would fluctuate considerably about that
value in the least reliable condition.

Reliability conditions were thus defined in terms of the
standard deviation of travel times (or, equivalently, delays)'
about their expected values. In the most reliable condition
the standard deviation was 1.4 min; in the moderately reliable
condition, 2.5 min; and in the least reliable condition,
3.0 min.

The manipulation of reliability levels was done only for the
normal (clockwise) route. In the counterclockwise direction,

FIGURE 3 Indication of delays (VERTRAGING) relative to
normal travel times.
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travel times always had a standard deviation of 1..4 min about
their expected values.

. Arrival times were predetermined and did not depend on
the subjects'actual speeds on the 4-km stretch thut th"y drou".
Thus, arrival times were only a function of the information
shown on the VMS, of the prevailing (and predetermined)
level of reliability of the messages, and of a-subject's routá
choice.

The distributions of arrival times were composed in such a
way that there was always a user optimum io diverge at a
congestion length above 2 km (i.e., an expected trauãl tirne
on the normal route above 12 min or a delay above 4 min),
irrespective of reliability conditions.

The deadline for arrival at the Zaanstad destination was

?,99 u.T: I Renalty apptied of Ft 2.00 per minure tate (Fl
1.81 = $1.00 U.S.). The total penalty earned was subtracted
from an initial sum, which left most subjects with a reasonable
award for taking part in the experiment.

Measurements

The TNO Institute for perception's simulator has a
MEGATEK 944 CGl-system that generates real-time images
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ljspþyed by means of a high-resolution projecror
(BARCOGRAPHTCS S00) (7).

Fach subject conducted 123 runs in the simulator, 33 of
which contained congestion on the normal route. In the first
part of the series subjects were familiarized with the routes
so that they could recognize the normal route. Besides the
route choice decisions, the following measures of driving per-
formance were taken at the decision point:

1. Vehicle speed on the last 200 m of the approach to the
decision sign.

2. The position of the vehicle, measured in the longitudinal
direction, on the off-ramp when the subjects diverged from
the normal route.

Experimental Design and Subjects

The independent variables of information presentation mode
(three levels) and reliability (three levels) were manipulated
between subjects, so that there were 3 x 3 : 9 gròups of
four subjects each. Each subject thus drove for.the comþlete
series of 123 simulator trials under a fixed combination of
"information presentation mode" and ..reliability.,' The sub_
jects were 36 men between 23 and 51 years old (äverage 34),
with a minimum of 10 000 km/year traveled over thõ moit
recent S-year period.

RESULTS

Diversions from Normal Route

Figure 5 shows the percentage of runs in which subjects di-
verged from the normal route. The reliability of the presented
information appears to have a considerable effect on the in-
clination to diverge when information is in terms of congestion
length. In this information mode it may happen, with less
reliable information, that divergence does nofeven approach
100 percent under the most extreme conditions of congestion
on the normal route.
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FIGURE 5 Rate of diversion as a function of informative mode, reliability of
information, and extent ofcongestion (and associated travel t¡-.'"iããlair'r L¡n
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FIGURE 4 Indication of absolute travet times (REISTIJD).
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When information is in terms of travel times or delays,

divergence is much less affected by the reliability of the in-
formation, although there is the tendency that diversion levels

only slowly approach 100 percent under the less reliable
conditions.

Application of User-Optimal Strategy

The diversion data as shown in Figure 5 may also be analyzed
in terms of whether subjects applied the user-optimal strat-
egy-to diverge at congestion lengths (or their time equiv-
alents) of more than 2 km. The following table gives the
results:

Reliability

Information Mode High

Congestion length 81

Delay 81

Travel time 97

Medium Low

A ¡2-test on the data in this table yielded 4.68, which is

significant at level p < .05 for 4 degrees of freedom. The
pattern in the interaction is as follows. When information is
given in the form of expected travel times, the user-optimal
choice is made in most cases; this is not affected by the re-
liability of the information itself. Information on delays, rel-
ative to normal travel times, shows a lower overall percentage
user-optimal choice, which also does not appear to be affected
by the information's reliability. However, presenting the in-
formation in the form of an expected length of congestion is
a mode that breaks down, in terms of user-optimal choice, at
the least reliable condition.

Driving Behavior at Decision Point

An average increase in driving speed of 1.05 m/sec was ob-
served on the last 200 m of approach to the decision sign when
the preceding VMS sign contained information indicating a

deviation from the normal (i.e., congestion-free) situation.
As Figure 6 shows the exact magnitude of the increase de-

pended on the indicated length of congestion (or its equivalent
travel time or delay); the effect was statistically significant at
p = .002 as tested by analysis of variance [f(5.135) : 4.17].

No relation was found between the off-ramp longitudinal
position at which the vehicle left the normal route in case of
divergence and either the VMS congestion message or the
inclination to diverge itself, as measured by the relevant per-

centages for all subjects taken together.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Effects of Decision To Diverge \{hen There Is
Descriptive Information

The results of this experiment show that the form in which
descriptive information is given, the reliability of the infor-
mation, as well as the content of the information determine
whether a driver will diverge fl'om the normal route. Not
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surprisingly, there is an overall increasing tendency to diverge
when signing indicates worsening conditions on the normal
route. However, a driver's inclination to diverge is also sen-

sitive to certain conditions in which a particular type of in-
formation comes in conjunction with a particular level of 1e-
liability. Thus, although inherent reliability is of little effect
in the travel time mode, reliability matters a lot when infor-
mation is given as length of congestion.

The reason for this presumably is that the user optimum is
easier to find when information is in the form of expected

travel times, or delays relative to normal travel times, than
when it is in the form of kilometers of congestion. That is,

despite the deviations occurring between expected and actual
arrival times, a driver is more capable of discerning the sta-

tistical relationship between these variables than when he or
she must work on the basis of expected kilometers of conges-

tion (with performance nevertheless being judged in temporal
terms, i.e., having to arrive at the destination in time). The
latter process thus simply appears to break down when suf-

ficient unreliability is added.

Descriptive Information and Driving Behavior

The analysis of driving speed on the approach section to the
decision point showed that the display of information indi-
cating congestion on the normal route caused a slight increase

in speed (3.8 km/hr). This may be interpreted as an antici-
patory action in the face of an expected time loss, irrespective
of the actual choice made at the decision point. The finding
that the increase in speed tended to rise with the indicated
severity of the congestion (Figure 6) is in line with this inter-
pretation. Thus, there appears to be a link between the dis-
played descriptive information and the driving behavior on
the approach to the decision point.
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CONCLUSIONS

The experiment described in this paper permits the following
conclusions:

1. Providing descriptive information on VMSs results in
diversion rates that are sharply differentiated according to
prevailing conditions, so that they offer a high potentiaL for
the fine-tuning of traffic streams to capacities in more or less
critical route choice configurations.

2. Supplying descriptive information in the form of ex-
pected travel times is relatively insensitive to degradation in
the reliability of the information.

3. Offering descriptive information in the form of conges-
tion length in kilometers is relatively sensitive to degradations
in reliability.

4. Driving speed toward the decision point increases slightly
when VMS indicates congestion on the normal route.
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bining an automated equation generator with a set of vehicle
models, it is possible to compare the models quantitatively.
In this paper, the focus is on the kinematics of the various
models. The goal is to demonstrate a general method for using
new technology involving the dynamics of multibody systenìs

and the automatic generation of symbolic computer codes for
sinrulating vehicle dynamics.

This paper illustrates a rìew way of thinking about models-
not as a set of equations, but as physical connections with
degrees of freedom (df), constraints, and their kinematical
interpletations.

NEW MULTIßODY SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY
(AUTOSIM)

AUTOSIM is a symbolic code generator that leads text input
describing the model and produces source code as output in
one of the supported computer languages (FORTRAN, C,
MATLAB, ACSL, and ADSIM). Parameters are represented
by symbols, so that the same equations can be appliecl many

times without changing the equations themselves. Persotrs

wishing to try the ideas presented in this paper can license

AUTOSIM commercially in North America from Mitchell
and Gauthier Associates in Concord, Massachusetts, and, for
other countries, from University of Michigan Software, in
Ann Arbor.

The method of developing models with a symbolic rnulti-
body program provides several novel advantages:

o Equations are written in terms of parameters chosen by

the modeler instead of a fixed set of multibody parameters.
o The multibody program is used only to develop the model.

Once the equations are written, the rnodel can be exercised

directly to answer questions of interest.
o The time needed to develop a self-contained simulation

code is very short (typically, a few hours-a time that might
not appear possible to persons with expelience in developing
models by other methods).

o AUTOSIM usually generates equations that are tnore
efficient than those developed by any other rnethod, inclucling
hand derivations made by experts. It uses an advanced form
of Kane's equations (9) and then applies extensive algebraic
and programming optimization methods to achieve high ef-

ficiency. [See work by Sayers (10) for comparisons of
AUTOSIM formulations with those obtained by other meth-
ods, including hand-derivation, for several models.]

Hierarchy of Symbolic
Computer-Generated Real-Time
Vehicle Dynamics Models

Mrcuenl W. Seynns AND Peul S. Farucunn

Symbolic multibody code generation technology enables a new
approach for developing vehicle models for driving simulators.
Rather than assembling terms in the equations of tnotion, a mod-
eler can concentrate on modeling issues such as degrees of free-
dom (df), joint constraints, and kinematical assumptions. An
automated code generator rnakes it practical to test many mod-
eling assumptions to determine their influence on cornputation
time and simulation fidelity, leading to a model that offers the
most fidelity while running in real time on available hardware.
The new methodology is illustrated by (a) describing seven vehicle
handling models, with various levels of complexity, ranging from
4 to 10 df; (b) cornparing the computational requilements for'
their use; and (c) presenting example comparisons of predictecl
motions. Atl of the rnodels can be sirnulated in leal time on a

fast personal computer. The sirnplest (4-df) model runs more than
40 times faster than the more cornplex 10-df one, yet it predicts
overall vehicle motions that agree closely. Arnong the 10-df rnodels,
the fastest runs 2.3 tirnes quicker than the slowest. The mcth-
odology illustrated can be used to extend the models to include
additional mechanical characteristics of interest.

Driving simulators are not in widespread use, even though
they are acknowledged as highly useful research tools fo¡'
human factors and psychology studies. Recent technical de-
velopments make the development of driving sintulators much
simpler than has ever been possible. Computer haldware has

improved so much that even desktop computers with graphical
capabilities have the speed and software needed to gerìerate

simple scenes in response to driver motions. A system con-
sisting of a mock-up dashboard or car i¡rterior, computer, and
visual display can now be assembled for a fraction of the cost
required a few years ago. Complementing the hardware im-
provements are new software technologies that can be used

to develop suitable vehicle dynamics models.
The purpose of this paper is to use these new software

technologies to show quantitatively the effects of modeling
assumptions used in familiar vehicle dynamics models with
different levels of complexity (1-ó). Comparisons are made
on the bases.of computational speed and accuracy.

All of the mathematical models described in this paper were
developed using AUTOSIM, a software package that auto-
matically derived equations of rnotion for mechanical systems
composed of multiple rigid bodies. The AUTOSIM software
has been described previously (2,8). The models presented

are not new and have also been described before. By com-

University of Michigan Transportation Rcscarch Institute, 2901 Bax-
ter Road. Ann Arbor. Mich. 48109.
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. The generated source code is completely accessible for
inspection and modification.

o Hand-written subroutines and auxiliary variables can be
easily included in models.

. An interactive multibody program lets the modeler rap_
idly develop and inspect equations to debug the model and
evaluate alternative modeling assumptions.

The mathernatical basis of for. this technology has been
described previously (7,8), and example uses of the technol_
ogy in support of a comprehensive vehicle system clynamics
model for a driving simulator have been presented lit,tZ¡.

Communicating with AUTOSIM entails describing the sys-
tem to be sinrulated on the computer. In general terrns, ihe
software is structured around a geonretric description of the
system, involving matters such as the connections between
bodies and the locations of the joint connections, the centers
of mass, and the action of the forces. Developing a model
with the new technology clearly involves clifferent tactics than
developing a model with pencil and paper. Mathematical mat_
ters that otherwise rnight be given a great deal of attention
have been reduced to computer algorithms, freeing the mod_
eler frorn some past burdens.

. The rest of this paper uses the type of thinking that goes
into the development of a vehicle model when uring o ,y,r,_
bolic multibody program. Alternative models are develoþed
for a velticle system, using a fixed set of basic vehicle porår_
eters. Modeling decisions are described explicitly, and the
effects are shown quantitatively in terms of the complexity
of the resulting equations and the accuracy of the model
predictions.

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Vehicle Description

For purposes of comparison, a hierarchy of vehicle models is
clefined, from cornplex to simple. The models are formulated
to calculate the vehicle response to steer inputs when running
on a smooth and level surface at a constant speed. Table i
gives the complete set of parameters used in thè models. The
vehicle being considered is a front-wheel-drive compact with
a solid rear axle and independent front suspension with un_
equal upper and lower control arms. To heþ isolate the sig_
nificance of assumptions that reduce the kìnematical com_
plexity, areas of behavior that are not of primary interest are
left out of the models or grearly simplifièd. Thé models will
be compared under conditions of constant forward speed,
therefore longitudinal tire forces are not included. Detãils of
how control inputs from the driver cause the wheels to steer
are not considered: the control inputs in the models are simply
the steer of the front wheels. Aerodynamic effects are ìg_
nored. Suspension and tire matters are treated in the followin-g
discussions.

Suspension Kinemafics

Fþre 1 shows a simplified front view of the front suspensions,
with the dimensions 2,, R,, and I1o.,. The figure also shows

Synlbol Value Descriotion

Ç^¿z 8!0N/deg rear cornering-stiffness, one rirec_St 600 N-s/m fronr shock a6sorber danrpirrg (l wheel)Çsz 600 N-s/rn rear shock auióii,ãi aãiìfffiÌ wrreeil'
lztr 999 l.g front axle loa¿ tz *riCeiii 

'"'
l'1¡z 550 kg rear axle load (2 wheels)'H 0.51 m height of sprurig ,rrass c¿. abovc rhc groundlJ.ncr 0.0 rn treilht of fionr íuip"*ioi å-tl".nrr.l!ncz 0.25 m heilht of rear.suipãi"ión'råä"rnt",l_xx 330 kg-nr2 ¡noirent of ineriif ói S- 

--" -
{vy I 300kg-nr2 mo¡nenr of inenia of S
4z 2000 kg-nr2 nromenr of inenia of SKc 5 deg/m change in wheel inclinarion wirh verrical

position

f-çt 26000 N/m hont suspension venical stiffness (l wheel)
l.sz 26000N/nr rear.suspãnsion,"iii.ilìiinulr,<ìwrreàil'Ksß,ttyt 600nr-N/deg auxiliaryanti-,oltsriiineii-ioiiront

^.swtty2 )u ¡n-N/deg auxiliary anfi-roll sriffness for rcar
{.t't 175000 N/¡n f¡ont tirè vertical sriffness (l whcel)
{Lz 175000N/¡u rearrirevenicalsaiafn;¡;(ì';iìcel)'L 2.5 tn wheclbase

Y,o, l?9 tg fronr unsprung mass (2 wheels)
UrtZ 90 kg ¡ear l¡nsprung-nìass (2 wheels)'/(¡ 0.3 rn fronr tiré rclñng radiìrs
4z 0.3 nr rear rir.e rolling"radiui-
{z 0.6 rn rear spring .pí"ir.,g 

-

T¡ 1.4 m front iracË "
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TABLB I Vehicle paran¡eters

a linkage analysis of the independent suspension on the right_
hand wheel that locates an instant center. (For small vertical
movements of the wheel, the motions are as if the wheel is
attached to a rigid body that rotates about the instant center.)
By considering a sintple rotation, it is easy to visualize small
roll-plane motions of the wheel and determine such properties
as how the camber and track (clistance between tire cånters)
change with suspension deflection. The instant center is also
a point at which the net moment applied to the car body by
the suspension is 0. Thus, any force acting on the wheel whose
line ofaction passes through the instant cinter does not apply
a moment to the car body. The figure shows a line conneóting
the instant center with the center of the contact patch between
the tire and the road. The moment applied tó the car body
as a result of a tire force vector is determined by the orien_
tation of the vector relative to this line. Because oi syrnmetry,
a similar analysis for the other front wheel leads to the iden_
tification of a single point that is at the intersection of the
lines connecting the tire contact patch centers with the cor_
responding instant centers. The intersection point is called
the roll center. The instant centers and roll cenìe, ure .,paper
points" that do not correspond to any physical connections.
Their locations depend on the actual poiition ofthe unsprung
masses. Thus, the instant centers, and the roll center, can
change position as the suspensions move.

1.4 m rear track

lnstant center Vehicle
center line

)---

H.c'
Suspension
roll center

of Jinkage./t¡/ _l _-¡
lé _= -.1 _ _l

2
Center of

FIGURE I Front suspension.
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The mass center for the suspension subsystem (wheel, spin-

dle, and suspension links) is shown at the center of the wheel.

In general, the mass center is not at this point, although it is
close. The approximation is made to reduce the number of
parameters.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding view for the rear axle.

For simplicity, a leaf-spring suspension is shown. However,

the same dimensions (Tr, Sr, and H*.t) could be used for any

suspension with a solid axle. Here, the leaf springs react lat-

eral forces such that the net moment applied to the sprung
mass is 0 along a line connecting the attachments of the springs

to the body. [The role-center analyses illustrated in Figures

l and2 are brief and simple. More detailed analyses can be

found elsewhere for a variety of suspension types (13)']
Fully detailed suspension descriptions are usually inappro-

priate for low-cost real-time driving simulators. Simplified
representations, as will be presented, have been used in models

that have been validated through comparison with experi-

mental handling tests. In all of the models that follow, sus-

pension kinematics are simplified. The degree of simplifica-

tion depends on the model.

Suspension Force Elements

Linkages shown in Figures I and 2 control the motions per-
mitted between the splung and unsprung masses. In addition,
springs and dampers connect the bodies. In both the front
and rear, each side has a spring with a force deflection relation

4p.ing = ,[,",," + l.(ô) (1)

where ô is the spring deflection and f,,,,,'" is the static loacl

carried by the spring. Each suspension may have auxiliary
forces applied as functions of relative roll, due to antisway
bars and linkage compliances. This effect results in a force
acting between the two wheels on the same suspension, and

has the general form

F,",¡ = /)(ô. - ô¡) (2)

where, in this case, ôr_ and ôr. are movements of the left and
right wheels relative to the body. The suspensions also include
shock absorbers that produce force as a function of shock

absorber displacement rate:

Fu".,*. = l,(ô) (3)

The displacements and rates appearing in these equations
(ô, ôr-, ôo, and ô) are derived from the kinematics of the
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moving rigid bodies by AUTOSIM. The force laws, expressed
by the functions.Ê,,f,r, andf,, can be albitralily complex non-
linear relationships. In this paper, simple linear relations are
used. The spring forces are computed using linear coefficient
K' and K.r, for the front and rear springs, the clamping forces
are computed using linear coefficients C.t, and C.'' for front
and rear dampers, and the auxiliary roll force is computed
with a linear relation

F,o¡ : 573efi (ô. - õo) Ø)

where K"*o" and S are as defined in Table 1.

The baseline set of parameters shows a spring spacing
for the front suspension equal to the track. This means that
the spring and damper rates are effective at the wheel plane.
None of the models represents the relative displacement of
a coil spring in a double A-arm suspension, and therefore
the forces predicted by the different models do not agree
unless the spring spacing is set equal to the track. To apply
spring or damper data to any of these ¡nodels, a separate
analysis is needed to convert the true force and deflection to
the effective force and deflection at the wheel plane. This is

an application of a rnultibody program that has been described
elsewhere (11).

Tire Forces and Momenrs

The most important actions affecting a vehicle being steered
at constant speed are the vertical tire forces and lateral shear
forces. Experiments have established that the vertical and
lateral tire forces are essentially functions of just a few vari-
ables. The vertical folce (normal to the ground surface) has

the form

Fz : f",n,¡" + 
"Ê(ô, 

"y) (5)

where ô is tile deflection (from the static condition) and 1 is
tire inclination angle. The relation that will be used for all
models in this paper is

Fz = -B? - *,u,. (6)

where F.n and Kr are parameters defined in Table 1 for front
and rear wheels and ôris the change in the distance from the
center of the wheel to the center of the contact patch between
the tire and ground. An expression for ôr is derived by
AUTOSIM for each wheel in a model, on the basis of mul-
tibody kinematics. (The negative sign is to satisfy the SAE
coordinate system, in which the vertical Z-axis points down.)

When running at constant speed with no longitudinal forces
from braking or acceleration, lateral tire force is a function
of vertical load and a few kinematical variables:

F, : fr(Fr-, a, "y, V, tL)

where

a : slip angle (angle between direction a rolling tire is
pointing and directio¡r of velocity vector of a point in
wheel plane where it rneets ground),

(7)
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1 : inclination angle of wheel,
7 = forward speed of r.olling tir.e, ancl
p : friction coefficient.

The vertical load is determined by Equation ó, a and "y are
determined by rnultibody kinenratics, ancl ¡l is a par.a¡neter.
[The slip angle, a, is sornetimes given a tinte delay to account
for the need fol the tire to roll a certain distance, callecl the
relaxation length, to build up a lateral force (14).] For all of
the models that will be presented, a very sirnple relation is
usecl to determine lateral tire force:

F, = -57.3 Cna (S)

This ¡nodel omits significant influences, particularly those of
load (f)) and inclination angle (f). The omissions are made
to sirnplify the cornpar.isons between the different rnoclels.
The I'-rvalues predicted by the different moclels are compared
to show the folm of inputs available to a sophisticateà tire
model if one were to be used.

Models that are developecl and cont¡rarecl in the following
will not include aerodynamic effects or longitudinal tire forces
that occur when braking. Tire rnoments will not bc consiclerecl
either.

Srrrnmary of Models

Thel'e are m¿ìny ways to nloclel a vehicle to inclucle the ele_
nrents descl'ibecl and preclict vehicle tnotiorìs in t.esponse to
control inputs. Four multibody moclels were cleveiopecl to
describe a vcl¡icle with the characteristics just clescribecl. Fur_
thermore, equations we re forlrrulatecl for the first nrodel using
four variations. Thus, seven fornrulations were obtained.

Model.s la Through ld: I1-df Moclels with
Translational Joints

The first three moclels (1a, lb, ancl lc) are símilar to the
Highway-Vehicle Object Systern Moclel (HVOSM), devel_
oped two decades ago for nrainframe and hybricl computers
(5). They have 10 per.tinenr df: 6 for the spning mass (t'he car
body), 2 for the rear axle, ancl 1 each fóL ttlð two fr.ont in_
dependent suspensions. The independent suspensior¡s are
modeled by assuming that the wheel unsprung masses move
relative.to the car body as if they were connecied with purely
translational joints, as shown in Figure 3. Although the trans_
lational joint in the figure is shown at a slant to adã generality,
in the original HVOSM model and in Moclels la, lb, and lt,
the direction of the translation is parallel to the vertical axis

9l

of the sprung mass. In the AUTOSIM progr.am, this kine_
matical relationship is described by defining eich front wheel/
suspension body as being connected to the sprung mass ancl
as having a single allowable tr.anslational nroiion, parallel to
the Z-axis of the sprung-mass coordinate system. The sirnple
translational motions, permittecl each wheel, approxirnate the
rnotion of the front suspension.

When the lateral tire forces, applied in the r.oacl plane, are
reacted cornpletely by the translational joint, théy do not
apply a roll nroment to the cal. bocly. However, the simple
kinematical analysis shown in Figure I inclicates that the doul¡le_
arm suspension applies a net tnoment of 0 only at the r.oll
center. The two cases are not equivalent t¡nless the suspension
roll center is at the ground plane, as is the case for the norninal
parameter values given in Table 1. ('fhe original HVOSM
model was modified to include additional terrns, called jacking
forces, to gene¡'ate the correct reaction forces and rnomenti
between the wheel and car.boclies).

The multibody representation of the rear. axle is shown in
Figure 4. A ¡rrassless intermediate bocty is connectecl to thc
sprung rnass at the roll center. The unspr.ung rnass, consisting
of a rigid body with the axle, wheels, tires, and the like lumpeã
together, is connectecl to thc intermecliate bocly with a puiely
translational joint.

The tire deflections and slip angles ar.e clefinecl by consicl_
ering vectors defined in a coorclinate systern of a wheél spinclle
ligid body. Consider the geometr.y shown in Figure 5. The
inertial coordinate systenl is definecl by X-, y-, ancl Z_axes
whose clirections are shown in tlre figurc. 'lhe clirections are
defined mathematically by unit vectors n., n., and n.. .fhree
unit vectors are also fixecl in the moving .eference framc of
the spindle: s.., sr,, and s.. Point ,S is at the centet.of the wheel,
Point O is a point fixed in the gr.ound plane, ancl point C is
defined such that it is in the local Z-clirection (s,) of the
spindle , relative to Point S, and it coinciclcs with thé grouncl
plane. The position vector going from point S to point C is

rsc = /s. (9)

The fact that Point C lies in the grouncl plane is expl.essed
mathematically by the condition

roc. n, : 0 (10)

where roc is the position vector connecting points O and C.
Noting that

roc:fo.s+f.tc

the local Z-coordinate of point C (r in Equation 9) can be

Translational joints

FIGURE 3 Mulfibody represcntation of
lront suspensions for Model l.

FIGURD 4 Multibody representation of
rear axle for Model t.
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Figure 3. For Models 1a, lb, and lc, the direction of the
translation was defined as being purely in the Z-direction of
the sprung mass, sz. For Model 1d, the direction d, was speci-
fied asal- Slip Angle

vector

FIGURE 5 Geometry of slip angle.

defined as

ros. n"r= - SrtDt
(11)

The tire deflection ôr, appearing in Equation 6, is simply

õr:r-V $2)

where 7 is the value of r when the system is in its nominal

configuration.
The rigorous geometric definition of slip angle, c, is the

angle between the vector projection of s.. onto the road plane

and the absolute velocity vector of Point C, v6:

a : angle{[s* - (s,. n")n,], vc] (13)

where angle(.) is a function that determines the angle between
two vectors and [s, - (s,'n,)n,] is the projection of s, onto

the ground plane. Model La uses this definition of slip'
When this definition for the slip angle is used as an input,

AUTOSIM derives a lengthy formula that fills several pages.

A considerably more simple formulation is obtained by chang-

ing the definition slightly to consider the angle in the plane
perpendicular to the vector s,:

o' : angle{[s,, vt - (vt's.)s,]]

Although these two formulations for slip angle appear very
similar, it will be seen that the second one improves the sim-

ulation performance by about 50 percent. The reason is that
the formulation in Equation 13 includes the local velocity of
C in the reference frame of the wheel spindle. The local
velocity component, in the s, direction, is eliminated in the
second formulation. Models 1b, 1c, and ld use Equation 14

to define slip.
When formulating equations for mechanical systems, mod-

elers often use knowledge that some movements are "small"
to simplify the equations. AUTOSIM also has this capability
(8). Model 1c was produced by declaring to AUTOSIM that
certain motions are small. (Except for forward speed and yaw
angle, the translations and rotations for all df were declared
as small in Model 1b, thereby producing Model 1c.)

Models la, 1b, and lc involve all of the parameters in Table
1 except two: the front roll center height, .F1*.,, and the change

in wheel inclination with vertical position, Ko.
A fourth variation, Model ld, was defined by describing

inclined directions for the translational joints as shown in

(1s)

When the parameter .É/o., is assigned a value of 0, the two
formulations are equivalent. However, because the equations
for Model ld include terms for the condition that.F/*., is not
0, the full equations are more complex.

Model 2: 10-df Model with Rotational Front
Suspension Joints

The second model is identical to the Model lc, except in the
treatment of the front suspensions. Figure 6 shows the mul-
tibody representation of the geometry of the front wheel spin-
dles. The instant center of rotation, a "paper point" shown
in Figure 1., is used as the physical point of attachment be-
tween the unsprung and sprung masses. The model shown in
Figure 6 defines the transfer of roll moments between the
unsprung and sprung masses that is correct when the suspen-
sion is at the nominal (design) position. The model also pre-
dicts the first-order change in wheel camber angle with sus-
pension deflection.

This model requires two dimensional parameters to locate
the instant center: a lateral coordinate and a vertical one.
These two dimensions are not common ones for vehicle dy-
namics models. However, they can be defined in terms of two
commonly used parameters: roll center height, .Él*.;, and a

coefficient for the linear change in inclination angle with re-
spect to vertical movement, Ko (see Table 1). The lateral
distance from the wheel plane to the instant center is given
by

d,:+s,+Í/¡ç¡s"
9y

, 57.3
(14) t'rcY: Vf,

Hr. = 2H*.rfr

(16)

and the height of the instant center above the ground plane is

(r7)

As was done for Model 1c, all motion variables except the
forward speed and the yaw angle are declared as small. Slip
angles were defined by Equation 14. This model involves
every parameter given in Table 1.

FIGURE 6 Multibody representation of front
suspensions for Model 2.
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Model3: 6-df Model

This model has 6 df and is similar in pertinent respects to the
VDANL nodel (2,4). Three df involve planar movement of
a vehicle reference frame (X- and )z-translations and yaw
rotation). The moving reference frame has front and rear roll
centers, about which the fr.ont and rear unsprung masses roll.
The geometry, shown in Figure 7, is as if the vehicle has two
solid axles that rotate independently about a longitudinal axis
passing through the respective roll centers. The sprung mass
rolls relative to the reference frame as if it were connected
by a hinge whose axis passes through both roll centers (see
Figure 8). The body and two axles each add a roll df to the
system, bringing the total to 6.

The equations derived for this model were made after speci_
fying that the roll angles (and rates) and the lateral velòcity
are small. All of the parameters in Table 1 are used in this
model, except Ko.

To describe the model in terms of the parameters of Table
1, all ofthe points needed to define the spring, damper, and
tire forces are introdr¡ced. Because the AUTOSIM descrip_
tions of forces from the tires, springs, and dampers Aepena
on the relative movements of the reference points, thé de_
scriptions used for the 10-df models were repeated without
modification to describe this model.

Model4: 4-df Model

This rnodel is sirnilar to the 3-df model developed and vali_
dated by Segel in the 1950s (ó) and ernbellished since rhen in
many variations (1). Kinematically, the model is nearly iden_
tical to Model 3, except that the front and rear axles are not
permitted to roll. Thus, all suspension motions are lumped
into a single rotational df of the sprung mass about the roll
a.xis. To maintain compatibility with the other models, tor_
sional stiffness and damping coefficients are defined in terms
of the parameters in Table 1. The torsional stiffness for each
suspension i(i = 1, 2), K,u"u,, and each pair of tires, K,,,",

(N - mlrad), can be written

K"u.pr : 57.3 Ksw^yr . f*

K.u"pz : 57.3 KswAy2 + 53 K'tt
2

Kr,"i = f*
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f.or i = 1,2

(18)

(1e)

(20)

(21)

An overall torsional stiffness for each axle, with effects of
both suspensions and tires being treated as springs in series,
is then defined as

1
K,or., = I I

_I_

K"urpi ' K,ir",

A torsonal damping coefficient for each axle is defined as

(- _ T? Cr,K"*,
-lorsl z Á"urpt

/- _ s3 cs2K,o,,2
utors2 - ---:--;--

z Á.u.p,

where-the ratio K,o,*,/K,u.pr is used to scale the torsional damp_
ing to be ¡'epresentative of the level of shock absorber motion.

The total roll moment acting on the sprung mass, from both
Axles I and 2, is

M,o, = -(K"*, + K,"*r)ô - (C,o*, + Ç-.r)ô (24)

Fz=

Although the tire behavior assumed for all models in this
paper does not include the effect of load o¡r lateral shear force,
the ability of the models to predict vertical tire load would of
interest if a load-sensitive tire model were to be used. With
the 4-df model, the vertical tire force can be written

f.or i : 1,2

(22)

(23)

(2s)
Frn * M,o,
2- T

MODEL PERFORMANCE

Each model was described as an AUTOSIM input. AUTOSIM
then generated a ready-to-run FORTRAN simulation pro_
gram for that model. The simulation programs take nearly
identical inputs (the parameters shown in Table 1) and in_
tegrate ordinary differential equations to obtain motions of

FIGURE 7 Joints used to build the 6-df model. FIGURE I Vehicle roll axis.
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the vehicle in response to a steer input of the front wheels.

The number of equations corresponds to the number of state

variables, which is twice the number of df for all of these

models. (Each df is associated with one position variable and

one speed variable.)

Computational Efficiency

When used in a driving simulator, the first and foremost re-
quirement of the vehicle simulation is that it be capable of
running in real time on the available hardware. Table 2 pre-
sents a summary of the computational aspects of the models.

The main computational effort is spent computing the deriv-
atives of the state variables. The three columns in the table
for computation effort show the number of operations needed
to compute the derivatives each time step. These computa-
tions are performed in a single subroutine that is repeatedly
invoked in the loop by the numerical integlation algorithm.
Table 2 gives the number of multiply, divide, and exponent
operations (*, /), the number of add and subtract operations
( + , - ), and the number of function and subroutine calls (funcs)

such as sines, cosines, and absolute values. During their de-

rivation, the equations are rnanipulated by AUTOSIM to
avoid ledundant computations and to precompute expressions
involving constants. Auxiliary calculations that are not needed
to compute derivatives each time step aI'e not includecl in the
table.

A second-order, fixed-step Runge-Kutta algorithm was se-

lected as an integrator for all models. It causes the derivatives
l¡e calculated twice each time step, at the start and midpoint
of the intervals shown in the table. The time steps shown in

the table were selected by first finding the time step at which
integration error could be discerned by visual inspection of
plottecl time histories and then cutting that time step in half.

For exarnple, Model 2 and all versions of Model 1 gave no
noticeable error for a time step of 0.014, but all were unstable
with a time step of 0.016. Therefore, the "safe" time step was

set to 0.014/2 = 0.007 sec.
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To give an approximate idea of the real running time, each

model was timed on a Macintosh II fx. The simulated times
were divided by the run times to yield a normalized speed in
units of real time. (A factor of 1.3 means that the computer
program runs 1.3 times faster than needed for real-time üim-
ulation with the time step shown. By increasing the time step,

the program can be run up to 2.6 times faster than real time,
where it borders on the limit of numerical integration sta-

bility.) The standard of what is real time clearly depends on
the computer hardware. The results shown are intended not
to link absolute simulation speeds with the models, but to
show how the models compare relative to each other and to
give at least an approximate idea of the types of absolute

computational speed that would be expected from a "fast"
personal computer made in 1990.

Table 2 shows that all 10-df models require a time step of
0.007 sec. Although only two of the first five models run faster
than real time with the conservative time steps shown, all can

be run in real-time within limits of stability. Model 3, with 6

df, runs more than three times faster than real time. Although
it requires a time step almost as short as the 10-df models, it
is described by equations of motion that are much simpler.
Model 4, with 4 df, is 24 times faster than real time. The
equations of motion are an order of magnitude simpler than
the equations for the othel models, and the dynamic system
includes only low-frequency eigenvalues. Consequently, a much

larger integration time step can be used to further reduce the
computational requirements.

Numerical Results

All of the simulation programs were used to compute vehicle
response to a simple ramp-to-step input for a right turn, shown
in Figure 9. The steer angle is applied at the front wheels,

eliminating any dynamic effects of the vehicle steering system.
The forward speed is 30 m/sec (108 km/hr). The overall vehicle
motions predicted by the different models agree closely. Plots

of the responses from all five of the 10-df models were in-

0.007 0.8s

0.007 1.3

0.007 1.05

0.007 0.91

TABLE 2 Comparison of Model Formulations

Computation effor¡
tlme run

Model DOF Nores *,/ +,- funcs step speed*

ranslational joints in Z direction
for front suspensions, full non-
linear kinematics, exact slip
equations from eq. (13)

lb l0 Same as la except with slip 540 514 2l
defined in eq. (14)

lc l0 Same as lb except with sonre 33-5 386 5
"small" angles and s¡reeds

ld l0 Sameas lccxcepttranslational 416 459 7
joints are angled to fit roll center

2 l0 Sanre as lc except with 5l-5 548 5
rotational joints for front
suspensions

3 6 Similar to S'll model lss t62 3 0.008 3.1

4 4 Sinrilar ¡o Segel nrodel 34 22 5 0.020 24

x Note: run speeds are shown as mrrltiples of real time on a Mitcintosh ll fx running
under Macintosh System T.

'DOF : df.
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Sleer - deg

ïime - sec

FIGURE 10 Predicted lateral accelerâtion responses.

Time - sec

FIGURE ll Predicted yaw râte responses.

direction. The lateral movements of the axles modify the slip
argleq instantly changing the lateral forces generated by thà
tires. The effect is to add damping to the 10-df model that is
not present in the 4- and 6-df models.

The axle-pushing mechanism in the 10-df models may be
exaggerated because of the simple tire model of Equations g
and 13 or 14. In reality, lateral tire forces do not build in_
stantly. A tire model with dynamic lag or lateral compliance
mþht change the significance of the kinematic ,,pushing.',

Recall that most of the 10-df models with translaìionat þintsfor the front wheels have a front roll center in the giound
plane (Models 1a, Lb, and 1c), whereas Models ld and jlocate
a ¡oll center whose height is defined as the parameter.Fl*.,.
When I1.., is set to 0, all of the 10-df modeli agree so ctoieþ
that identical time history plots are obtained for any given
response variable. However, differences exist for values of
ll1o., other than 0. In this case, Models 1d and 2 compare
closely with the simple models, and Models La, 1.b, anà lc
generate an incorrect roll response.

Although the simulation results in this paper are based on
a tire equation that is not sensitive to load, all of the models
can be easily extended to include load sensitivity in the lateral
tire force calculations. Figure 14 compares thsvertical force
time histories for the right front tire. The 6-df and 10_df models
agree closely, and the 4-df model produces estimates that may
be sufficient to capture the rudimentary handling effects of
tire load sensitivity.

Yaw rate - rad/s

Body roll - deg
0l

95

Time - sec

FIGURE 9 Steer input at front wheels.

distinguishable. Figure 10 shows that predictions of lateral
acceleration were nearly identical for all models. Figure 11
shows that yaw rate predictions for the 4- and 6-df models do
not completely match the prediction from the 10_df rnodels.
However, the predictions from the two simpler models agree
with each other. The greatest difference in predicted veñicle
motion was found for roll angle, shown in Figure 12, (How_
ever, even these differences are minor.) The main difference
is that the 10-df models predict a slightly less oscillatory roll
response.

The 4-df model is the simplest and fastest running. Because
it does not directly account for roll of the axles, exact agree_
ment in roll is not obtained. However, the results are not far
off, Other than roll angle, the other predictions from the 4_
df model are very close to those from the 10-df models.

The disagreement between the 10-df and simpler models
was found to be mainly due to the different ways in which
the models couple roll between the sprung and unsprung masses.
The difference exists only when the roll centeri at the front
and rear differ, such that the vehicle roll axis is tilted. One
factor associated with the tilt is that products of inertia are
introduced in the simpler models that amplify the transient
roll response. A second factor is that due io axle pushing in
the 10-df models, shown in Figure 13. When the sprung mass
rolls, the rear axle is constrained to move in the direction of
the body roll, whereas the front axle moves in the opposite

Lateral acceleration - g's

0 0

FIGURE f2 Predicted roll angle responses.
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FIGURE f3 Front and rear suspension roll axes that are
not collinear.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows how a symbolic multibody code generator

is used to rapidly develop real-time vehicle dynamics models.

Making comparisons between the models was easy, because

all of the models were formulated using the same sets of
vehicle parameters. The simplest simulation program runs
more than 40 times faster than the most complex, yet the
predictions of the overall system response were very close.

The general approach of building simulation programs with
a code generator has several advantages over the use of hand-
coded programs:

o The development time is small. The first working 10-df
model reported in this paper was developed and debugged in
2 days. The other 10-df models required less time. The initial
versions of the 4- and 6-df models were done in several hours.

o The generated code runs fast. For a given model, the
automated software for developing simulations usually for-
mulates efficient equations and then generates code that is as

fast or faster than that which can be written by experts (/0).
o Models with different levels of complexity can be for-

mulated and compared, to speed the debugging process and

RF vertical tire force - N Time - sec

01234
-3600

-3800

-4000

-4200

-4400

FIGURE
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ensure that the modeling assumptions have the intended
results.

o A model can be rapidly fine-tuned to run with maximum
detail in real time on available hardware. Radical changes

can be made in connection between bodies with little effort.

The capability of a simulation program to run in real time
depends on the computational efficiency in the equations of
motion and the minimal integration time step required. The
relatively close agreement seen between the simple 4-df model
and the others argues that simple multibody models, with no

high-frequency eigenvalues, offer a sound basis for building
low-cost driving simulators. Complexities can be added such

as roll steer, compliance steer, steering system dynamics,
aerodynamic effects, nonlinear tire behavior, load-sensitive
tires, dynamic tire lags, nonlinear springs and dampers, and

so on. The model runs so fast that there is plenty of room for
additional computations if they do not affect the required
minimal time step.
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Motion Algorithm for Large-Displacement
Driving Simulator
L. D. Rnrp axp P. R. GneNr

Renewed intel'est in developing driving simulators with large mo-
tion amplitudes has engendered simulator motion drive algo-
rithms and computer software capable of predicting the perfor-
mance of such devices for design purposes. One such computer
package is described. The hardware is assumed to consist of an
unrestricted turntable on top of a hexapod motion platform car-
ried by a large-amplitude x-y carriage. Algorithms are included
to represent the motion-drive washout algorithms and the physical
motion of the simulator. Routines are developed to split the six
linear and angular motions among the three principal hardware
subsystems, The presence of an unrestricted turntable has re-
sulted in the need to develop a new tilt-coordination algorithm
to simulate sustained accelerations. By selecting a Euler angle
set specifically suited to the present geometry, a considerable
simplification of the washout algorithm has been achieved. Po-
tential problems with algorithm stability and crosstalk ale pointed
out, and guidelines on how to avoid them are provided. Several
typical car maneuvels are ernployed to demonstrate the features
of the motion algorithm and the benefits and limitations of the
hardware configuration. These maneuvers include an entry and
steady turn, braking, and a single lane change. The effects of
including and deleting the turntable and the¡-y carriage are studied.
The results are described in terms of the amounts of hardware
travel used and the fidelity of the motion cues provided to the
driver.

Recent interest in high-performance driving simulators has
led to the production of several facilities capable of large
amplitude motion such as the Daimler-Benz system (1) and
the Swedish VTI system (2). In addition, conceptual designs
have been proposed with 9 degrees of freedom (3), and the
National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) (4) is gaining
momentum in the United States.

To assess the problems involved with operating recently
proposed large-amplitude simulator motion-drive systems and
the cost/benefits associated with the increased size, a software
package has been developed that can produce a computer
simulation of both the motion of the physical hardware and
the performance of the rnotion-drive algorithms that must be

used to interface the vehicle equations of motion and the
hardware (5,ó).

Before the software could be created it was necessary to
specify the general characteristics of the lage-amplitude
motion-base hardware. The configuration selected was based
on a standard flight simulator hexapod motion system (sup-
ported by six hydraulic actuators) as is the Daimler-Benz
simulator. This was taken to be mounted on a large-amplitude

L. D. Reid, Institutc for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto,
4925 Dufferin Strect, f)ownsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T6. P. R.
Grant, Aerospacc Engincering and Research Consultants Li¡nited,
4925 Dufferin Strect, Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T6.
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x-y carriage producing motions in the horizontal plane. Fi-
nally, an unrestricted turntable was mounted on the hexapod's
upper payload platform and the vehicle cab affixed to the
turntable.

This paper will not deal with the details of the mechanical
design or with the dynamic response characteristics of the
hardware. It will be assumed that the software and hardware
are well matched so that each hardware subsystem has a high
bandwidth relative to the motion command signals it receives
from the motion-drive software. It will also be assumed
that the hexapod and the turntable both have the same high-
bandwidth properties due to the modest mass they must sup-
port. The x-y carriage, on the other hand, is assumed to be
a more massive low-frequency device (see Figure 1). All
mechanical systems are assumed to have unity transfer func-
tions over the frequency range of their input command signals.

The goal of the classical washout algorithm used herein is
to match as closely as possible the angular velocity o and
specific force f at a particular reference point in the actual
vehicle (the origin of Fr) and the simulated vehicle (the origin
of {r) (7,8). Here, specific force at a point is defined to be

f=a-s g

where a is the inertial acceleration of the point and g is the
acceleration due to gravity. The algorithm is intended to pro-
duce the desired motion cues mentioned while restricting the
motion of the hardware to remain within its physical limita-
tions. Without going into the details to be covered later in
this paper, Figures 2 and 3 can be used to illustrate the es-
sential features of the classical washout algorithm. The inputs
to the algorithm are g¡,0,, and f.nn, the computed angular ve-
locity and specific force at theielected reference point in the
vehicle being simulated. The outputs from the algorithm are
?r,, Qr, and rþrr, the input commands to the motion-base hard-
ware. Consider g,4Ai it is first scalecl and limited to reduce
the demands on the motion system. It is then converted to
Euler angles, which are fed through high-pass filters to remove
low-frequency signals that tend to drive the motion system
into its travel limits. These Euler angles are then used to help
generate the hardware drive signals and to produce transfor-
mation matrices at various points in the algorithm. Now con-
sider 1,,: after being scaled and limited, it is transformed into
earth frame components and high-pass-filtered and double-
integrated to produce linear displacement commands. As be-
fore, the removal of low-frequency signals is the goal of this
process. With most of the cornputed low-frequency motions
removed by the high-pass filters, a special effect has been
developed to represent sustai¡red accelerations in the xy plane

(1)
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FIGURE I Hardware configurât¡on.

of the vehicle axis system. It is called tilt-coordination, and
it makes use of Equation 1. When a is 0, f can still be
simulated by g. For example, the sensation of forward sus-

tained acceleration in the simulator cab can be created by
placing the cab in a pitched-up attitude. The driver's vestibular
system and the sensation of the seat pressing against his back
both register cues that the driver would experience if he or
she were indeed accelerating forward. In Figures 2 and 3 the
tilt-coordination is created by passing a modified version of
l, (namely fl) first through a low-pass filter to pick up its
low-frequency component and then creating an increment
to the simulator's Euler angles that approximates the de-
sired tilt.

f
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REFERENCE FRAMES

Frame Fz

The hexapod frame F' is located with its origin on the payload
platform at the point at which the turntable's axis of rotation
meets the platform. The ¡-axis points forward and the e-axis
downward. The xy plane is parallel to the payload platform.
It is assumed that the axis of rotation of the turntable is
coincident with the z-axis and that the floor of the simulator
cab is also parallel to the ry plane.

Frame F"

The simulator frame F, has its origin in the simulator cab at
a point selected to suit the requirements of the simulation. It
is attached to the cab with its x-axis pointing forward and its
z-axis parallel to the z-axis of Fr.

Frame.F,

Frame F. is fixed to the simulator driver's head with its origin
midway between the driver's left and right vestibular systems.
The x-axis points forward and the z-axis downward along
the spine. In this study it will be assumed that F" is paral-
lel to Fr.

Frame F,

The car reference frame F, has its origin at the same relative
cab location as the simulator reference frame F.t. Frame F)

V1
(Ù1

ór

?mr
otH

9;

FIGURE 2 Classical algorithm: linear motion.
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FIGURE 3 Classical algorithm: ângular mofion.

has the same orientation with respect to the cab as the sim-
ulator frame Fs.

Frame F,

The inertial frame F, is earth-fixed with its z-axis aligned with
the gravity vector g. The location of its origin and the ori-
entation of its ¡-axis are selected to suit the problem under
study.

Frame fu

The .r-y carriage frame has its origin fixed to the centroid of
the hexapod's lower platform bearing attachment points. It
is parallel to F, and is translated by the x-y carriage.

EULER ANGLES AND TRANSFORMATION
MATRICES

With the F, and F, frames related as described, it is found
that the formulations involving the calculation of angular rates
and Euler angles are simplified if a nonstandard set of Euler
angles is employed. In the present development the order of
rotation when applying Euler angles will be roll (Q), pitch
(0), then yaw (ù). In general, the three Euler angles will be
represented by

If the turntable angles relative to the hexapod be r!r, then it
follows that

Ê, : Ê, + [o o {,r]r (3)

The transformation matrices based on the present nonstan-
dard Euler angles are (for a general frame Fr)

fcos 
0 cos ù -cos 0 sin rl¡ sin 0 I

lcos S sin {, cos 0 cos {, -sin $ cos 0 |

Lru = | +sin g sin 0 cos r! -sin g sin 0 sin ,! 
I

I sin 0 sin r! sin Q cos r! cos Q cos 0 |

L-cos 0 sin 0 cos '.1, +cos $ sin 0 sin ù l,

= Ll, (4)

where [Q 0 r]]f are the Euler angles of F, relative to F, and
where in general for any vector V

Y: b"Yn (s)

l-cos rþt sin rþt.

Lr, = | - sin rþ., cos r|r.r

Loo
_lT
- gHs

co¿¡ = R, Êo

þo : T¡ ouu

il

il.
l-cos 0 cos rL

R, = | -cos 0 sin
Lsin 0

sin $r! cos g
0I = [ôoú]' (2)
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I': -sec 0 sin ù
cos {,
tan 0 sin rü

SYSTEM GEOMETRY

The linear displacement geometry including the ith hexapod
actuator is shown in Figure 4. Q gives the location of the
origin of F," relative to the origiriof Fr, and C the location of
the origin of F, relative to the origin of {,. The displacement
C is generated by motion of the x-y carriage. As shown in
the figure, ! gives the location of the origin of F, relative to
the origin of F,, so that

9:ç+g (11)

In the figure A, and !r locate the upper and lower attachment
points of the hexapod's fth actuator, and /, represents the ith
actuator. Thus, /, expressed in F, components becomes

h = Ltn A¡H - B,/ + S, (L2)

where A,r, and 8,, are constants for given hexapod geometry.
The actuator length command signal relative to its neutral
position is given by

(, : (fi, ('¡)tE - L¿ (13)

where Z, is its neutral length.
The location of the origin of F" relative to the origin of F'

is given by D. Because F, is fixed to the turntable, the di-
rection of D is time varying while its length remains fixed.
When r¡l¡ =-0, then

D:P, (14)

It follows that, in general,

D, = [dcos(rlr + 1) dsin(r¡. + 1) Do,f' (15)

where d, Do,, and "y are constants.

TILT.COORDINATION

Consider a situation in which specific force at the origin of
Fr is generated by tilt-coordination alone. Thus

lss : -gs : -Ln 9, (16)

If S" and 05 âre âSSümod to be small angles, then Equation
16 can be approximated by

f ecos{, - ôsinù I
Io=gl -osinù,ôcos.ll Q7¡

L -1 Ir
Now, from work by Reid and Nahon (7) and Figure 3, the
specific force to be simulated by tilt-coordination is given by
the scaled, low-frequency part of the ¡- and y-components of
fir, represented by fL, where
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(10)
f sec 0 cos r!

I sin rl¡

L-tan 0 cos g il.

l- : [fL. fL,]r

Thus, from Equafions 17 and 18 the
given by

[0s¿ osI,]r:Nrr

where

[öS¿ 0S¿ 0]7 = 9SL

(18)

tilt-coordination is

(1e)

(20)

.:

t
I

l

t.,
a

I

l

FIGURE 4 Vectors for a single acluator.
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are the tilt-coordination Euler angles and

N:

In general, the tilt-coordination contribution to overall spe-
cific force is produced by adding pSL to rhar part of B,
produced by other effects as showriìñ-Figure 3. Since til-t-
coordination is intended to represent almost steady-state spe-
cific force, then it is important not to destroy the illusion by
having the driver sense the angular velocity or tangential ac-
celeration associated with the onset acceleration of the tilt.
Software is included to place limits on both the tilt rate and
the tilt acceleration used in tilt-coordination.

REVISED CLASSICAL \ryASHOUT

Referring to Equation 3 and Figure 3, B" is made up of two
parts:

B"=Ê1HP+BSL

where 91HP is the contribution due to ønn and ßSL the tilþ
coordinæion. The path from o* to P1HP follows standard
classical washout practice (7). From E-quations 7 and22,

where HPR[I] is the output of filter block HPR FILT for an
input.r(t).

Equation 3 can now be used to determine r!r:

úr = ûs - ù¡r (24)

where g" comes from Equation 22. Take

TRANSPO RTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1 403

Next deal with the linear motion equations. Consider a

Point P fixed to F" and located relative to the origin of F" by
O-P" where

OP55 : [x' y' z']r : constant (30)

Let P be located relative to the origin of F' by Oja where

OP ¡1¡1 = [x y z)' (31)

Since D represents the location of the origin of F, relative to
F", it follows that

OPa¡r = Dr, + LHs OPs.s

From Equations 6, 15,30,31, and32

Q,, :

oPor, :

dþn,r, =

(33)

Since the classical washout algorithm attempts to match the
vehicle's specific force at the origin of F", we will initially deal
with the case where OPss = 0. Following the development
described by Reid and Grant (ó) for the inertial acceleration
of a point moving with respect to a translating and rotating
frame, let the point be the origin of F, and let F, be the
translating and rotating frame. It follows that

?s¡¡ = ã¡¡¡1 * àâ¡¡ (36)

(2t).-,f -sin ç -cos {l
" I cos rf -sin rf J"

(32)

(22)

fd cos (t!¡ + f) + x'cos r!¡ - y'sin r!.1

la 
sin {v' * t)rl.T'1,*r + y'cos ùrJ

l;åilLol

[;u;;]

(34)

(35)

úr:

Ù¡¡ =

krr,

(1 - kr)*.

(2s)

(26)

(28)

k, is taken to be either unity or 0. When k, is unity, all of
$5 is generated by the turntable and none by the hexapod.
When kr. is 0, all of rf" is generated by the hexapod and none
by the turntable. Equations 25 and26 are represented by the
SPLIT block in Figure 3. Thus, from Equations 25 and26,

9' = [ôs 0.s (1 - k.),r,J'

In addition, a scaling factor k, has been included in order to
allow r!, to be scaled up for special effects.

To generate gn 
" 

and å¡,r,, f.or use in other sections of the
algorithm, use

@nrt : Rr, 9r,

and its time derivative. Also define

or=ùt

where

as : inertial acceleration of origin of Fr,

3a = inertial acceleration of origin of Fo, and

aa, = öP on + 2orcjp on + [f]¡r<oo + ôrr¡ oprr'

where

oPr" : 0

r0 -rO,=lr 0

L-q p

\tnu: lPnn Qa¡t

Now from Equation 36

ãst = ãnt * L,n &, : a,r + aar

(27)

q1
-p I

0 ),,

r rrnl'

(37)

(38)

(3e)

(2e) (40)
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Note that ar, is made up of the sum of the inertial acceleration
of the.r-), carriage and the acceleration of the hexpod frarne
F' relative to the x-), carriage.

At this stage in the development, consider how the simu-
lator acceleration command signals would be formed if there
were no high-pass filtering of the linear motion commands
(i.e., remove blocks HPS FILT and HPI FILT in Figure 2).
Designate the variables altered by this lack of filtering by
(-). Thus Equation 40 becomes

ãt,: ã,ot * aa, (41)

In classical washout it is attempted to make f.r., as similar to
fi, as possible. In the absence of filtering take

ts.s : 9',

Thus

ês"=io*g.r= t)n+g,
and

Â.ç¡ = Ls t)" + g'

Thus, from Equations 41. and 44,

ã¡t=L,.s!)n+g,-aa,

(42)

(43)

(4s)

and ã,,, is the rnotion command signal to be sent to the hexa-
pod and the x-y carriage. Let

uil: gr, = Lr"a2S : L,r(t)n + g., - aa") (46)

Now, to protect the hexapod and the.r-y carriage, the sig-
nals a2S and a2I are passed through high-pass filters before
being sent to the hardware. Because of the presence of the
turntable, the orientation of the ¡- and y-axes of Ii with
respect to those of F, can vary without limit. Thus, the ap-
plication of different degrees of filtering to the ¡- and y-
co¡nponents of a2S is best accomplished by filtering them in
the F, frame. In Figure 2 this is handled by the HpS FILT
block (which leaves the z-component of a2S untouched). The
result of this process is then expressed in F, components by
a2I. As demonstrated elsewhere (7), high-pass filtering in F.,
does not ensure that drifting and offsets will not occur in the
simulator hardware. This requires high-pass filtering in the l,
frame. This is done by passing a2I through HPI FILT and
then double integrating this filtered acceleration to produce
the simulator displacement Qj. It was also pointed out that
filtering in .F, downstream of L^ can lead to crosstalk among
the !"" components felt by the driver in the simulator (Z). In
the present case, with the possibility of large values for r|.r,
this can be a particular problem. To minimize these effects
HPI FILT should be selected to be as mild as possible (i.e.,
select large values for natural frequency).

Initially the tilt-coordination crossfeed signal fl (see Figure
2) was formed from (fi,, - aas) in order to maximize the
amount of a2 sent through tilt-coordination. However, it was
found that some of the high-frequency components in aa., (due
b AoOP,,r) produced a destabilizing loop closure that could
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cause the algorithm to oscillate. This was corrected by allow_
ing only the low-frequency part of aa, to be used in tilt-
coordination, namely aaln , where

aa'[,,, : [-xrT - yo)2r. 0]t

This was achieved by writing a2S as

a2S = [f)" - Lr,,(aa,, - aal,,)l + g., - L.'aalr,

q : A, [Hpr x Lpc]

Sí = a2l IHPI(I - LPC)]

and

o;=eí +5;=

and arranging things as shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2 Q; is the displacement command sent to the

hexapod and tñã x-y carriage. To take full advantage of the
simulator's design, the .r- and y-components of eí must be
partitioned between the hexapod and the.r-y cañiage. It is
assumed that the bandwidth of the hexapod is wider than that
of the x-y carriage, thus it makes sense to base the partition
on frequency content. This can be arranged to ensure that
the largest displacements are carried out by the x-y carriage.
Several alter¡ratives were examined before the complemðn-
tary filters approach was selected.

The block diagram of the complemenrary filters (LpC FILT)
is included in Figure 2. ^lhey are applied to the .r- and y-
components of Q,i. The high-pass filters HpS FILT ancl HpI
FILT are tunedJo lirnit the low-frequency commands to the
x-y carriage. The low-pass filter LPC FILT is tunecl to send
the high-frequency signals to the hexapod and the lower-
frequency signals (which tend to produce large-amplitude mo-
tions) to the x-y carriage. The corresponding transfer func-
tions for the x- and y-components are

(4e)

(s0)

(51)

In solving the differential equations corresponding to Equa-
tions 49 and 50, rhe inirial conditions Cj(O) and S,i(O) are
selected so as to start the simulator from a desired location.
Usually this will be with all the actuators extended to half
their stroke, although in special cases a bias toward some
other location may be useful.

HARDWARE DRIVE SIGNALS

Although the scale factors, input limiters, and high-pass filters
of the motion drive algorithm are intended to reduce the
chances of the hardware's exceeding its limits, they cannot
prevent this from happening for all system inputs. For this
reason, software limiting is placed between the outputs from
the washout algorithms and the hardware. For the hexapod
and the x-y carriage, the limits are placed on displacement
and velocity of the actuators. For the turntable, a limit is
placed only on velocity. The limiting algorithrn is fully de-
scribed elsewhere (8). (The only addition has been the use of
@o : IlA,t in the velocity-limiting algorithm.) The limiting

(47)

(48)

(44)

_1
a2I - HPI



BSr=1I

Bsr-= Yp'r:ii.["]Ë;:::i:] (s3)
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blocks are shown at the output side of Figures 2 and 3. The
drive signals including output limiting are {r, for the hexapod,
C, for the x-y carriage, and r!r, for the turntable.

INTERACTION BETWT]EN TILT-COORDINATION
AND TURNTABLE MOTION

The addition of the turntable creates the potential for un-
wanted to, interactions with tilt-coordination. Hence tuning
of the motion-drive algorithm increases in complexity.

To demonstrate this interaction, consider Equation 23 for
o"". The term R" 9SL can contain unwanted contributions to
orss representing false motion cues. From Equations 18 to 21

it follows that

f sin rþ"(/t .i," - f¿,1 - cos rþr(/L,,i, + f¿"1 I
l-.ot,¡"(/L,ú.s 

- f^ ; sin rþ.,(/L,,i, * /¿,)l
(s2)

Assuming that tilt rates are small,/L" andfL,,can be dropped
into Equation 52, giving

Thus, from Equations 9,25,29, and 53,

n.pSl = {r
8Kr

f - f t, * (l - cos 0.)(/L, cos2 r.þ, - /L, sin {., cos tþ.r) Ix | - f Lr+ (1 - cos 0r)(/L, sin2 r|., - /L, sin g.t cos r!r) 
|

L sin 0r(/L" sin f., - /L, cos rf") I
(s4)

In Equation 54 it is seen that the products arfL, and arfL,
appear as factors in every term. This is the undesired inter-
action because it leads to false cues in o* that could be sensed

by the driver in the simulator.

COMPUTER.BASED SIMULATOR TESTS

To assess the capabilities of the proposed motion algorithm
and hardware configuration, a computer simulation was car-
ried out for a number of typical driving maneuvers. In these
tests the size of the simulator was fixed with the hexapod
actuators having a stroke of ¡-0.67 m about 0 and the.r-y
carriage having the same -+13.72 m travel in both directions
about 0. In all cases the motion algorithm parameters were
selected to produce representative system response. (The
evaluation of simulator motion performarrce made hereupon
is based on the authors' experience with simulator motion.)
The car response data were produced by specifying the inputs
to a simple vehicle model representing a 18i4-kg car as doc-
umented by Reid and Grant (9).
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Entry and Steady Turn Maneuvers

The entry and steady turn maneuver was entered at 60 km/
hr, and the car's trajectory was a circle of 150-m radius, This
was a fairly mild turn, generating about 0.25 g of side force
on the driver (see Figure 5). Three simulator configurations
were tested for this particular maneuver, designated as EST1,
EST2, and EST3.

In EST1 all the simulator motion subsystems were active.
The simulator .r-y carriage displacement and turntable angle
are shown in Figure 6. The displacement shown in this plot
is significantly different from that for the car because of the
high-pass filters and the use of tilt-coordination to represent
sustained lateral specific force. Figure 5 gives plots of
the driver's lateral specific force in the cab frame for the car
and the simulator. The simulator does a good job of repre-
senting this motion cue with a rapid onset at the beginning
and the correct steady-state value. The small dip in specific
force in the simulator following the onset cue is due to tilt-
coordination limiting the buildup of the tilt-coordination cue.
The initial simulator specific force cue does not reach the car's
initial value because of the overall filtering action of the mo-
tion algorithm. Figure 7 shows the car's sustained yaw rate
and the washed-out yaw rate of EST1. Because of the high-
pass nature of the human vestibular system, however, the yaw
rates sensed by the driver in these two cases are quite similar.

In EST2 tlìe yaw component of HPR FILT (see Figure 3)
has been deleted (opened up) with the remainder of the sim-
ulator configuration kept the same as ESTl. The simulator
trajectory is shown in Figure 6. Under these conditions the
simulator approaches a steady-state yaw rate as shown in
Figure 7. Note the oscillatory natul'e of the simulator's yaw
rate response. This is an example of the interaction between
tilt-coordination and turntable motion given by Equation 54.

The corresponding tilt-coordination angles will also be oscil-
latory in order to produce a constant specific force on the
driver in the cab frame (see Figure 5).

In EST3 the turntable has been turned off and the hexapod
is used to produce all yawing effects. The high-pass filters
have been tuned to take this change into account. As shown
in Figure 6 the x-y carriage displacement is now primarily a

lateral displacement although a small longitudinal displace-
ment is present. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the yaw

rate cue is of very short duration, being prirnarily an

onset cue. This results in a sensed yaw rate that is signif-
icantly different from that produced by the car. The lateral

fy(m^2)

r.ime(s)

FIGURE 5 Driver's lateral specific force in cab franre for
entry and steady turn.

Simulâtor ESTI, EST2, EST3
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FIGURE 7 Yaw rate for entry ând saeady turn.
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specific force is unchanged from ESTI and EST2 as shown
in Figure 5.

Braking Maneuver

The braking maneuver (BRK) was moderate (0.25 g) and
began from a steady forward speed of g0 km/hr. All the sim_
ulator subsystems were active. The resulting driver's longi_
tudinal specific force in the cab frame is shõwn in Figur;g
for both the car and the simulator. The simulator produces a
good onset cue followed by a sag in specific force due to tilt_
coordination limiting. There is a good J, transient cue when
the car comes to a full stop followed by a large false cue
caused by tilt-coordination limiting, which restricts the rap_

I t(') 
| Y¡(m)

FIGURE 6 Slmulator trqiectories for ESTI, EST2, and EST3.
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idity with which the tilt-generated specific force can be re-
moved. This braking maneuver used up 2l m of x-y carriage
travel.

Single Lane Change

The single lane change (with a maximum lateral acceleration
of approximately 0.125 g) was entered from 60 km/hr. Two
simulator configurations were tested for this maneuver, and
they were designated as LCl and LC2,

In LC1 all the simulator motion subsystems were active.
This case represents an attempt to minimize the amount of
filtering and tilt-coordination in order to take full advantage
of the large displcements of the simulator. This resulted in as

I

m
I

t0
I

0

----]----30
rtune(s)

FIGURE 8 Longitudinal speclfic force for braking maneuver.
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FIGURE 9 Driver's lateral specific force in cab frame for
single lane charrge mâneuver.

close to direct duplication of the car's motion as was possible.
Only mild high-pass filtering in the ¡- and z-channels re-
mained. Tilt coordi¡ration and filtering of the angular degrees
of freedom were eliminated. The resulting simulator trajec-
tory used about the same lateral travel as the actual car (ap-
proximately 4 m). It was primarily a lateral motion with a

very small arnount of longitudinal motion. The simulation of
._f, and oì in the cab frame for the driver was almost perfect
(see Figure 9 for i,).

ln LC2 the turntable and the x-y carriage were turned off.
The amount of filtering was increased and the tilt-coordina-
tion turned back on. All of the yawing motion is provided by
the hexapod. From Figure 9 it can be seen that this has re-
sulted in a degraded simulatol specific force cue. This is pri-
marily the result of turning off the x-y carriage. The simulator
yaw rate still cluplicated that of the car because the maneuver
is sufficiently limited in yaw displacement that the hexapod
can handle it with no trouble.

SUMMARY

A computer sirnulation has been developed that can be

used to study the performance and specifications of large-
amplitude motion-bases intended for driving simulator ap-
plications. Both the motion drive algorithm ancl the physical

motion of the simulator are modeled. The simulator config-
uration selected for study consisted of an unrestricted turn-
table on top of a hexapod motion platform supported by a
large-amplitude x-y carriage.

Algorithms have been selected that divide the motion among
the three major subsystems. The commands sent to the x-y
carriage are based on their frequency content while those sent
to the turntable are often selected to reduce the hexapod
motion commands to 5 degrees of freedom.

A tilt-coordination algorithm has been developed that ac-
counts for the presence of the turntable. In addition, an un-
avoidable interaction between tilt coordination and turntable
angular velocity has been identified.

The testing of the motion algorithm on several common car
maneuvers has highlighted the benefits possible from the pro-
posed simulator configuration. The large-amplitude x-y car-
riage can be used to generate excellent specific force cues
while minimizing the need for tilt-coordination in certain cases.

The turntable provides excellent yaw rate cues.
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APPENDIX
Notation

s = Laplace variable
Af = computer step size

<oB = angular velocity of frame F, with respect to fl'anÌe F¡
(_,) = vector
b, : components of b, expressed in frarne l, (a three-elernent
column matrix)
B = matrix
Er : transpose of B
( ), : variables related to frame Fn
.dix= 

dt
I = Laplace transform of x(t)
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